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INTRODUCTION 
Settlement and •ovement of bridge approaches have been aajor 
problems :l.n Jtentlicky. Many approach alabs have been repaired 
repeatedly, and one approach baa been completely reconstructed. Hopkins Al) has indicated that approach aettlements and •ovements occur 
throughout the atate, however, the largest number and the aeverity of 
approach problems appear to be concentrated in regions where clay ahales 
are predominate. 
To determine if other atates have problema with bridge approach 
•ovementa, and to determine the methods that are used to minimize these 
problema, a questionnaire vas sent to each atate. Alao, a question 
concerning the use of integral end bents, and spread footers vas 
included in the questionnaire. Standard drawings and/or specifications 
concerning bridge approaches and approach slabs were requested from each 
atste. 
The following is the list of questions included in the 
questionnaire. 
1. Is settlement of bridge approaches a aajor problem in your atate? 
2. Do you use some form of reinforced approach alab? If so, are they 
successful? 
3. Also, if reinforced slabs are used, how long are they? 
4. Are integral end bents used in your atate? If ao, have they 
performed well? 
5. Are special procedures used when backfilling around the end bent? 
What are these procedures? 
6. Are abutments on spread footers used in your atate? 
they successful? 
If so, are 
7. Are there any other •ethods that your atate uaes to ainimize this 
problem? 
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 
Forty states responded to the questionnaire, although all states did 
not answer all the questions. Table 1 is a summary of responses to each 
question. Appendix A contains the detailed reaponaes to each question. 
The responses are reported exactly as they were received, and no editing 
-s done. Appendix B contains all the atandard drawings and 
apecifications that were received. Some of the aaterial in Appendix B 
ia very poor quality copy, even though attempts were aade to reproduce 
them as clearly as possible. 
Figure 1 illustrates the responses to Question 1, It ahovs that �he 
aettlement of bridge approaches is a widespread problem. H owever, it 
ahould be noted that •oat of the northeast and north central atates 
reported little or no problems. 
Figure 2 ahows the responses to Question 2. All atatee that 
reaponded uae aome form of reinforced appToach slab except Maryland. 
Figure 3 shows that all states except Montana, 
Oklahoma appear to have complete success with reinforced 
Table 1 summarizes the responses to Question 3. 
ranged in length from 10 feet to one case of 120 feet. 
reinforced approach slabs were less than 40 feet. 
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Wisconsin, and 
approach slabs. 
Approach slabs 
However, most 
Responses to Question 4 are shown in Figure 4. Of the states that 
responded, only six states east of the Mississippi River indicated that 
integral end bents had been used. 
Most responding states indicated that integral end bents were 
successful, as seen in Figure 5. South Carolina stated that only one 
site had been tried at the time of the questionnaire, and that it was 
not successful. 
Most states tabulated in Figure 6 indicated that special backfilling 
procedures are used around end bents. 
Question 6 concerned the use of abutments on spread footers. Figure 
7 indicat"" t.hO?i'" t1�e 1� widespread, although eight states indicated 
they had not used spread footers. Figure 8 shows that all responding 
states except Ohio indicated that abutments on spread footers are at 
least partially successful. 
Figure 9 shows that many states use other methods not covered in 
this questionnaire to minimize bridge approach settlements. These other 
methods are discussed under Question 7 in Appendix A .  
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are based upon very generalized responses 
indicated in Figures 1 through 9. However, many states gave answers 
that were highly qualified. These answers included in Appendix A should 
be studied very carefully. 
1. Bridge approach settlement is a widespread problem. 
2. Most states use some form of reinforced approach slabs. 
3. Most users of reinforced approach slabs feel they are successful. 
4. Most users of integral end bents and spread footers feel they are 
successful. 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 
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1.) Settlement of Bridge Approaches -- A msjor problem? 
2.) Use ao.e for. of reinforced approach slab? 
2a.) Are they successful? 
3.) If reinforced slabs are used, how long are they? 
4.) Are integral end-bents used in your state? 
4a.) Have they performed well? 
5.) Special Procedures when backfilling around end-bent? 
6.) 
6a.) 
Abutments on spread footers used? 
Are they successful? 
7.) Any other methods to minimize settlement problem? 
15 16 
34 1 
26 3 
16 18 
15 1 
24 6 
21 8 
19 1 
25 11 
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APPENDIX A 
RESPONSES TO QLESTIONAIRE 
QUESTION !!_ 
IS SETTLEMENT OF BRIDGE APPROACHES A MAJOR PROBLEM IN YOUR STATE? 
ARIZONA--It appears that the problem of aettlement of bridge approaches is 
common to nearly all atates. The majority of our atructures have approach 
aettlement and there does not aeem to be any clear cut answers to the 
problem. Our most aevere cases are structures of greatest auperstructure 
depth, i.e., where the backfill requirements are the greatest. We also 
have the problem regardless of whether approach slabs are used or not. 
ARKANSAS--Settlement is not a major problem but does produce some 
maintenance problems. 
CALIFORNIA-It is a general problem rather than a major problem. 
COLORADo--Settlement of bridge approaches is a problem in Colorado. 
CONNECTICUT--No. 
DELAWARE-I would consider bridge approach settlement a minor problem in 
Delaware except where scouring occurs due to excessive clearing of drainage 
tax ditches. 
GEORGIA--The end abutments of most bridges are founded on piles and 
aettlement is not a major problem. At abutments in cut section where rock 
or very dense material is encountered, spread footers are used and 
aettlement is usually very amall. 
IDAHo--Bridge approach settlements in this State have ranged from 
undetectable to extreme and expensive to correct. 
ILLINOIS-The Illinois Department of Transportation has a long history of 
bumps at the end of bridges resulting from settlement of the approaches. 
INDIANA-Settlement of bridge approaches has been somewhat of a problem but 
not a major problem. 
KANSAS-Settlement at the end of bridges is a problem in our State. We 
feel that we aupport our abutments and expect no settlement, however, there 
ia aettlement of the fills which have to be repaired from time to time. 
KENTUCKY-Yes. 
LOUISIANA-The state of Louisiana bas experienced some problems with the 
aettlement of bridge approaches. 
MAINE--Settlement of bridge approaches bas not been a major problem in our 
State. 
MARYLAND-Settlement of bridge approaches is a problem in our State, but 
not a ujor one. 
MASSACHUSETTs--No, not a major problem. 
MICHIGAN--We do not have a major state-wide approach settlement problem, 
MINNESOTA--Settlement of bridge approaches 
problem for bridges under our jurisdiction. 
for our design and construction procedures. 
does occur but is not a major 
The problem is minor in nature 
MISSISSIPPI-��n some areas of the state--particularly on the Gulf Coast. 
MISSOURI--Settlement of bridge approaches continues to be somewhat of a 
problem in Missouri although it seems to have abated in recent years. This 
abatement is probably due to the cumulative effects of several changes in 
procedures directed toward the solution of the problem. 
MONTANA--Yes, settlement of approach fills to bridges is a major 
maintenance problem. 
NEVADA--It bas been. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE-Settlement of bridge approaches in most locations in New 
Hampshire does not present a major problem. 
NEW JERSEY--Settlement of bridge approaches is not a major problem in New 
Jersey primarily due to control of approach fills and the use of a concrete 
approach slab system for which standard details are enclosed. 
NEW YORK--Settlement of bridge approach pavements is not a major problem in 
New York State. If significant settlement is anticipated in the 
approaches, it is reduced by various construction procedures (refer to 
response No. 7 )  so that any settlement remaining will be insignificant. 
NORTH CAROLINA-With the bridge approach slab details we are currently 
using we feel that we have overcome settlement problems at bridge ends. 
NORTH DAKOTA--No-cannot be completely eliminated. 
OHio--The settlement of bridge approaches is not a major problem in Ohio. 
OKLAHOMA--It is a problem; however, we do not regard it as "major", 
OREGON--A problem exists, but it would not be classed as major. 
PENNSYLVANIA--Settlement of bridge 
Pennsylvania only on old bridges; on 
Pennsylvania uses reinforced approach 
approaches is a major problem in 
rare occasions, new bridges (because 
slabs on new bridges. ) 
RHODE ISLAND--Settlement of bridge approaches is not a aajor problem in 
abode Island. 
SOUTH CAROLINA--Yes. 
TENNESSEE--Settlement of bridge approaches is a major problem. 
TEXAS-Settlement of bridge approaches is a problem in Texas; seldom a 
critical problem but a considerable maintenance problem. The worst problem 
occurs where the bridge approach swells and rises. Approach slabs 
aggravate this problem. 
UTAH--Settlement at bridge approaches in Utah is a common ujor problem. 
Large portions of Utah were once the floor of prehistoric Lake Bonneville. 
Also, other geologic features and soil characteristics cause significant 
settlement problems. 
VERMONT--Approach settlement is a potential problem at 
However, analysis of the conditions at each site enable 
corrective measures, which reduce the problem to a minor one. 
many sites. 
us to take 
WASHINGTON--We have occasionally had problems with bridge approach 
settlement in the western part of our State. 
WEST VIRGINIA--Settlement of bridge approaches are a problem in our State. 
WISCONSIN--Settlement of bridge approaches is not a major problem in this 
State. 
WYOMING--Settlement of bridge approaches in Wyoming has been a significant 
problem, although not what would be considered major. 
QUESTION #2 
DO YOU USE SOME FORM OF REINFORCED APPROACH SLAB? IF SO, ARE THEY 
SUCCESSFUL? 
ARIZONA--Moat structures designed and constructed in Arizona over the past 
20 years have reinforced concrete approach slabs. They are not completely 
successful; however, an approach slab does assist in bridging the soft zone 
directly in front of abutments and in ramping up to the bridge. It also 
permits the abutment wingwalls to be designed without surcharge. 
ARKANSAS--Yes, we use the approach slab shown on the enclosed drawing on 
some projects. I believe they are successful in removing the bump from the 
end of the bridge. There are locstions where settlement or swell occurred 
causing a bump to develop in spite of the approach slab. Others do not 
agree with me on the need for these slabs; therefore, there bas been some 
compromise and they are not used on all construction. 
I prefer to have the impact from the bump absorbed by the approach 
slab rather than the bridge; therefore, if the bump cannot be eliminated it 
is better to move it away from the bridge. 
CALIFORNIA--A reinforced approach slab is used with PCC approach pavements. 
A reinforced approach slab is also used under certain circumstances on AC 
approaches to act as a ramp in the event of settlement of approach fills 
due to earthquakes. The reinforced approach slab is not a complete 
solution, but it does mitigate the problem. 
COLORADo--Colorado uses reinforced approach slabs on structures where no 
provisions for aovement are provided on the bridge. In our opinion, it is 
beneficial. However, we realize that a bump does still occur at the end of 
the approach slabs. 
CONNECTICUT--Yes, on all rigid approach pavements--Yes. 
DELAWARE--Yes, Yes. 
GEORGIA-Reinforced concrete approach slabs, 10 inches thick and 30 feet 
long, are used at all sites with good results. The approach slabs rest on 
the soil with the end at the abutment bearing on a paving rest of the 
abutment or bridge end wall. At a few sites the fills and approach slabs 
have settled, requiring asphalt leveling over the approach slabs. 
IDAHo--Current practice is to use approach slabs for all bridges carrying 
Interstate traffic, all bridges with concrete approach pavement, and 
otherwise at the discretion of the District Engineer in whose District the 
bridge is to be built. Foregoing applies to bridges on State system. On 
locally-sponsored projects, approach slabs are used at the discretion of 
the local sponsor; the result is that they are rarely used on locally­
sponsored projects. In my opinion, approach slabs are usually successful, 
and where not succeuful, the lack of success can usually be traced to 
faulty design, specifications, or compliance with specifications. 
ILLINOIS--The remedial scheme developed to improve the situation consisted 
of employing a 20 foot structural slab, the intent being to transition the 
settlement over a distance of 20 feet and thus reducing the abrupt change. 
The use of the single 20 foot slab was designated a method 1 approach, and 
supplemented with a method 2 approach for more severe (high embankment) 
conditions, the latter consisting of two 20 foot approach slabs supported 
at the 20 foot joint by s pile bent. The piles were to be driven to 15 ton 
bearing, and the intent was to transition the settlement over a distance of 
40 feet. 
In 1962, the Bridge and Traffic Structures Section of the Bureau of 
Design made a performance study of 100 randomly selected bridge approaches, 
selected to provide a good cross-section of both approaches and 
geographical location. The study compiled information of embankment 
height, approach type, soil conditions, and a plot depicting 100 feet of 
the approach beginning at the abutment and showing the as built grade with 
the current centerline profile. 
The data compiled presented a considerable scatter, but it did show a 
rather poor historv of success in alleviating the problem. Often times the 
piles in method 2 approa�h never settled at all, thus only moving the bump 
20 feet further from the bridge. While there was a broad range in 
behavior, it was possible to modify our past practices to be more in line 
with the performance. Accordingly a chart was developed (copy attached) to 
guide our designers in the choice of the approach treatment to be used for 
any given situation. 
This chart was used until November 1973, at which time the Department 
did away with the use of the approach pile concept in favor of a 100 foot 
continuously reinforced pavement which was thickened for the first 20 feet 
as a structural slab, there being no joint at the 20 foot point. This 
pavement was to be built 1.5" low, and brought to design grade when the 
deck of the new structure was provided with the waterproofing +1.5" of 
bituminous surface. This design also provided, as will be noted in the 
attachments, with a 1.5" ledge at the end of the approach section so that 
the bituminous material did not have to be "feather edged" out. 
INDIANA--We use a reinforced approach slab. In our opinion they are 
successful in correcting settlement problems adjacent to the bridges. 
KANSAS--We have an approach slab off the end or our bridges when concrete 
pavement is used. We are enclosing a Standard Sheet indicating how it is 
reinforced. This is a rather typical detail and has to be modified from 
structure to structure. The approach slab is constructed as a part of the 
surfacing for a project and is not a bridge item. 
KENTUCKY--Reinforced approach slabs are being used on a selected basis. 
They are presently being evaluated. 
LOUISIANA-These (settlement) problems have been minimized by the use of 
reinforced concrete approach slabs of appropriate length to satisfactorily 
transition from roadway to bridge. 
MAINE--We utilize a reinforced approach slab on our abutment backwalls for 
major bridge projects with medium to heavy traffic and feel that they. have 
been very successful in reducing the effects of approach settlements. 
MARYLAND--We do not use reinforced concrete approach slabs. 
MASSACHUSETTS--Yes-Yes. 
MICHIGAN--We are at this time using a double reinforced slab adjacent to a 
structure. This Standard has been in effect for two years. 
MINNESOTA--We use a reinforced concrete slab and this baa been very 
successful. 
MISSISSIPPI--Yes. Yes, in a limited manner. 
MISSOURI--Reinforced approach slabs were among the first efforts to solve 
the problem of settlement. They have been successful to a fair degree but 
have been more successful when coupled with changes in the practice of 
embankment construction. 
MONTANA--For about six years beginning in 1970, we used approach slabs on 
all projects. About 1976 we stopped the use of the slabs because their 
success appeared doubtful. At this time, we feel that there has been 
little success in solving the bridge end bump. 
NEVADA--Yes, and the use of the approach slabs has been helpful. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE--We use concrete approach slabs to minimize settlement 
problems. The approach slabs reduce the settlement effect to where only 
minor periodic pavement shimming is needed to maintain a smooth riding 
surface. 
NEW JERSEY--See answer for Question #1. 
NEW YORK--We use a one foot thick reinforced concrete approach slab that is 
supported at one end on top of the abutment backwall. The approach slab is 
normally 40 feet long. Slab lengths may be reduced to 20 feet for the 
following types of construction: 
a. Integral abutment design 
b. Rehabilitation of an existing structure where the roadway 
subgrade and width are to remain the same 
c. An approach slab that is continuous with the deck slab. 
This design eliminates a joint at the abutment. We are satisfied with 
the performance of our reinforced concrete approach slabs. Our Standard 
Details for both concrete and asphalt approach pavements are attached. 
NORTH CAROLINA--Yea (see attached material). 
NORTH DAKOTA--on concrete pavements. Many have been replaced. 
OBIO--Dhio uses approach slabs on most major highways and they are 
successful, as far back as they extend. Sometimes where a bridge is 
replaced at a site where the approach embankment is well consolidated, the 
approach slabs Will be eliminated. 
OKLAHOMA-We have used approach slabs in some forms. Preeently, we are 
using only a abort "impact" slab. I don't feel we would call any of them a 
auccess. 
OREGON--A reinforced approach alab is used. This design baa been in use 
for over eleven years and is considered auccessful. 
PENNSYLVANIA--We do use reinforced approach alabs and, in our opinion, 
these slabs are successful. 
BRODE ISLAND-�We use s reinforced concrete approach slab on all bridges. 
SOUTH CAROLINA--Yes, on primary and interstate routes and freeways. Yes, 
they are successful. 
TENNESSEE--See attached Standard Drawing K-86-144. 
TEXAS--Approach slabs are used on approximately half of our bridges. They 
are usually not completely successful. 
UTAH--We do use reinforced concrete approach slabs, and they are usually 
auccessful for their intended function; namely, to bridge the settlement 
area behind the abutaent backwall. 
VERMONT--Yes, and they are successful. 
WASHINGTON--It is not our practice to use reinforced 
determined to be necessary by our soils engineers. 
our new bridges have approach slabs in the western 
relatively few have them in the eastern part. 
approach slabs, unless 
Approximately 60% of 
part of the State and 
WEST VIRGINIA--We use a 12" thick, 20' long reinforced concrete approach 
alab that rests on a notch in the abutment backwall. The approach slab 
does provide a transition from the fill to the bridge and does prevent 
direct wheel impact on the backwall. 
WISCONSIN--For many years we made extensive use of the reinforced approach 
Blab. The design was intended for the approaches to bridges on highways 
auch as freeways where we expected high traffic volumes including large 
percentages of trucks. However, eventually it became common practice to 
use the reinforced slabs on most &tate truck highways having P . c. concrete 
pavement. 
I n  our opinion they were not auccessful. Many of these &labs have 
cracked and aettled despite the heavy reinforcing and of course they are 
very costly to build. 
Our current practice is to construct the bridge approach slab to the 
aame thickness and design as the adjacent highway pavement. Generally, we 
apecify non-reinforced P.C. concrete. The reinforced alab is still 
occasionally used where settlement of the bridge approach has proven to be 
a problem and traffic volumes are high. 
WYOMING--We use reinforced concrete approach slabs on all of the bridge 
&tructures on the state and federal highway systems. We have been using 
three different types of approach slabs, which are shown in the attached 
details. These approach slabs have been in use for approxiutely three 
years, so our experience is somewhat limited; however, they appear to be 
working successfully. 
l 
QUESTION fl. 
ALSO, IF REINFORCED SLABS ARE USED, BOW LONG ARE THEY? 
ARIZONA-We are enclosing a copy of our Standard Drawing No. BM-1 which 
ahows dimensional and reinforcement details for approach slabs. 
ARKANSAS--Thirty-five feet. 
CALIFORNIA--10'-6" or 30'-0". See attached Standard Drawing A35-B and Memo 
to Designers 5-3. 
COLORADo--our reinforced approach slabs are 14'. A copy of our standard is 
attached. 
CONNECTICUT--Varies (see attached drawings). 
DELAWARE--Twenty-five (25) feet; however, it would depend on the height of 
the abutment. 
GEORGIA--Same as answer for Question #2. 
IDAHo--At zero-skew bridges, approach slabs are 20 feet long. At skewed 
bridges, the end of the approach slab abutting the roadway is normal to the 
roadway centerline, and the 20-foot dimension is applied at the outer edge 
of the travelled way, on the "abort" side of the approach slab. 
ILLINOIS--Same as answer for Question #2. 
INDIANA--The reinforced approach slabs are 20'6" long. 
enclosed. 
Details are 
KANSAS--There is reinforcing in the concrete approach slab and its length 
is 33' from the end of bridge wearing surface. 
KENTUCKY--From 30 to 60 feet. 
LOUISIANA--Generally, two lengths of approach alabs are used: 20 feet long 
slabs where the anticipated aettlement is amall; and 40' long where 
moderate settlement is expected. In some locations, where excessive 
settlements are indicated, pile supported approach alabs of 80' to 120' 
long are used. These slabs are aupported on timber piles which provide 
full support adjacent to the abutment and taper to almost no support at the 
end of the slab. 
MAINE--I have attached hereto a copy of our standard details for approach 
slabs. 
MARYLAND--Not Applicable. 
MASSACBUSETTS--10' measured perpendicular to the abutment wall. 10" Deep 
Slab with #7@6 parallel to CL. construction top & bottom of slab. Slab is 
placed with bottom 24" below finished roadway grade and extending 6" behind 
curb line each side of the roadway. 
MICHIGAN--Same as answer to Question #2. 
MINNESOTA--See enclosed details for information on slab construction. Slab 
length is 20 feet. 
MISSISSIPPI--20 ft. 
MISSOURI--Reinforced approach slabs are 20' in length. At skewed bridges 
the abort side is 20' in length. A copy of the appropriate standard is 
attached. 
MONTANA--We used 20 feet long slabs. 
NEVADA-24 feet and occasionally 12 feet depending on foundation 
requirements. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE--the reinforced concrete approach slabs are 20' long. 
NEW JERSEY--See answer for Question #1. 
NEW YORK--See answer for Question 12. 
NORTH CAROLINA-See attached material. 
NORTH DAKOTA-40', 
OHio--Reinforced approach slab length varies from 15' to 30' along the 
centerline of highway. 
OKLAHOMA-20 feet. 
OREGON-20'-0". 
PENNSYLVANIA-See details of our Standard Drawing RG23, Bridge Approach 
Slab (attached). 
RHODE ISLAND--The approach alabs are 14'-0" long. 
SOUTH CAROLINA--our standard is 30' but may vary with geometries. 
TENNESSEE--See attached Standard Drawing K-86-144. 
TEXAS--The approach slabs are 20' long, measured along the short side of 
the trapezoid for akewed structures. 
UTAH--The typical approach alab is about 1'-6" longer than the wingwalls. 
The average length is about 15 to 20  feet. 
VERMONT--Normally 20 feet along roadway centerline, but not less than 1 5  
feet perpendicular to centerline of bearing. 
WASHINGTON--The approach slabs are 25 feet long and are aupported by a 
corbel, or bridge seat, at the end of the bridge. 
WEST VIRGINIA--See answer for Question 12. 
WISCONSIN--The length of the reinforced slab we use is 20'-6" minimum. You 
can aee on the enclosed standard drawing that the length of one side of the 
alab increased as the skew angle of the bridge increases. 
WYOMING--Refer to the attachments for the length of approach alabs. 
QUESTION #4 
ARE INTEGRAL �BENTS USED IN YOUR STATE? IF SO, RAVE THEY PERFORMED 
WELL? 
ARIZONA-We are using integral abutments in all cases where span lengths or 
overall bridge lengths are not too long to cause expansion/contraction 
difficulties. Eliminating bridge end deck joints and bearings is the major 
advantage. 
ARKANSAS--No. 
CALIFORNIA--Integral end-bents are used with satisfactory results. 
COLORADo--We use integral end-bents on both concrete and steel girder 
bridges. They seem to perform well; however, our history is only + six 
years old. 
CONNECTICUT--on one bridge only-Yes. 
GEORGIA--Question was not answered. 
IDAHo--. . . .  We do use them, and they have generally been successful. 
Where unsuccessful, their lack of success could be traced to an error in 
design. In one case where success was not initially attained, the bridge 
was a relatively short and wide steel-girder bridge with substantial skew; 
insufficient attention was given to the horizontal moment resulting from 
girder expansion and resultant passive earth pressures. At several bridge 
sites, significant though not disastrous damage bas resulted from failure 
to provide adequate expansion joints between approach slabs and concrete 
approach pavement. 
ILLINOIS--We have utilized integral end bents at several locations. We 
have not yet evaluated their performance and are not actively pursuing the 
development of this type of design. .·• 
INDIANA--Integral abutments have not been used in Indiana. 
ICANSAS-Kansas bas used integral end abutments for many years. We have 
good success with this type of construction. We use it in practically all 
bridge structures up to approximately 500' in length. We are attaching 
several sheets from various projects, one indicating a pile bent abutment 
in which we have aet steel beama on the abutment beam and made them 
integral with the superstructure. Another detail enclosed is a reinforced 
concrete box girder structure which is cast in place. This particular 
structure had pedestal poured into the rock with the joint to provide some 
movement for the superstructure. Concrete box girders are not presently 
being used due to the higher coat in formwork. A more typical type of 
construction is where we use prestressed beama. The enclosed detail 
indicates a T-beam section, however, it applies to the !-section as well. 
KENTUCKY--Yes. They have performed well. 
LOUISIANA--Integral abutments and abutments on spread footings are not used 
in this state. 
MAINE--Integral end-bents have not been utilized in our State. 
MARYLAND--We do not use integral end-bents in this State. 
MASSACHUSETTs--No. 
MICHIGAN--We do not use the integral end-bent design. 
MINNESOTA--No. 
MISSISSIPPI--No. 
MISSOURI--IntP.gra.l end bent� are used in Missouri. They have only been in 
service in recent years but so far they appear to be performing well. 
MONTANA--Yes, we use integral end bents and feel that they work very well, 
NEVADA--occasionally. Their performance bas not been evaluated for the 
settlement problem. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE--Integral end-bents are not used in New Hampshire. 
NEW JERSEY--Integral end bents are not used in this State. 
NEW YORK--Integral abutments or end bents have been used on some of our 
structures. 
Since integral design has only been used for the past three or four 
years, we are reluctant to make any definite atatements about the 
advantages of this type of construction. However, because of the stubby 
abutments used in this design, we anticipate aavings in materials and 
labor. 
NORTH CAROLINA--No. 
NORTH DAKOTA--Yes. Well. 
OHio--Integral end bents are used and perform well, for the most part. 
Diagonal cracks in the end corners of the deck slab sometimes occur. 
OKLAHOMA-Yes, Yes. 
OREGON--To some extent. No problems have arisen to date. 
PENNSYLVANIA--Pennsylvania does not use integral end-bents. 
RHODE ISLAND--We do not use integral end bents. 
SOUTH CAROLINA--used on one project only. 
abutment. 
No--beam rotation cracked 
TENNESSEE--See attached Typical Integral Abutment Details. 
TEXAS--Completely integral end-bents are seldom used. Partially integral 
end-bents at the ends of long continuous units have created further bridge 
end problems. 
UTAH--We do not use integral end bents. 
VERMONT--Yes, and they do perform well. 
WASHINGTON--We rarely use integral end bents. We do, however, use pre-cast 
girders with east-on end diaphragms, which act very much the same as 
integral end bents in terms of the effect on potential approach settlement. 
These have performed very well in this State. 
WEST VIRGINIA--We do not use integral end-bents. 
WISCONSIN--Integral end-bents are not used in this state. 
WYOMING--our policy is to embed steel girders into the abutments on bridges 
300' or less in overall length when piling is used as a foundation at the 
abutments. This type of structure has performed well in Wyoming, and a 
typical abutment detail for this type of bridge is shown in the 
attachments. 
QUESTION # 5  
ARE SPECIAL PROCEDURES USED WHEN BACKFILLING AROUND THE END-BENT? WHAT ARE 
THESE PROCEDURES? 
ARIZONA--We are enclosing copies of our Standard Specifications for Special 
Backfill. 
ARKANSAS--See Enclosures. 
CALIFORNIA-No special procedures are used; however, we require backfill 
with pervious material directly behind the end-bents. 
COLORADo--Material placed around the end-bents is specified as Structure 
Backfill. We use Class I, which is good gravel, placed in 6" layers and 
compacted to 95% of AASHTO T-180. 
CONNECTICUT--No. 
DELAWARE--Yes. Backfilling shall be with material meeting the requirement 
of Borrow Type C (graduation of 85-100% by weight paaaing the 1" sieve and 
maximum of 25% by weight passing the #200 sieve) and compacted to 95% or 
more. Compaction shall be built in continuous horizontal layers not more 
than 8" in thickness, loose measurement, and shall be thoroughly tamped and 
compacted to the specified denaity. 
GEORGIA--Embanlcments at bridges are compacted to at least 100% of the 
maximum laboratory dry density for 100 feet beyond the bridge ends. 
IDAHo--According to our Contract Administration Engineer, no large rock is 
permitted in backfill and backfill is placed in 8-inch layers, compacted 
with vibratory compactors after each layer is placed; granular borrow is 
preferred as backfill material but is not always available at reasonable 
coat. 
ILLINOIS--Question was not answered. 
INDIANA-Procedures for backfilling at end bents are shown on attached 
detail. 
KANSAS--We call for backfill compaction around all of our abutments and at 
piers where this is a grade separation structure. We are placing rock 
along the backwalls with drains through the abutment to try to remove some 
of the moisture coming off of the pavement which causes deterioration at 
the abutments. We recognize the compaction is primarily a band operation, 
however, we do feel we gain a considerable benefit from this procedure. 
KENTUCKY--Yes. Select granular backfill is used. 
LOUISIANA-Regarding special backfilling requirements around end-bents·, the 
only requirement is the use of a coarse aggregate plug against the end-bent 
and under the approach slab. 
MAINE--We pay particular attention to proper backfill material and drainage 
of the backfill which we feel has adequately provided protection of the 
abutment to minimize frost damage, excessive hydrostatic pressures and to 
ainimize settlement problem. 
MARYLAND--The backfilling procedures used are one of careful compaction for 
as great a density as possible in the areas immediately adjacent to the 
abutments. Every effort is given by our inspection personnel to guarantee 
that compaction is as good or better than that required for the approach 
embankment. 
MASSACHUSETTS--Not used. 
MICHIGAN--The.backfill is compacted to 95% and placed in layers of not more 
than 9" thick. 
MINNESOTA--Not applicable. 
MISSISSIPPI--No, the bridge end fill is constructed to grade before the end 
bent is put in place. 
MISSOURI--Embankment at end bents is required to be placed in advance of 
bent construction to the elevation of the bottom of the bearing beams. 
Compaction requirements are increased from 90% to 95% of standard density 
within 100' of each end of the structure. Backfill to the excavation 
necessary for bent construction is carefully controlled to maintain uniform 
pressures on the structure and to assure adequate compactions. 
MONTANA-Yes, we have a special procedure. Attached is our standard for 
approach fills. 
NEVADA--Yes, selected borrow is used to obtain better compaction. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE-Not applicable. 
NEW JERSEY--See answer for Question #4. 
NEW YORK-We are not presently using any special backfill procedures for 
our integral abutments. However, if performance of these atructures 
dictates a special backfill procedure, we will provide for it in our 
Standard Details. 
NORTH CAROLINA--See attached material. 
NORTH DAKOTA--Granular Backfill next to abutment is used. 
OHID--Procedures for backfilling around abutments, of the integral or non­
integral type, are given in ODOT CMS Section 503,10. Compaction 
requirement is from 98% to 102% of maximiDD dry density per AASHTO T99, 
depending on the maximum laboratory dry weight. 
OKLAHOMA--No special precautions. We expect to regrade the approach after 
it is stabilized. We do construct a gutter out of asphalt to reduce the 
water draining behind the wingwalls. 
OREGON--Yes. Backfill which becomes part of the roadway IIUSt have 95 
percent Proctor density in the top three feet, and 90 percent Proctor 
density below that. In the event that the excavated .. terial is not 
•uitable for backfill, Special Wall Backfill is specified which is non­
colusive, pervious material. 
PENNSYLVANIA--Not applicable. 
RHODE ISLAND--We specify a 95% soils density for the compacted soil under 
the approach alab which helps to minimize the settlement of the slab. See 
attached Specification. 
SOUTH CAROLINA--Use same procedures as for compacting embankments. Place 
backfill in 6" layers, compact to 95% max. density. 
TENNESSEE--See attached Standard Drawing K-85-150. 
TEXAS-Some districts use granular backfill behind abutments 
through to the riprap. Others use cement stabilized backfill. 
regular embankment backfill. 
UTAH--Not applicable in our area. 
with drains 
Others use 
VERM:>NT--No special procedures are used; end bents are backfilled with 
granular material to the same specifications as regular abutments. 
WASHINGTON--our specifications require 90% compaction in aeveral "lifts". 
This is most commonly accomplished by the use of hand compactors. 
WEST VIRGINIA--our bridge abutments are founded on rock and accepting that 
the approach fills will settle we intend to restore the grade with an 
overlay. 
WISCONSIN--Granular backfill is specified where necessary to assure 
adequate abutment drainage. Backfill is placed and compacted in continuous 
horizontal layers not more than 12 inches thick. Additional information on 
this subject is provided in the enclosed photocopy of Section 206 of our 
Standard Specifications and paragraph 12. 6 from our Bridge Manual. 
WYOMING--Pervious backfill material behind the abutments and between the 
wingwalls is aloped to drain into weep holes placed in the abutment 
backwall. 
QUESTION #6 
ARE ABUTMENTS ON SPREAD FOOTERS USED IN YOUR STATE? IF SO, ARE THEY 
SUCCESSFUL? 
ARIZONA--As a general policy, we do not use spread footings perched in the 
terminal ends of highway embankments. Piling is driven into in-situ 
1111terial through prebored holes in the embankment. 
ARKANSAS--Abutments are used occasionally and are considered successful, 
but a bump may develop if an approach slab is not used. 
CALIFORNIA--Yes, abutments on spread footings are used when recommended by 
the Geology Section. Each site is inspected by the geologist prior to 
design. The abutments on spread footings have been satisfactory. 
COLORADo--Abutments on spread footers are rarely used in Colorado. 
CONNECTICUT--Yes, Yes. 
DELAWARE--Yes, Yes. 
GEORGIA--See answer to Question #1. 
IDAHo--Abutments on spread footings are used with discretion. As in the 
case of Question #1, success has ranged from excellent to unsatisfactory. 
When unsatisfactory, poor performance can usually be traced to inadequate 
apecifications or compliance therewith, or to faulty judgment in choosing 
to use them. 
ILLINOIS--We do not use abutments on spread footings in a fill situation. 
Spread footings are allowed in non-fill aituations where the supporting 
material has adequate support capacity for the design load. 
INDIANA--We have not used abutments founded on spread footings recently. 
KANSAS--No. 6 is as described in Item No. 4. 
KENTUCKY--Yes. In most cases they are successful. 
LOUISIANA--Integral abutments and abutments on spread footings are not used 
in this state. 
MAINE--Abutments on spread footings are used where subsoils will adequately 
handle the loads imposed by a spread footing and embankment fills. Where 
aoils analysis has indicated spread footings to be adequate, we have had no 
particular problems. I have attached hereto excerpts from our Bridge 
Design Manual describing our footing cover requirements and a Supplemental 
Specification, Section 203, which is utilized for preparation of foundation 
embankments with deep fills. 
· 
MARYLAND--Abutments on spread footers are used in our State where they may 
be founded in undisturbed ground with expectation of minimal settlement. 
Footings on embankments are always supported by piling. 
MASSACHUSETTS--Yes, Yes. 
MICHIGAN--We successfully use a large number of spread footing abutments 
placed on fill. The abutment fill is compacted to 100% density. (See 
Standards 2.08.11 to 2.08.13 attached). 
MINNESOTA--Ye.s-where soil bearing is adequate-generally dense, sandy soils 
where approach settlement is minimal. We do not design bridges to settle 
with approach fills. There is no relationship in our state between use of 
spread footings and likelihood of approach fill settlement. Spread 
footings have been very successfully used. However, our bridges are 
designed for minimal settlement of structure. Where high settlements are 
anticipated the bridge would be lengthened or measures taken (lightweight 
fill, excavation of poor soils, etc.) to reduce amount of settlement. 
MISSISSIPPI--Not as a uniform practice. 
MISSOURI--Normally not. 
ti:>NTANA--We avoid the use of spread footings in approach fills whenever 
possible. Our experience indicates settlement of end bents to some extent 
whenever it is necessary to bear on the approach fill. 
NEVADA--Yes, and so far we have no real problems. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE--Abutments on spread footing are used when the bearing soils 
are adequate for support. At some locations a gravel structural fill is 
constructed below the spread footing to increase the bearing capacity of 
the foundation soils to an acceptable level. 
NEW JERSEY--Abutments on spread footings are frequently used in New Jersey. 
NEW YORK--Structures supported on spread foundations have generally 
performed very well in our State. Post construction settlement of these 
structures has generally been negligible or within projected limits. 
Spread foundations are seldom used for stream crossings because of the 
possibility of scour. 
NORTH CAROLINA--only for special situations. Spill thru end bents are our 
standard method. 
NORTH DAKOTA--No. 
OHID--Abutments, particularly stub abutments on fills, on spread footings 
are not often used. Some massive settlements have occurred in the past 
with stub abutments on spread footings. 
OKLAHOMA--We have founded abutments on spread footings. The term "spread 
footers" is unfamiliar. 
OREGON--Yes. They are successful since they are only specified if the 
foundation material is adequate based on the soil exploration. 
PENNSYLVANIA--Abutments on spread footers are used and are successful. 
RHODE ISLAND--We do use abutments on spread footings in Rhode Island. We 
also use abutments on piles when the soil conditions warrant. Both types 
of abutment foundations have been successful. 
SOUTH CAROLINA--Rarely. No known serious problems. 
TENNESSEE--Abutments on spread footings are employed only where rock or 
shale exists at or near the plan bottom of footing or where rock 
embankments are required for geologic considerations. In these instances 
the installations are successful. 
TEXAS--Spread footings are not used to support abutments, unless there is 
rock at the bottom of csp. 
UTAH--We have successfully used abutments on spread footings on both 
natural ground and compacted embankments. 
VERMONT--Yes, and they are successful. 
WASHINGTON--The majority of our abutments are supported on spread footings. 
This support method has been quite successful. 
WEST VIRGINIA--our abutments are either placed on spread footings, on rock, 
or are placed on piles driven to rock. 
WISCONSIN--Abutments on pile footings are preferred. Generally abutments 
on spread footings are used only in cut sections where the original soil 
can sustain reasona·ble pressures without excessive settlement. The use of 
spread footings is given more consideration for simple spans than for 
continuous spans. We have not experienced problems with the few spread 
footings that have been used. 
WYOMING--Where foundation conditions require, abutments will be placed on 
spread footings. This type of abutment foundation has been successful, 
although it is considerably more expensive than a piling foundation. 
Generally, when an abutment is supported by spread footings, an expansion 
device is provided in the deck to accommodate movement of the bridge due to 
changes in temperature. 
QUESTION #7 
ARE THERE ANY O THER METHODS THAT YOUR STATE USES TO MINIMIZE THIS PROBLEM? 
ARIZONA--Minimizing approach settlement is a difficult problem to solve 
because of the wide range of variables involved. We use varying lengths of 
approach slabs where needed, call for the embankment to be constructed to 
aubgrade prior to construction of end-bents, and in aome cases where 
construction sequencing permits, the structure and embankment are built 
•grade and drain" with final adjustment of approaches and approach slabs 
made in a later contract. 
ARKANSAS--No. 
CALIFORNIA-We require the fill at the abutment to be compacted to 95% 
relative compaction, while the requirement for roadway is 90%. We also 
utilize fill surcharge and settlement periods prior to construction to 
reduce the eventual fill settlement. 
COLORADo--we do not have any other special methods. However, we make an 
effort to use good fill material in the abutment area. 
CONNECTICUT-No. 
DELAWARE-No. 
GEORGIA--See answer to Question #1. 
IDAHo--! think we have learned from our past errors, and are in one stage 
or another of correcting same. We have started using relatively wide 
expansion joints between approach slabs and concrete pavements, plus 
aassive anchor blocks integral with concrete pavements abutting approach 
alabs. A change in standards is contemplated, "when we can get to it," to 
eliminate all protrusions on the inner faces of wingwalls and earth faces 
of backwalls, to minimize compaction difficulties, and to minimize moments 
transmitted from approach slabs to abutments when approach slabs aettle. 
ILLINOIS-- Question not answered. 
INDIANA--We have not used any other methods to minimize this problem beyond 
proper soil compaction, peat removal, etc. 
KANSAS--We recognize that settlement does exist at the abutments and we are 
atudying ways in which we can minimize the problem. A study such as yours 
can be considered a step in the right direction. 
JCENTUCKY-Some other procedures include special compaction requirements, 
aurcharging the embankment and foundation, and wick drains in the 
foundation. 
LOUISIANA--Question not answered. 
MAINE--Question not answered. 
MARYLAND--There are no other specific methods used t o  minimize settlement 
at abutments than those noted, however, we do go to great care to make sure 
that drainage is not allowed to build up behind abutments which would cause 
heaving problems in the winter. Drainage pipes and porous backfill is 
placed behind abutment backwalls for their full length. Also, our Dis trict 
Maintenance personnel normally make great effort to overlay the approaches 
to maintain smooth riding surfaces. A 7 5' length of flexible approaches is 
left on all bridges. 
MASSACHUSETTS-In addition to the alab, a bituminous concrete berm is 
placed against the back wall and over the approach slab to minimize the 
abrupt change between the gravel fill over the alab and the concrete back 
wall. The upper surface of the approach slab is also coated with 
bituminous d�p-proofing. 
MICHIGAN--'We have uo special methods, but we do employ a continuous testing 
of materials and workmanship during construction. 
MINNESO TA--our basic approach to minimize bridge approach settlement is 
thorough foundations borings and analysis. We do frequently require a 
waiting period or surcharge to accelerate fill settlement prior to bridge 
construction. The reinforced concrete approach panel is used to provide a 
smooth transition and reduce impact loads in case a small amount of 
settlement (or consolidation of fill) occurs after construction. 
MISSISSIPPI--In fills where excessive settlement is anticipated, 
undercut ting cutting and backfilling good material may be specified , or 
some type of preaettlement program such as the use of sand or wick drains 
or a pre-loaded embankment, or a combination may be used. 
MISSOURI--Placement of passive pressure berms in front of abutments where 
integral end bents cannot be used. 
MONTANA--We have tried buried approach slabs with no success. We have 
placed emphasis on the construction of approach fills in our construction 
manuals. The problem still exists and we do not have a solution. 
NEVADA--Yes, a foundation study at the location of the abutments. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE--New Hampshire's standard backfill material behind abutments 
is gravel. The gravel is compacted to at least 100% of maximum density. 
NEW JERSEY--Removal of unsuitable material and replacement with quality 
fill is utilized where economically feasible. 
NEW YORK--When the Department's Soil Mechanics Bureau determines approach 
embankment settlement may be excessive, one of the following special 
procedures may be used: 
a. Surcharge the approach embankment for a specified waiting period. 
b. Build approach embankments to roadway subgrade (this may or may not 
include the area occupied by the abutment) and observe a specified 
waiting period. 
c. Use lightweigh t fill (75  t o  80 pcf) in lieu of the normal embankment 
material. 
d. Remove unsuitable surface material under the approach embankment area 
before constructing them. 
NORTH CAROLINA--We feel that the special drainage pickup incorporated into 
our approach slab details have greatly assisted in overcoming settlement 
problems at the bridge end. 
NORTH DAKOTA--Problem cannot be eliminated. 
��anageable. 
Our settlements are 
OHio--Waiting periods between embankment construction and bridge 
construction have been used, with some success. 
OKLAHOMA--No other methods. 
OREGON--Approach fills aro;, sometimes required to be 
before the bridge ends are placed. Filla have 
accelerate settlement of the foundation material. 
PENNSYLVANIA--No other methods are used. 
in place for a year 
been surcharged to 
RHODE ISLAND--We also specify a 95% soils density for the compacted soil 
under the approach slab which helps to minimize the settlement of the slab. 
See attached Specifications. 
SOUTH CAROLINA--No-only to correct by building up approaches with asphalt. 
TENNESSEE--No other methods than those stated above are employed. 
TEXAS--We have tried various sealers for the joint between approach slab 
and concrete pavement to prevent water ingress. None are successful. 
UTAH--We developed a three span continuous steel girder design with the end 
spans cantilevered so as to avoid abutment supports. This design concept 
was published in the 1967 AASHTO Proceedings and may be used to advantage 
in both unstable and stable earth conditions. 
VERH)NT--When severe settlement is anticipated, surcharge preloading is 
specified to minimize the problem. Also, lightweight aggregate (expanded 
shale) is sometimes used as a backfill material to reduce the load and 
therefore reduce the settlement. 
WASHINGTON--We do occasionally prefill, overload (25 to 35%), and have, on 
rare occasions, used jackable abutment or sand drains. 
WEST VIRGINIA--We are developing a detail that will require our concrete 
approach slabs and a length of concrete pavement to be built with a 2"  
overlay of bitwninous concrete. Then when fill settlement occurs WI! can 
remove part of the overlay and place more bituminous concrete to restore 
the grade. 
Our bridge abutments are founded on rock and accepting that the 
approach fills will settle, we intend to restore the grade with an overlay. 
WISCONSIN--Settlement of bridge approaches is reduced if the pavement 
construction can be delayed until the year after the embankment and bridge 
is constructed. This allows additional time for the embankment and its 
foundation to consolidate. 
WYOMING--In areas where high fills are encountered at abutments and 
aubsurface conditions are such that long-term settlement may occur, the 
subsurface material may be prelosded with the fill for a specified period 
of time prior to bringing the fill to final grade and starting the abutment 
•ent construction. This time period generally ranges from two to four 
months. 
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. . . Vhar& tiach unyteldtnq aaterial is encoont8rert J�: . .!tc4wation 
other tbaft f or boa culwe�ts or where an entire eJcawation · to;-.-_ -a . box calwert b••r• on such aatertal, the rock or other unyl8ldiag . aat•rlal 
shall be cleared of all loose frag••nts and cut to a fire · aurfac• \ ad 
directed. . � · 
The .placl ng of . concrete . sha l l ·  
. 
foil oW · ;·iS. ·. Ctoil�l f ! .  it& 
practicable th• structurat excaYatlone: 
· 
. � ' . rc:J ··s tractur•l lxcaYailc:»n f o-r Pipelines and Pipe Cul•�tts: . . . . 
·�·-." ·;here pipe cai�erts are placed and roet, i n  either ledq9 or 
boald8r foraatlon or other uarleldlny aateri•l · 111·  ttncountRred. s11cb aayielllinq "..- aaterial . ah l l  · be reaoYed for a a l nlaua distance of six 
';-tnchea oa each si"e of the plpa. ' In a l l  t J p•U of . installation. Ruch 
aarteld:lnq_:  aaterlal shall be reaond for a •tniaua depth of . 12 inches 
. belo• t he ' qrade tins �f the pi�. This unyielding aat erial shall be 
{ replaced vitb ei ther badd:inq aat�trial or w i U  specia l  backfill up t o  
· t b e  qrade l i ne of t h e  pipe a n d  such aatechl shall be ·coapaeted to t h e  
:�e�a.lt_r , requtr;ed hArelnafter unde� 208- J . DII fU • . .  -.. � � ' 4 '· � • • : • ' . • • "' •: 298•3.02 ' ;  Dlapooo i ·  or NatortU: 
--� I . , . ' ' ' �--
.- ! ...... atticS aaterhl shall be placed a PI eabantaeat in 
i l.ccordance· with the raqutraaenta of Section 2 1 1 .  Surplus eaterial 
1 ahall _, , be _ -dlaposed of tn . aocordaace lfi th the �e')uireaeonts of Section - 2 12 · alld ' 1n each 11 e:tnner as act t o - obstruct a n r · st.tPaa or 1•1-'air t b e  . a n iclencr · . · or •· appearance o f  an r struct ure. !lcanted aaterial shall 
.' "ot." be place a ·at any tlae lq a aannl!r that will endanger a structure. 
!'' •. ' . •  ' �  . . . ' . �.-loa�,;o� ·"';_ Coffer4aaas . .. 
. ..  � · · -�-·�· ,-� ., �· · · • .  · ' , · i · :·.n: .  "� '· lhereYer '· · vaterba&rinq strata ' are encountered abo..-e tho� . elewet10n of the; bo�toa ot t h• P&cawattoa and cofferdaas are used. 
; auCb 'coffetda•• shall be auttftble and practically •atertigbt. 
• . - " I ' ' •  •; ,.. ' t . . . . . .• • . ?·� -' �oril���toi ·�h.t J ,  on reqae�t. suhait datail�d drawinqs i for · approwal ·aholinq his · proposed .,tho� of cofferdaa construction and other"' pe�tinent'· ·  features not · shown · in deta i l  o n  tbe plans. Ito cOn at ruction ei11 1 U  be · •lltarted o a t i l  such dradn9s are a ppro.-Ad; 
·; lllo•e•er� · ;'such appro..-al shall not operat e  to r•U••• th• contractor. of .-:tnr·  f'l'epon�ib�tt t r  for the succP.asful coepletton of the construction. • : . .  • · ·: ' '  · ,  .. . ,. 1 •• ; 
. _.. no ;-: 't laber or br .. cinq •hich will eat end toto the concrete 
• shall b9 'left: 1a cqffe�t!�•• or cribs .. · · �  · . ' '· ·. (. ' �. - . ' . 
• . . - .. ay···: puapi nq ·- · rro.i t h e  ·iaterior of any follnt ht i on enclosure 
i eha!l b• done'  in'  such · a aanner as to precludoJ the posat ht l l t y  of !Rf 
. poJition . ot th• concrete aaterlal being c•rried a��ar.. llo puaring •ill 
be per•ttted during the placin9 of concrete or for a perio� of at 
,.- l•�:st'';' 12 -• houre �t.•rt�tafter. unlee-:e i t  i s  done froa a suitable suep 
· ••pa.;11t.ed fro• the (:opcrete work h r  a vatertiqht va l l .  , Pue1Jing to 
) raao,e-�! . va t e r .,•'fro.-- ;··�•••led coffarda• slrall not beq t a � until the seal 
;)••,�•e \ � e� tficl�nHr- to d th��··� . �h� llydroetatic pressure • .  I ' • . I 
. . .• toffera••• · ·or� ·: Crt�s. iacludln9 a l l  ehee t i nq and bracing • 
. , shall be' reeo.-edl·' lip' ·:the . ' contractcr 'l!l (ter >�the"'  coapletion ' of ·  the 
�:J:abetrDCtPre. - .rhle reao•al work a ball be carried out in · such a eanner 
'- �-•.: P.�� � !�. ����J�t�
-f�r·· �'�)he r concr!!te� · · • · : " .:_ ; -
208-l.OO nack fllllnq: 
(IJ G!lneral: 
The aetertal to be use-d - for : .  apec;lal backflll shall ae · obtained e i t he r  froa the sources designated. in �ccordance · vitb ; the requir••ants of ' S@ctlon 701 or fro• othe r . a pp�owed sources . Jf �h� · aa terJa l i s  obtalntd fro• sources other tbaa the · onea desiqaat ed . ·  s euppleeental aqree•ent prn!ldtng · � for . a n  a d jueteeat ta .· c�e pen satlon . tli! U  aot be required� · · 
SpP.clal backfill shall a.e placed • •  fill or backfi l l .  in'. t b e  areas required a n d  i n  reasooa b l f  close coafora ttr t o  the l i n � s ,  gradeS aad dteensions shown on the plans. Sber.•at care •hall be ta ken tQ keep rocks a va r  froa structures. _ 
special backfill.  boP.ItdJny aatitrtal ' aad other. fti(·-;�d' backfill eatert�l sh a l l  be coapacted t o  a density o f  a t  least 95 percent · o f  the eadaua dans t t r  detereined in accordance with th19 requlreeent s  of the ,.aterials Testing Plana�! , �f ,- _t�!lt · :� . ft&t!lrlals serwlces. ' 
Vater shall be added to 'the 
.
eaterial.· by · prevett'ln9 or· 'br' 
applylnq u n J forelr t o  each ta rer, when required for• coepa�tlon, ,bp�·  
oalr in s u f f icie nt. quant t t r  t o  i n s ure proper co•pactlon, · ·· J . .  . ; , 
IBI Special Backfill for St ructures other than · .Pipe Cut•erta: • · 
. . . . · · ._ .\ . . . . - � -. .  : .( !•',J- -�-il flateria 1 . shall be placed in hrera of not eor� t.hlh elqht­
tnches in depth be for• coapaction. · a nd eacb layer ·ahall 'be -·:'coapacted , 
bf aea n s  or •eehanlcal or pa.,•••a t l c  taeping det'i�es or. Dtlller'·.saitablei 
equlpaent to the deqSity required �ereinbefore ender (AJ ·� 
The layers o f  •atwrlal· pl11cad ��ound 
placed on oppo9ite sides to app�o•teatelr the •••e 
aaae 'iaa. , · . . . 
i . • . . . . . . atract•r•• · •hall' be el!�•U�n ·,- •f . th� 
ftatertal shall not be placed agaiaat anr concr't' abu�•,qt • .  •ib9 vall. retatalnq val l ,  bo• fUlwert or aial�•r atr'!ct•r• !l�ttt ·-,. t�a 
coacrete has been ip place a t.  least " day•, _ eale�• ot•ttt,ll!e · .  
aat•ortzad. 
· · ' · • · " ·  - - r - · • 
·. M'' .� s�;�l�l :; i�eih1i.' f�r ' ali '  TrP.. ;;f Corraqatea ••tat ••. , 
':; ,, ·-·• Reld torii•d and trnntelnfotc�4 C�ncrate Pipe cul•erts: ' ._ .. - . - . :.� ' . " '.!: .  _ .. , ' . . _·· . • •• j . . . . . • • .  l t l ·· ··sha�i.il PoilnaoW•n ona liict fi l l  rr.<a.ioi lne to spri n g l i n o l : 
·' ·: - �  , . . . �· :� · -� iU·_::�� �(11·. Cui;e�i !:,..�ha it �� - ·pia��� -�: • . be�- of li n d  �nc�tsert 
. in beddlri9 aa�•rtsl Up: to •he sp�inqline _ o f • tb� pipe cul •��t . , Tb� 
- ��Ctnql i ne �  for . Circular pipe is dqfln9d aS an !•ayi n arr line pa��i n 1  
�thru thl! c4fttf'Al i d fJ  o f  the rt � ·- u d  p-tr-. 1 1 191 .. o .  t h e  qu . .Jel in @. . ._ .. .. · · � · -- ·;, . .. �· · · - · .. . - �; - . -.. . : � ·  ; ·  . ' · - · ·: 
� , , , . ·�·!•.l ' �h�h '.�t.r� : t: Mi •i��s- aitl Pl aCt: rJ '·in t ['�bche!!:, b ed d i n q  • .t t e t h l  
s h a h  be ··piacid -• tot_  thG full widt h  cf the- t.rAnch and for a • i n i • 11 11  4 d e t>t h '  of · si z inch'! a un"•t . t he pipe .  1' · • • . . -�-� ::: : . �- .' . ; . .  , . . ; . �·. 
. · f. · · ·lhin - ."  rlP• ' ··_culYt!tht · a d  phC�d othpt · than in trench!!s, i b•atttnq aa le ria 1 -' hhaH · he placed ' f"r a width not less t:han 18 inr.h@s 
( O n ',•ach . !lid!!' O f tt:h�. · pt.pw ti n rJ for ft •inl •IJ• depth of th reoe inches ttndet � tt.O . pipe· tal ;etd . ! ' 
" ,. . . - · · ' ' • : • ..., ., • ' ' .  t • • • 
. . \', ,.
-.. - There:. : R�ait  be : at l41�t9:t � h r'l!!le lnch� S · of hP.ddlntj U; b?rial 
,. Qnttei- J . hti ; ht! lla ·of - bel l i n d  Splqot: : pfpe. · =��··. Vhf.� ::;'ah . .;l�t�inq .· ute�!a t has been r�.io.,'2d t�tnd t£>plac@d in ' . aecordanet� ·vtt.h t:he r4qulre•entg Epecified httre in anrter subs@cti on ' 20f:t· J . 0 1  tct , nO bl!'d O f  11a�erJ a l  requir"d un.J�r this s ubs�ct i::>n w i l l  beo i heC.!ssa tr; ·., ' . .  : .·.. · ·. · · · · : . , ' .,. , . .: . . 
. , , . � .'.th!! .. J C�nt. rac�ftt ._1 111F shape a nd. co•pact bll!'dtflnq •ttfl'rial by 
.�· ''tt inq wlt h a •in t•u• ft •ount of wa �er , when the- surround in 1 ex ist l nq i so:l.l� .I. D  the U'&DCh'!!J ls of ·a rereflable t ype. Vht"h je tt trog is U!ll!d t hq 
': jt!'ttlnq _ ptObe sh�tll bot i n sert �d into the nterhl a t  i n ta r wa ls not to 
1 Pzc&ed 1 2  inches; unl4ss other•l se dlrect•d bJ t h� enqin�or. ·• . -. .. . 
' :
' J 
: . _ . . . •. I . 
. · · �·· lhen Ptp-l · elil.-erts · are placed oth•r t han i n trenchPs. the coatraCtor. ••r a h a Pt and co•paet beddinq •at4rial by aPans of approYed 
pneuaatic equl p••nt by w hich t he beddinq •�tterlal , a ton9 with a ' aial •a• ••6unt _of wabtr. i s  dl!iehar9f'd under pr•ssun t, eonsolirl�t-� 
�the aatt!'th 1 . , � , ... . . 
-
.� 
,, . •  :·. : .I  ;.··.. ' ' ., . : . 
' oj .. · th• -',a�hih ;  · or th�: bedalrig •at@rhl aha ll bf!o ftt least 91j piil:een� of · t he ' •• H•u• •- I'Jenslt r  d"tJ:!'nlne!'l i n  accord�nc'! wi t h t h� · tequlreaeh£5' , ., ·or � t: he_ :· fil�tterh t S  Tast:inq llta nn l · of the "ateri11l:J 
SerYlceiiJ;:,�.'1 1 '' ·•·"" · t· ... r • ••. ' · · � ' : l ,  
.. . s ;eclai · cu·4 · sha ll be tat�d '. ·J.� · .• Pti�J..i9-� _Lf11hiPili"f •: iflti'·: C:oapactinq ••terh 1 anat!!'r hauncht!'s of a 1�. p�pe �oJ; pre flltl iloYinf � 6r::.� 
raising the pipe fl:'o• ih1 bedtfing. . 
· '. '· • · -· · ·. ·'· ' "  ' 
121  BacHhl (Ahou spd nqlln•l i ,  
oac k f l t l  a8terial tho�� th• · · Bpri��l ln� ·· ��haJ.i;· ·�: --�;�t:f�1' 
backf ill w h e n  l:'equlred tt r  t h e  d�ta lls sbovn . on . thll!' plah!h -f"· I rt · · a l l  
arPaa whpre speci!l b"c k f i l l  is not required . f il l  r hackltll Shall 
be in  accordance w i t h  thf!o requlre•�nts of section 2 1 1  , The sourC9 _ f�r 
this •a tl!_r ia l  shall be desiqnilted . fnr eabll r!k•eat �nde · �ctlori · 2 1 h ·  .. 
, P.l!leJi: fi ll • ater ta l • sh a l l  be pl aced ta lej'!'ra o&. · not aoi'd ., 
t ha ri  elqht inehqs in dPpt h bl!fore coa pa ction ;, · · Rocks o•er . t h�•• ibc:he iJ 1• 
in approxi•ate diln@tt!r shall not be placed within ala inchffll of th4 · 
pipe cul•ert. · · · ' · .. . 
Bact f l i l  •a�ertal s h a l l  ba Coa pa�ted t o  � - d,ftittt . Of � �  
least IJ -5  percen t o f  th@ •axi•u• d'!'n�itr det•r•lned i n  accordtnc'!! ·. ·- •lth . t he require•ents "Jf the "ated a ls T9stinq llanual ·or .. thlj ltat•rials :_ 
serYlce-s. . · ' · . ; 
· · · · · ' · ' . · .·:· · 
• t . 
. . '· . ' . .. . , . • •  
CD) S pec i ll l  naekrttl for � t ruct.Unl l'ht• .s£ructurtti: -·� • • • t • . 
,. .� . . ' -· ' - •.. .... A l l  �tructur11l pht:4 atructur"S .shail be ·pieCed ,on ·a· b8d Or,_ , 
beddlftg eat�rlal. T h �  b�ddinq •a tetial sha l l  be plftced · for . ,  •l�th cf · 
not ���s than 16 tnchPs on each side of tho Pt tucture •nd fo[ ! 
. •inl•u• dept h of � J J. i nches undt!'£' t hll structure. �- . • :.· ... . · . . . . • ·• : . · 
' · . l ' _ , • � · ·o , , , ' I' - ·•, , . f ' S peCi'al h 1 o: k f l t l  shall bP plac<�� t1 as fi l l ot .backfi l l  , ! n · ·thlli , 
ar�ftS r4qul ted and in rPaso�ablf cl�se conrot•itr to the line�, . qrat1� s _  
and dht!nslons -shovn on the pl ans • .  Special care shllll .be tlltt!n to . 
kaep rocks aWi!if lro• structures. · · · · · · 
tta�er-ial sha l t  b• plftcr:od ' in  lay�;s O t  not . aOr• .�han .etqhl f inches i n  d e pth b�fore coap�ction, a n d  �acb larer shall be � coapae�•d 
br aPans of aech a nical or pn ea•a tlr. taaping �eYl ces or oth�r .•uttable 
eqatpaent t o  a d t!'DBH-r of at lust 9S rercent of thf •••leu• denei.tF 
detll!'r•i ned in accordance vltll t�e require•P.nts of  t.htt . Rat.eclals 
Tettting Pla n u�tl of the. "at•rials ser•ices. · · 
l!ter Shall  bll!' added to tho . aiteri81� bf _ prewe�t.lri� Or hf 
B ppl yl nq unt foralr t o  t!'llch layer, •h•n required for coapaetton� bUt 
onlr in  auff icignt q ��an ti � r to insure proper co•pactlon .. . . ' . . ·· ·- . · ·. ' . .  . . . . The . tar4rs .of � •ate rial  ptaC:ed ·arOund :Btrdeturt.s .• ,.111 he · 
placPd on -oppoal u si:Jes t o  Bppr-oxi"'a tel r the . 11a•e. � · ele••• l.on . 1 t ..�· .f!h&. · 
sa•t!!' ti•e. 
,, '! 
fll rm�� l�te�h�l ,  
.; 'i' ·. 1hen : �: -�;q.l��d. filter aateclal · ahall bl placed ta 
bactflllln9 atractacea Ia .aecordaace with the d•taila eho•a on the 
." plana • .  · · ritter · aaterlal · alaall coafora to tlae requiree�nte for Pine ·_agqregate uadez: aubsection 706 CCJ . C 2J . . . .. , � .:� ) • • . - - � i . 
.:, Crt ..-. � lllleplaceaeat of ·onaultable Jlaterial: . ' . 
. .  llaere excawatioa has beea pertoree4 below,the llalts sho•a 
for .atractural eacatatiaa la order to reao•• unsuitable aaterial, the :  
i441tlonal IJ:catated aaterla l . ehall be replaced with apecial backfill. . . . . . . . . . ,. �;; .1' . . • . 
208�e : .\� /:· iaet11ot1 � Of lleaaereaent:_ 
·,-·, · · .. ;.._; � . . . -· 201!1-•.ot ... ta . S tructaral ••catation: 1 · .'. · ·• r • ' . ,  : , • • • , • • • • • � . . :itractar�i · !zcawatioa vill be aeaaurad bJ the 
ana �he ••••tltJ to be allowed for paraent will be : the 
•ole••· ettU.a·. tlae Ualta .desiqaated on the plans •• paraent ';I ·,,' ' . :. : . • � . •: ,- ' . 
cubic rard 
calculated: 
liai ts. 
· • \
' I here • it . ie becessarr t� ezca•ate to a qreater depth thaD 
••ova . on �he plana for a footing, or to reao�• unsuitable aaterial in 
accordance'. / •lth· the req•ireaenta of subsection 20B- J . 0 1 ,  such 
addltloaal , eaca•ation •hick is leas t�aa three feat below the 
ale•atl�n ,; abo•n on . - the . plana . will be eeaaured for · payaent aa 
.. st�u�ta�al 1 1J:Ca•�ttoa� . , 
. 
, • .lo· aeasuteaent for pareent Will be aade of ezca•ation: ·
·. -iot ·.�,.�rlze� • . • - ' . . ' ' ·.� : 
.
 
' 
' 
' .. . , l'�i- 4eiaati� � tie bare �n� cat-las. 
� . 
.. .; . ' . ; :. . 
r• · .··· · in . the . eabantaent . placed under the aaae contract a a 
'· the·'atracture . or· pipe for which the ezcawatlon 1• beiag ; a� de,,. except .- for · the iaperfect · ·trenc h .  laatallatlon of 
; t'lp�O!=Cid COD�rlte pl��· . ·� � .  . - t •  ' · -. :' ·: ., , ' . .  ; · : ·  . .. . ... P. Required .because . .  of  elides, cate-ina, · ailtin9a ot 
.. tilllaq ttue �o th� lac:t' of Support of aldea, the ac�ion of the· eleaeata or , t•• carelessness of the contractor. I � � � · , ·.� �- f� ·r� •� ,) ' t � ,  ' l '  ·, Ieier It ill -�·� . .,. • ctaaaea . a a Strect•ral !aca•atioa • .  
.. I ,;,�, ,� • , f .  ? � '  :· , >' I · - ' 
• 
' '  : 
208- • •  02 Special Bactfill: 
Special lactfill will be aeaaare4 �J t•• cubic yard and tbe 
qaaatity to be allowed for payaeat •111 be tlae calculated . •oluee . of 
alte�lal in the road war prise, lacludiag be4diat •·��r�al;,_.pla�ed �� . 
accor4aace wlth the d�talla ahowa oa the plaaa. ,1 
• • • • 
the quantity of special aactfill ahoea oa' tba plaa8 •ill be 
considered .as correctlr represeatlnq the quaatitr of Special lackflli� 
lacludinq bedding aaterlal, actually reqa.ited ;  · llowawar, ahou.14 : ·  
ee-ideaca abov or should there be good reasoa t o  belieflt that �he . 
actual quantttr of special lactflll warlea froa tbe qaantltr sho•a ·on ·. 
the plans bJ ten percent or: aore, the actual - quaatttr of'• Spll!chl·' 
Bactflll, lncludln9 bedding aaterial, will be coaputed bJ t•• anginee; 
aac! eeaaure•ent for pareent will be bas•� - oa tlala 1coepu�ati�n'! f 
' 
208-5 Iaale of Payeeat:  
,..e acceptea 
Special Bactfill, eeasared 
cootract unit price. · 
IJUIDtitfaa 
aa· pro•td•d 
Parae at ·  will be aade'_. undeu · 
Par Jtea 
Structural !zcatatioa 
Special Bactfill · 
... ' .
. 
. .  ( : . . ' 
of Stract•ral · !rcawation · raa4 
abo••• eUl be paid for· a � · .. tbt ' .  '{,· ·· .• . · .;S �,:-•• � • .' :·- · � . ·' .' 
Per Volt · . 
. 
· .�abl�: tAr4'� 
Cable ,.ra.: · . -· > .  ' "' . 
Paraent for Owerlaael of structural laca.ittoa li"tll. bO� iadG;: 
as specified uader Section 209. 
P�raeat for watering used in special lactfllt·Witi be aade 
. as apflcifled under Section 2 1 5. - · · · ' · · 
Payeent for additional '  eaca•atlon •here , 1� '':"1• ·ifoand ;1 
aeceasarr to ••caw-ate to a deptb qr•ater tha three· · feet ·- · below : the·: 
ale•atton aho•n on . the plena tot a footia9 or to · reaowe · unauitable 
aaterial fa accordance •ltlt. the reqalr18aent• of •abaectioa .·,, 208.;.3 . 0 1 ; ;� . 
will be eade in accordance •Hh the ptowlsioaa of · Sabaecttoa t o ii . 02 , i ·'::,  
lo par••nt - .111 
••t•�ial � ot: . for eatet:ial 
••catatlon • 
be aad8 for forn1a•tng aal '�aclaq fllt�r 
placed 111 �epla�··�•S.,' ,•ofi�-�··����t��·�� 
SECTION 707 
either size or combining of the two sizes prior to 
proportioning. 
At the time of proportioning for mixing, 
the aggregate in each stockpile shall be meas­
ured by weight and proportioned in the proper 
amounts so that the resulting mixture of coarse 
aggregate shall meet the requirements for Size 
No. 357. 
The percent of wear of coarse aggregate 
at 500 revolutions, when tested in accordance 
with the requirements of AASHO T 96, shall 
not exceed 40. 
706(0) Admixtures: 
(1) General: 
The contractor shall furnish certificates con­
forming to the requirements of subsection I 06.04 for 
each type of admixture furnished. 
(2) Air-Entraining Admixture: 
Air-entraining admixtures shall conform to 
the requirements of AASHO M 1 5 4  for seven and 28 
days compressive and flexual strength and resistance to 
freezing and thawing. Tests for bleeding, bond strength 
and volume change will not be required. . 
(3) Retarding and Accelerating Admixtures: 
Retarding and accelerating admixtures shall 
conform to the requirements of AASHO M 1 94. The use 
of such admixtures shall be at the direction of the engi­
neer. 
SECTION 707 • SPECIAL BACKFILL 
701(A) General Requiremenls: 
Materials for special backfill shall be obtain­
ed as provided under Section 701 and §hall conform to 
the following requiren1ents: 
Rock of such size that cannot be accom­
modated in the compacted lift of material be­
ing placed shall be removed. 
SECTIONS 708, 709 
The smn of the plasticity index and the 
percent of the material passing a No. 200 sieve 
shall not exceed 23. 
The plasticity inde. will be determined in ac­
cordance with the requirements of AASHO T 90. 
The amount of material passing a No. 200 
sieve will be determined in accordance with the require­
ments of AASHO T 27. 
SECTION 7011 - EXPANSION JOINT FILLER 
708(A) Preformed Expansion Joint Filler: 
Preformed expansion joint filler for concrete 
structures, pavements and incidental items shall conform 
to the requirements on the plans. When not specified, 
either one of the following joint fillers may be used. 
(1) Bituminous Joint Filler: 
Bituminous joint filler shall conform to the 
requirements of AASHO M 2 1 3. 
(2) Nonbifuminous .Joint Filler: 
Nonbituminous joint filler shall conform to 
the requirements of AASHQ..M 1�3. Type n. with the 
following modifications. The joint filler may be formed 
as a premolded strip from suitable fibers. The compre.sion 
lest specimen of the premolded fiber joint filler shall re­
cover to at least 65 percent of its thickness before testing. 
709(A) 
SECTION 709 • JOINT SEAL 
Joint Seal (Hot-Poured): 
Joint seal shall be hot-pmired, elastic type 
conforming to the requirements of AASHO M 1 73. 
The pouring device shall be of the pressure 
type and shall be capable of filling the joint without the 
formation of either voids or entrapped air. Any material 
that has been overhc;�tell, heated for over three hours or 
has remained in the applicator at the end of the day's 
operation shall be withdrawn and wasted. 
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l'umping to deweter e sealed cofferdam shall not c.,.. 
mence until the seal has set sufficiently to with<tond "• 
hydrostatic pressure. 
, 801 .07 Inspection. After each excavation is c,.. 
plated, the Contractor shall notify the Engineer, ••d ., 
concrete shall be placed until the Engineer has approv..J "• _depth of the excavation and the character of the found••·,,. 
material. 
801 .08 Bac�fill. Materi�l used for backfill shall bo •' 
o quelity acceptable to the Engineer and shell bo rooso"'f;., 
froo from largo or frozen lurnps, wood or other f1drt�n• � ;•. 
material. 
Sp�ces exceveted for and not occupied b'( abut'"•'" 
piers, or other!ermenent wor� shall be refilled with ••·� 
and compede to the general level of the surrou,•l '•I 
ground. This work shell be performed immediately •''" 
completion of each unit of concrete work and the rem-:;.,; 
of ·forms. l Beckfill immediately adjacent to bridge ebutm•·•, · 
cut erts, reb1ining walls or other places inaccessible to ro''•·� 
shli.ll be placed in approximately four inch horizontol b)•� 
looSe measurement, at near optimum moisture content " ... � 
compacted with mechanical equipment to 95% of tho ,..,.. 
mu(" density os determined by AASHTO T 99. The sp•c; r , •  
density will not be required · immediately odjecent to w ·� 
wells of box culverts. The bedfill in front of such "' ' 
shall be placed first to prevent the possibility of lor-•·! 
movement. Specie! precautions shall be token to preved ,., 
wedging action against the concrete end the slope bou•J • j 
the excavation for abutments end wingwells shell be stcpr•­
or roughened to prevent wedge action. Jetting of lh• I f  
behind abutments and wingwolls will not be permitted. 
Fill placed around piers shall be deposited on both •'"' 
to approximately the some elevation et the same time. 
Adoquate provision shell be made for the thoroo;1 
drainage of backfill material. French drains shall be pi•"' 
et weep holes when shown on the pions. 
No backfill shall bo plo<ed egoinst any obutmnnl, " 
toining wall or culvert until permission shall have been q'· •· 
by the Enqineer, but not until the concrete hos been in r'•·• 
14 days. or until lost cylinders show the strength spo6 i•! 
Backfilling of structural plote pipe and arches sho!l bo ' 
accordence with subsection 608'.03(d). . 
- 364-
801.09 Approach Emban�ment. When the contract for 
,.., bridge structure requires the placement of· approach 
•·bonlments, they sholl be constructed and paid for in 
1 .:ordonce with the specifications governing this doss of 
· �,struction. 
80 1 . 1  0 Classification of Excavation. Where excavation , ,, d.mified, oil excavation will be grouped under the 
•�1 Undossified Excavation for Structures·Bridge or Un· 
·,..=f:ed Excovntion for Structures·Roadway, ond these ''"' ohnll indude the removal of oil materials encountered 
,.,,��less of their nature or the manner in which they t�re 
, ... ., . ed. 
Where excavation is classified it shall be classed os 
:�.,mon Exc.,vi'!tion for Structures·Brirlqe, Common Exceva� 
• · •  for Structures-Roadway, Rock Excavation for Structures· 1· ·lqo, or Rod Excavation for Strudures-Roodway, in 
· · ·:odMce with the following criteria: 
Common Excovotion for Structures-Bridge ond Common 
;,,_.,ation for Strudures-Roodway shall include the removal 
·' 11:1 materials encountered regardless of their nature, 
,.:.,, th.:m rod as dP.fined in the items Rock Exct�vation 
L. Structures-Bridge and Rock Excavation for Struclures-
1-.,�way. 
Rock Excavation for Structures-Bridge and Rock Exca· 
.,.-,. for Structures-Roadway sholl include the removal of 
-: .. ; Firm and compact materials es cennot be excaveted 
• •I clam shell or orange peel bucket, slip, pick Md shovel, 
,. d•cdge without first being loosened or broken by blosting, 
;.-j�;ng or driiling. 
801 . 1 1  Method of Measurement. Plan quantities ond 
'• ·dju .tments thereof ore besed on vertical planes parallel 
··: ''d 1 8  inches outside the neat lines of the footing or 
' '''>m slob and wings when in material other than rock, end 
·•·lical planes porollel to and 4 inches outside the footing or 
'<"om slab ond wings in rock for all foundations except seal 
;•''<ret�. PIM quontities end the adjustments thereof for 
;·,:Jahon seals ore based on vertical planes and parallel to 
...'! n��t line of seal. 
Tho quMtities do not include the volume of ony 
·::orial which lies within the typicol roadway cut section or 
• · " • thnr.nol change section . os shown by the plans . 
. , �tcr is not clltssed as lj material. 
W�er& cofferdams are not required, quantities for 
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SECTION 19 EARTIIWORK 
stockpiling of selected material will be made, unless such stockpiling is 
ordered by the Engineer. 
Topsoil placed along the tops of slopes in connection with erosion con­
trol work Will not be considered as stockpiled material when determining 
quantities of earthwork to be paid for. 
19-2.08 Measurement.-The following earthwork operations will be 
measured and paid for as roadway excavation for the quantities of material 
involved and no additional compensation will be allowed therefor: 
Excavating the roadway prism including slope rounding, public and 
private road approaches, connections and driveways; excavating unsuit­
able material when shown on the plans or specified in the special provi- . 
sions; excavating surplus material; excavating selected material and 
topsoil from within the limits of the project and removing such materials 
from stockpiles when stockpiling is ordered; excavating channels having 
a bottom width of 12 feet or more as provided in Section 19-4, "Ditch 
Excavation;" and excavating local borrow as provided in Section 19-7, 
"Borrow Excavation.'" 
Quantities of roadway excavation will be computed by means of average 
areas and distances between these areas, except as provided in the follow­
ing paragraph. 
Where due to changed conditions or the nature of a particular operation 
or for any other reason, it is impossible or impractical to measure quanti­
ties of roadway excavation by means of average areas, the Engineer will 
compute the quantities of material excavated by a method which in his 
opinion is best suited to obtain an accurate determination. 
When quantities of roadway excavation are computed by means of 
average end areas and center line distances, a correction for curvature will 
not be applied to quantities within the roadway prism. In computing the 
quantity of material outside the original roadway prism, where the road­
way center line is used as a base, correction will be made for curvature 
if the center iine radius is 1,000 feet or less. 
Excavation in excess of the planned or authorized cross section will not 
be paid for, except as provided in Section 19-2.04, "Slides and Slipouts." 
The Contractor shall l:iackfill and compact as directed by the Engineer 
unauthorized excavated areas to the qriginal ground elevation or author-
ized section at his expense. · 
19-2.09 Payment-Quantities of roadway excavation, measured as 
specified in Section 19-2.08, "Measurement " will be paid for at the con­
tract price per cubic yard. Such price sh;J\ include excavating, sloping, 
rounding tops and ends of excavations, loading, hauling, depositing, 
spreading and compacting the material complete in place, and pregaring 
subgrade at the grading plane as specified in Section 19-1.03, ' Grade 
Tolerance.'' 
The above price and payment shall include full compensation for fur­
nishing all labor materials, tools, equipment, and incidentals, and for 
doing all the work involved in performing roadway excavation work com­
I>letely as shown on the plans, and as specified in these specifications and 
the special provisiQlj£, w ., ueoted by the Engineer. 
tt-3 STVUCTURE EXCAVATION AND IAO::FUJ.. 
19-3.01 Description.-Structure excavation sh8.J.J consist of excavation 
( 19-6 ) 
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for the construction of foundations for structures; excavation of trenches b the construction of culverts, pipes, rods, deadmen, cutoff walls and 
lither facilities; other excavation designated on the plans or in these 
lpecifications or in the special provisions as structure excavation; the con· 
trol and removal of water and the construction or installation of all coffer· 
dams and other facilities as necessary to accomplish construction of the 
work; and the subsequent removal of such facilities, except when they are 
required or permitted by the plans and specifications to remain in place . 
. : Structure backfill shall consist of furnishing, placing and compacting 
backfill material around structures to the lines designated on the plans or 
tpecified or directed by the Engineer. · 
· ,  Structure excavation and structure backfill may be classified on the 
plans or in the Engineer's Estimate into various types or classifications. 
li'ben there is a contract pay item for structure excavation (Type A), such 
excavation shall include all excavation for footings where seal courses are 
�own on the plans. The requirements of the specifications pertaining 
�cally to earthwork for culverts shall apply only to earthwork which li classified on the plans as structure excavation (culvert) and structure 
backfill (culvert). f When shown on the plans or directed by the Engineer, recesses at 
Culvert inlets shall be excavated in excavation slopes to the dimensions 
�gnated and the resulting material disposed of in roadway embank· p:.ents as directed by the Engineer and such work will be paid for as 
F.Ucture .excavation for the quantities involved. 
§: Material from structure excavation not used as structure backfill shall be 
ueposited in roadway embankments as provided in Section 19-6, "Em· 
llaDkrnent Construction," or disposed of as provided in Section 19-2.06, 
'tSurplus Material," all as directed by the Engineer. 
_ 19-3.02 Excavation for Culverts.-When the plans require embank· �nt construction prior to culvert excavation the embankment shall first 
constructed to the required height as shown on the plans, and for a 
tance each side of the culvert of not less than 5 times the diameter or 
ght of the culvert, after which the trench shall be excavated and the 
vert installed. Where such. embankments are to be constructed on a feep slope or at a difficult location, the height of new embankments may 
varied as directed by the Engineer before installing culverts . 
. •  19-3.025 Culvert Beddings.-Culvert beddings shall consist of shaped 
bedding, sand bedding, or soil cement bedding and shall be constructed, 
�here shown or specified, in accordance witli the details shown on the plans and these specifications. When more than one type of bedding is 
permitted, the same bedding shall be used throughout tbe length of the 
�vert. · 
· Culvert beddings shall conform to the following requirements: 
19-3.025A Shaped Bedding.-The trench bed shall be shaped to fit 
the bottom of the culvert, as shown on the plans, and shall provide 
wllform support throughout the entire length of the culvert. The trench 
may be excavated below the bottom of the culvert and the shaped 
bedding constructed by backfilling and compacting culvert bacldill 
material to the required line, grade and shape. Shaping shall be accom· 
plished by use of a template conforming to the outside shape of the 
culvert and guided by headers set parallel to the grade of the culvert 
established by the Engineer. Such headers may be left in place. 
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a the construction of foundations for structures; excavation of trenches for the construction of culverts, pipes, rods, deadmen, cutoff walls and 
lither facilities; other excavation designated on the plans or in these 
lpecilications or in the special provisions as structure excavation; the con­
·lrol and removal of water and the construction or installation of all coffer-41ams and other facilities as necessary to accomplish construction of the 
work; and the subsequent removal of such facilities, except when they are 
required or permitted by the plans and specifications to remain in place . 
.. Structure backfill shall consist of furnishing, placing and compacting 
backfill material around structures to the lines designated on the plans or 
tpecified or directed by the Engineer. 
· ,  Structure excavation and structure backfill may be classified on 'the 
lllans or in the Engineer's Estimate into various types or classifications. !"hen there is a contract pay item for structure excavation (Type A ) ,  such 
excavation shall include all excavation for footings where seal courses are 
jlhown on the plans. The requirements of the specifications pertaining 
�cally to earthwork for culverts shall apply only to earthwork which 1i classified on the plans as structure excavation (culvert) and structure backfill (culvert) . f When shown on the plans or directed by the Engineer, recesses at 
liulvert inlets shall be excavated in excavation slopes to the dimensions 
�gnated and the resulting material disposed of in roadway embank­
plents as directed by the Engineer and such work will be paid for as 
tp::u_cture .excavation for the quantities involved. 
If Material from structure excavation not used as structure backfill shall be 
Deposited in roadway embankments as provided in Section 19-6, "Em­
pnkment Construction," or disposed of as provided in Section 19-2.06, 
�Ius Material," all as directed by the Engineer. 
19-3.02 Excavation for Culverts.-When the plans require embank-�. nt construction prior to culvert excavation the embankment shall first 
constructed to the required height as shown on the plans, and for a 
tance each side of the culvert of not less than 5 times the diameter or 
ght of the culvert, after which the trench shall be excavated and the 
vert installed. Where such. embankments are to be constructed on a 
· p slope or at a difficult location, the height of new embankments may 
varied as directed by the Engineer before installing culverts. 
9-3.025 Culvert Beddings.-Culvert beddings shall consist of shaped bedding, sand bedding, or soil cement bedding and shall be constructed, 
e shown or specified, in accordance witn the details shown on the 
and these sPec!fications. When more than one type of bedding is 
rmitted, the same bedding shall be used throughouf the length of the 
�vert. 
· Culvert beddings shall conform to the following requirements: 
19-3.025A Shaped Bedding.-The trench bed shall be shaped to fit 
the bottom of the culvert, as shown on the plans, and shaD provide 
Uniform support throughout the entire length of the culvert. The trench 
�ay be excavated below the bottom of the culvert and the shaped bedding constructed by backfilling and compacting culvert bacJcfill 
material to the required line, grade and shape. Shapin� shall be accom­
plished by use of a template conforming to the outside shape of the 
culvert and gujded by headers set parallel to the grade of the culvert 
established l:iy the Engineer. Such headers may be left in place. 
SECJ'ION 19 EARTHWOI'' 
19-3.025B Sand Bedding.-Sand shall be free from clay or organ' 
material, suitable for the purpose intended, and shall be of such size th , .  
90 percent to 100 percent will pass a No. 4 sieve and not more than · 
percent will pass a No. 200 sieve. 
19-3.025C Soil Cement Bedding.-Portland cement used in soil < • 
ment bedding shall conform to the provisions in Section 90, "Portb! 
Cement Concrete,"except that testing will not be required. 
Water used for soil cement bedding shall be free from oil, salts :u 
other impurities which would have an adverse effect on the qualit� 
the bedding material. 
Aggregate for soil cement bedding shall be either material select • 
from the excavation, imported material, or a combination thereof: ! • 
free of organk material and other deleterious substances; and meet t !  · 
following grading requirements when tested in accordance with c., 
fomia Test 202: 
Sieve Sizes Percentage Passin� 
1 y,· ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  100 
1" ...................................................................................... �100 o/.." ............ . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . ... . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .  �100 %" .............. . . . . .................. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 50-100 
No. 4 ...... . . . . . . ... ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40-80 
No. 100 ............... . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ......... . ... . . . . . . . . . ........... 10-40 
The aggregate, cement and water shall be proportioned eitht'r · 
-weight or by volume. Not less than 282 pounds of cement shall be "".  
for each cubic yard of material produced. The water content shall · · 
sufficient to produce a fluid, workable mix that will flow and can · · 
pumped without segregation of the aggregate while being placed 
Materials for soil cement bedding shall be thoroughly machine-m" 
in a pultiTlill, rotary drum, or other approved mixer. Mixing shall co"' 
ue until the cement and water are thoroughly dispersed throughout ! , .. 
material. Soil -cement bedding shall be placed in the work within . '" 
hour lifter mixing. 
Soil cement bedding shall be placed in a uniform manner that " .: 
(lrevent voids in, or segregation of, the bedding, and will not float • 
shift the culvert. Foreign material which falls into the trench prior • 
or during placing of the soil cement bedding shall be immediatr " 
removed. · · 
Backfilling with earth on culverts set in soil cement bedding shall ,.. • 
commence until 8 hours after the soil cement bedding has been plar.., 
19-3.00 Cofferdams.-Cofferdams for foundation construction shall :w 
carried well below the bottom of the footings and shall be well braced •:.! 
as watertight as practical. The interior dimensions of cofferdams -!-.• � 
provide sufficient clearance inside the wales for constructing form> .,.! 
driving piles and to permit pumping outside the forms. 
If in the judgment of the Contractor, the clearance provided on t �  ... 
plans between the outside line of the footing and any pile or interior " &l  
or surface is not sufficient to permit the driving of piles or buildm( � 
forms, he may provide such necessary clearance by constructing th� , . ,;  
ferdam sufficiently large to provide such clearance as he may deem nr-r ..... 
sary. Any such enlargement in excess of one foot outside the dimenwa 
of the footing as shown on the plans shall be considered as being for t!.o 
( 19-S ) 
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le'iii.iir:.ose of expediting the work of the Contractor, and the quantities 
A.JC!l eJ<ca·vation and backfill will not be included in the quantities to be 
::O���(IanlS which are tilted or moved out of position by any cause 
process of sinking shall be righted or enlarged so as to provide 
e::���Cc�l�ear�=an��ce! and proper pier location and such work shall be ii at his expense. 
w�•te:rs or in streams at a time of probable flood cofferdam walls 
�;!?11.'!:enl<"'? at low water elevation to insure equal hydrostatic head 
outside of the cofferdam during the period of placing and 
be permitted in cofferdams which will induce stress, 
in the permanent structure. . . 
by the Engineer, cross struts or bracing may extend 
concrete. Such struts or bracing below low water will 
in place, except in navigable streanlS or when 
provlsions or shown on the plans, to be removed. 
low water shall be removed and the resulting 
of the same mix as that specified for the sur-
with the provisions in Section 5-1.02, "Plans and Workin� 
Contractor shall submit to the Engineer, for approv 
his proposed method of cofferdam construction an 
open to his choice or not fully shown on the plans. The 
be submitted at least 2 weeks in advanCI! of the time the 
construction of the cofferdams. 
of the substructure, the cofferdams with all sheeting 
be removed at least to 2 feet below the level of the 
the Contractor at his expense, and such remoyal shall be 
a manner that will not disturb or mar the finished concrete 
· Water Control and Foundation Treatment:- The methods to 
=--- .,.. control and remove water at excavations where seal courses are 
on the plans shall be at the option of the Contractor and may 
<fi>··h••� are not limited to, well !X?int systems, pumping sumps, coffer­!if(t>f.(:oiJtCr<ete seal courses. If tlie Contractor elects to use a concrete 
at such locations, the provisions of the fourth paraH!aph and 
. sentences of the fifth paragraph of Section 51-1.10, Concrete 
Under Water," shall not apply for spread footings md '·the · shall not appl)' to pile footings. The suceessful per­.. such seals, if used, shall be solely the responsibility of the - • ·-- • >): • • •  - .:- . • • •  _� ;- .--• . -: - • • . - ; , . ,- . -
( I� )  
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shall proceed in advance of or concurrently with further excavation. 
The foundation shall be free of water at the time. footing concrete or 
pipes are placed, and water control shall continue as necessary to pre-
vent damage to the work. _ . .  · . " . . . · -
H suitable foundation material has been disturbed by the Contractor's 
.
o_perations, has been damaged by water or has been removed for the 
Contractor's convenience in dewatering the foundation, the foundation 
shall be restored by the Contractor, at his expense, to a condition at least 
· .equal to the undisturbed foundation as determined by the Engineer. 
For culverts, the material used to replace such damAged or removed 
foundation material shall be Class 2 aggregate base, conforming to the 
provisions in Section 26, "�ggregate Bases." and shall be compacted as 
r_equired for structure backfill, Unless tbe EnJtineer determines that a 
different type of material is required to provide the equivalent bearing 
capacity. 
· 
When undisturbed original material at the planned grade ot the exca­
·vation is determined by the Engineer to 6e unsuitable material, as defined in Section 1�2.02, "Unsuitable Material,'' .¢e Engineer will 
direct corrective work and the cost of such corrective work, other than 
structure excavation and backfill within the limits described in Section 
19-3.117, "Measurement," will be paid "for as extra work as provided in 
Section 4-1.1130. 
When· footing ·concrete or masonry is to rest upon rock, the rock shall 
be fully uncovered and the surface thereof shall be·removed to a depth 
sufficient to expose sound rock. The ic?dt·shall be roUR:bly'liweled or cut 
to steps, and shall be roughened. Seams in the rock shall be grouted under 
pres5l!'e pr treated a's the Engin�r �Y dir� and the cost thereof will be pa1d for as extra work as provtded m Section 4-1.1130. · . 
When excavating for culverts, other than arch culverts, and solid rock 
or other unyielding material is encountered at tbe planned elevation of 
the bottom Of the cUlvert, the material shall be removed below the bottom 
of tbe culvert to a depth of �. of the height of embankment over the top 
of culvert, · but in JlO. � leSs. than one _fopt nor,' more. than 5 feet. The resulting trench belpw the bottom of the. culvert .ihall.be 'bacldilled with 
structure l>a.cldill material in accordane«!,�th the,:provisions in Section 
1�-�,.;s�cture .BaCJcfill-7:�ilcn�.e�yati0n�!lJld. backfi.ll. below the Pl&llllE:Q elevation of. the bottom of.��Cil.lvert.wiltbe:Daid for.as extra 
work IU.provided in Section 4,1.030. · · · -� .foo\4igs ai-e . tO. be .siil'J:M?f!!ld on P!l�s; excavations shall be eom­pleted to t:De. bOttom of the foOtin:gs;bf!f'o�e any pil� ,!lfe cb::illed ,or driven 
therein. When swell or subsidence, results &o� driving piles, tbe Contrac­
tor shall, at his expense1 excavate, or backfill with suitable material, the footing area .to the graae of the bottom of the . footing as shown on the 
plans.-H material under footings is such that it, would mix into the concrete 
during footing placement or would not support the weight of the fluid 
concrete, the Con!Tactor shall, at his expense, replace the material with 
suitable material, install soffit forms or otherwise provide a suitable plat· 
form on which to cast the footing. 
19-3.05 Inspciction.-ln order to determine the character of the foun · 
dation material, the Contractor shall, if directed by the Engineer, dig test 
pits and make test borings and foundation bearing tests, and the cost 
thereof will be paid for as extra work as provided in Section 4-1.030 . 
. Whenever any structure excavation is completed substantially to grade, 
( lll-10 ) 
- �  , _, _ . ····�� .. --�� , : . ,  ·percentage'PISIIina • 
��::�:�;:�:r:��f.�::z�:::3;:-::::;:;�::.;�::::::.::::�:-·:·� · �- 1 I�!.Mj00 ..: ·, r· � i 
•· backfill plaCed af the- folio '' - locations � i:6m{>acted 
'compaction of not less � percent and shall consist of 
of stones or lwnps exceeding 3 inches in greatest dimension, �
;e
;;id
;
o::ru�ti�ctory material: . · ·· 
:;fJJolilttgs for slope protection, slope paving, and aprons. 
head•vallls, endwallls, and culvert wingwall s. . 
r,f\E•tainin1g wallis,' e%eept for portions under any surfacing, and ex-
wallis. · 
· 
11.'1;Inlets in median ar� or in traffic futerchange loops. 
( �11 ) 
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6. Footings and pumping plants not beneath any surfacing. 
7. Other locations where 90 percent relative compaction for structure 
backfill is shown on the plans. 
At locations where directed by the Engineer1 �� material wed to back· fill the outer 2-foot JIOrtion of structure back!W adjacent to pi!M! and 
culvert inlets and outlets, and structure backfill plaCed within 2 feet of 
.finished grade around abutments, abutment wiogwalls, retaining walls, 
and other portions of structures shall be a compacted impervious material. 
The impervious backfill shall be an earthy material, as determined by the 
Engineer to be suitable for such purpose. The Sand Eq�valeiit require· 
ment shall not apply to such material used for structure backfill; 
. The cells formed by the crib members of Crib walls aDd 'the space 
between the crib wall and the limits designated foi structure excavation, . 
as shown on the plan.S or specified, including any__ipace due' to material 
being removed outside said limits, shall be backfilled with material con­
forming to the following grading, quality, placement and compaction re-
quirements: . . . · · 
Structure backfill placed for crib walls shall be of such character that 
it will not sift or flow through the openings in the wall and shall conform 
to the type or types listed below for the height of wall. . . 
Backfilling sball progress simultaneously with the erection of the crib 
wall. Backfill material shall be so placed as to not disturb or damage the 
crib members, shall be placed in uniform layers before compllction not 
· · exceeding the thickness listed in the following table,and shill be com· 
' pacted by hand tamping, mechanical com�!io��9r. other means ap­
- proved by the Engineer. 
... w.o : - � Height -. 
Under 10 feet . .:.·--·----- ·-·-----·-
11h?-5 feet -·--------··------- - --· O,ver 25 feet -·--,------�---· 
.&cJdill M•terW Type 
C, D or E  D or E  E 
--so.... . . Pen:ent . . :s;z;, --� . •IUing i:�--�:: �:: : 
'<No. . -4 35-100 ;1!· .. ):�- )00 • -: 
�o..<l-''4 •15-'!0 .. 
�··No·:� ;,.  - 5.-t.o  · ·· 
•·No.'l!llO O..S 
.'io-;I7JicJa- of &ch ·1..yer ora.cldiJJ M.o�em� . &fore Cbm}»Ction . 
Ho t . 
:!feet -�..-··feet . -· = ·· � -. . .  
-&i.tt ... 
AmJ»Ciion 
11011. Min. 
,110'!1; Min . . , . . 
"11o"- Min. 
' -
: • Structure backfill placed atbridge piers in waterways i:nd water chan­
nels, not beneath any embankment, pavement or slope protection, need 
not be compacted and sh� consist of so� which · is .free .of vegetable 
matter, trash .or other unsatisfactory material . . , . .  · . . . _· .. . . 
Where structure excavation is peiformed and material is removed out· 
side the _pay limits -designated fur structure excavation, as shown on tlw 
plans or SJ>ecified in these specifications or the �al provisions, all badr.· fill material placed in said excavation areas shall be compacted to a rei. 
tive compaction of not less than that required for the adjacent structurt' 
( lll-12 )  
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for �cture backfill shall be furnished by the &.�ti�tor ex­
Contractor may use material found in excavation in accord­
of Section 4-LOS, "Use of Materials Found on 
for imported borrow, imported borrow 
backfill may be used as Jtructure 
qwtnti'ties of imported borrow to be paid 
e<n>iv1ole1nt amount of material confonn· 
bo1rro•w is replaced by the ContractOr. 
Jtructure excavation is not suitable for use as Jtruc· 
may .be used to replace imported borrow or other .excavated ·- -- �-; .. ·_: i: �-.i:. �:: -.<: . . . · -. � -:4· 3�- ,_ : · - · i :--- �·:;�-:-. .  _ -=-��: --_:;,:,<.� . _ ,  
cement backfill shall consist 
mixture ofawegate, cement and water . . .... . , · · 
the Contractor, slurry cement backfill may' be used as 
for pipe culverts, except that slurry cement backfill shall 
structure backfill for aluminum and aluminum-coated pipe rtt.ll;,ft:::• ·-. - ' : l· _ :  >· ·  : ... . .  : - --· . • .  - � ·- . _ _  :.._ ,  . . . : ·· :· · ·  '-�, .. : . � . . -� _ _ . .  ,_._:--·. ·  ' ,  ����;
�
�cement backfill is used for Jtructure baclcfill. the width of 
Ill shown on theJians may be reduced so. that the clear ���tvv�'l! the outside the pipe and the.$ide of the excavation1 of the �ipe, is a minimum of 6 inches for pipes up to ana 
inches m diameter or span, or one foot fOr pipes over 42 
�:.�· <,;·, ' : :�.;_-�,_. _ . . : ·-�-- � ----· - - . - �  '. -: :. -;:t . •; .: ; :� . placed only for that portion of the struc­
ground or the grading plane or t}le top of 
to exi:avating for the cUlvert pipe. Where 
compacted at each end of the ,pipe prior 
a manner that will completely contain the Slurry in . . 
. - . . . . � �- � . . . ' - ... - - �  .. 
-.�:"·-··:_· •• ·" ···:.'···················.·,·· . .  : .... : .... ., .... , .•. · ·-".� ..  ; .··-···.'· ._,;.. ; }� '· . . ·. 
winrel!:lte. cement and water shall be · proportioned · either··by 
VO!ll1fll1e. Not less than 188 pounds of cemenfshall be used for 
.material producea. The water content shall be suffi. 
a fluid, workable mix that will flow and can be ,Pumped 
( �13 ) 
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without segregation of the aggregat� while being placed. 
;- · �MaterialS foi slurry cement backfill shall be thorou
�
y machine-mixed 
m a: pUIUilill. rotary drum, or other approved mixer. · · shall continue 'until tlie cement and water are thoroughly dispersed . oughout the 
. ma!ezial. Sl� cement backfill shall be pia:ced m the work within one 
,'_'�!u$:�%i==e:��!�l������;�r:
t
sh9/ the Culvert. Foreign mateiial which falls into the trench prior to or during 
placing of the s1uiry cement backfill shall be immediately removed . 
. -· Backfillmg over or· placing any material over slurry cement backfill shall 
not commence until 4 hours after the slurry cement ,backfill has been 
placed, except that when concrete sand is �  for.the aggregate and the 
m-place material is free draining, backfilling may_ cOIIUDence as soon as the !!Uiface water is gone. · . · · · · . . · . 
. . . Slurry cement backfill used as structure backfill for pipe c).ilverts will � 
considered structure backfill for. compensation purposes. · · . • 4 . . .  ... • 
19-3.065 Pervious Backfill MateriaL-Pervious backfill material shall 
be placed behind - bridge abutments, wmgwalls and retaining walls as 
Shown on the plans and in accordance with the following requirements. 
· Pervious bacldill material shall consist of gravel, crushed gravel, crushed rock, natural sands, manufactured sand, or combinations thereof. Pervious 
backfill material, except for sacked material at �all dram outlets, shaD 
conform to the following grading requirements: . . _ .  ::.- · . ·:· ··•• . .  
- �··;;�:���::::r::::�::::�:::;:;:::::::�;;;:::::;;:
;
::!:�::�::;:;:!:�
:�tt:� 
Pmng 
_· . ' '  ��: � :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:
::::::::::::::
:
:
:
::::::
:
:
::·
:
::
:
::
:
:
:
:
� 
g:: 
, . -; -Wall dram outlets shall be backed with sacked pervious backfill materi· ; nil, except that the r:ading for _the saeked.mateiial shall conform to the 
'J !grading Jor .the . .  l�. x ,s;.•. primary P�t�Uell:ate size 'specified in Sectioa 
· �-02. ��Coarse �egate. Grading:· _ · . 
_: . ;Pervious backfill material shall be placed in layers along waua ana oy the 
'$&me methods�ed for structure backfilL Peryious backfill material I& :  
_·;'Ii"e�!��:��w:li��et��A��tp�='!h:J�=i 
:_�-Jvith .a;_ le&St .a :c;>�t! . .foc?tJ�y�r ,ilf� )Qii,.tliial ;ai:>prO:ved bv ft. 
""""._,.eeJ:.-- · :t9:im . Measuiement.-:Quilntitie$ of earth\vork to.beJ>Iiid for as strul;. 
ture excavation, structure backfill and pervious backfill material will ._ 
measured by the cubic yard. . · · . _ _ · . . . . The quantities for payment will be determined from limits shown on 1M_ 
plans or specified or directed by the Engineer. ' , -·. · .. :·.- c . No deduction in structure excavation or structure backfill pay quanti!WC 
· will be made where the Contractor does not elect to excavate materill 
which is outside the limits of the actual structure but within the limlll 
�own on the plans or specified or directed by the Engineer. ' 
·_ No.eompensation will'be made for the removal and use or dis� 
'inaterial which may come into an excavation from outside the desi 
limits or for the volume of backfill occupied by'the new structure or 
the removal and disposal of material reSulting from· swell caused by 
( 19-14 ) 
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""'"'-.' piles in an excavation or for furnishing and plaCing bacldill 
:.m.�in an excavation that is below or .outside the designated limits, 
quantities will not be included in the. quantities of structure 
and structure bacldill to be paid for, . . " ,. , · ': · : !  : · .  · • • :· .·. 
!?;!]�e.!tb&enc:e of plans showing pay Jiinits for structure exeavation and -
structures �ther than culverts, the�ilant:j,ties WAJ be co�p'!ted 
folio� limits: . · . · · ,  , .. . : ... .;.,·<' , .. · .; -:;·;, . . ;: : , ;· '  
horizontal limits for com'putinii P.,y'quantitie$ will be verti­
foot outside of the neat lfues of footings or structures 
I;!Q.llt. fOotings. 
( 1&-15 ) 
SECI10NJ19 .. �r:��o�Htnicture excavation IIDd structure bacldill required i\( · as provided in Section 51-1.02, _-MinorcStructures,!'· · items 11Dd full compensation therefor will 
in contract price paid per eubic .yud for 
for concrete (minor structure) of the 
furnishing IIDd 
as in the contract 
structure excavation involved. 
excavation of ditches IIDd chSriiie_lswhich)ia� · 
12 feet, as shown on_ th�opl.dns, except as 
pro)vi•dec:l,_ --,-.. �� paid fc;>r !I� th_e.,C()ntr!lctJ?ri-� �':-cubi� �d 
.. . shan in�lu&; nill ';;,n���:: fu;'[u;_ . 
IIDd _'incidentals, IIDd . for 
. 
co�a�� o::,� 
(JD-17 ) 
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ture excavation (Type A) will be made. 
The volume of pervious bacldill material, measured and paid for within 
the limits of payment for structure baclc£ill, will be deducted frO!!' the pay 
quantities of structure baclcfilL · 
· J.9..3.o8 . PaYiDent . ..cv�Eiss : othe� provided, quantities ·.'![ �arth· 
work measured as specified m SeCtion 19-3.07, "Measurement, will be 
paid fur: J;ly the cubic yard for structure excavation, for structure backfill. 
and for peivious backfill material of the types shown in the Engineer's 
Estimate. ' · · · · · · 
· . · · 
The above prices and payments. Sluill inClude full compensation for 
furnishing all labor, materials, tools, equipment, and incidentals, and for 
doing all i:he work involved in excavating for and baclcfilling structures 
completely, as shown on the plans, and as specified in these SJ)ecifications 
. and i:he special provisions, and as directed by the Engineer . . .  
"The-quantities of structure excavation, ·structure backfill and culvert beddings required for the installation of culverts, will not be paid for u 
separate · ttems. Full compensation for structure excavation, structure 
baCkfill and culvert beddiiigs for culvert installations shall be considered 
as included in the contract prices paid per linear foot for pipe culverts or 
per cubic yard for the concrete and per pound for the bar reinforcing steel 
involved .. in : constructinll reinforced . .CX!ncrete box and arch culverU. 
whichever applies. . . . . . · · 
l\·!llo adjustment in compensation ,will be .made if the . actual depth ol 
structure. excavation .for a culvert is within 0-5-foot of the plarmed depth 
· as calculated from the data shown on the plans. Th� �tual deptli ol 
structure. excavation shall be the vertical diStance betl.veen the ground 
. line _prior ·to excavating for the ,culvert and the bottom of the culvert 
trench. Htbe increase or decrease'in structure excavation' depth is greater than 0.5-foot from the plarmed depth as calculated from the data shoWD 
on the plans, an adjustment in compensation will be made in accordann.t 
witli SeCtion 4-1.03C, "Changes in Character of Work," provided the Coo-
. . trilcto.r requests an adjustment, in -!vrlting1 due to the increased depth Ill stpichi:te excavation ·or 'the Engineer·oraers an· adjustment due to the 
· · d,ecre&sed depth of structure eXc&vation.:N1y increased depth of exca.., 
.t;i�i{�'!�'t�theremoval of Unsuitable lllllfetial; �r-rock or oilier unyielcliall 
-mateiial below the planned:grade of the bottom· of the culvert as provideil :m'SectiCin'··I9-3.04 '•"!Water'ContrOI 'Biid Fc>undation Treatment ' will lilt 'be eo"hSidei:ed iii detl!riiliniDglhe'actt.iahiepth of structure exc�vation ... . : ···ciiiveft;. ' . . • . • .. . � .  -. .  ,. ... . .. . . . .. i� •fFiill corii�tion iOr'roillrollliig and'removuig water from excavatlolllf' ·�tn'ifTcjf'fi.iiniShiDgand installing 'ot�cting all .cOfferdams and .. otheiJ�cll.iti.eS''n� to the operations (ex�pt concrete seal �  
�n �ch. are shown on the plans)' and therr subsequent remollll. t 
required by the Engirieer, shall be Considered as. included in the contnlll 
price paid for structure excavation or the contract price paid for the It• 
of work requiring the excavation when· the excavation is not paid ._.... 
le ately. · " : · · · · · · · · · ·· . .  � !Xlmpensation' for nauling, placing aud cOmpacting surplus � 
�e excavation in roadway embaiikments or othetwise dis�g o/ 1111 
lllllterial along the roadway as directed b:y the Engineer, shill! be C0111111! 
ered'as included in the contract price paid for excavating the mat�" 
the contract price paid for the item of work requiring the excavation � 
the excavation is not paid for separately. 
.. · ( 19-16 ) 
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shall not exceed 0.67 -foot, except as provided in the' following paragraph 
for rocky material. " . · · ·. When embankment material contains rOCJ<, the loose thiCJ<ness or each 
layer of embankment material before compaction be
. 
low a.plane 3 feet 
below finished grade shall coru:orm to the .following' : • . . · (l) When embankment material contains. by.volume, over 50 per· 
· cent of rock Jarger than Oll-foot in greatest dimension, the loose layers 
.of embankment ·!lball ·not ·exeeed i:he maximilm size ·of roclc ;n the 
. ;.material. · · . · ·· , (2) When embankment material. contains, by . volume, .between 25 
percent and 50 percent of rock lai'gei' than'OMoot 'i.Ji greatest dimen­
_sion, the loose layers pf embanlan�nt_shali,.J;lo� exceep �cfre.t. in thickness, 
howe�e
al
r, �d )!!yerfare_not to. --� .l!D!Size of rock in the 
maten . . . 
ce��) o�r l=�o�s-fi:f':��t:t"�¢;;;i�IIT.J>�:Ia�� 
of embankment shall riot exceed 0.67-foot thiclaiesSin the. aiea between 
. the roclcs larger � o._�cfoot: :·-� •• - : - -�,:,',:.;;.����-- . : . c  ' · ' ·. The· interstice$ around the rock in each. layer ,slialJ be filled to the 
greatest extent practicable with earth or other fine material, after which 
. the layer shall oe compacted until there is-no visible evidence of further 
consolidation of the material being compacted. · ., • • · : ' :; •. · • .. . 
19-5.03 Relative· Co��tion ' (95 'Pe..ce.\t)'.'' Relative e6rilpaction of not less than 95 percent' be obtained for a miniiilum 'deJ2th of 0.5-foot 
below the gradfug plane for the_ width betw,eeli
_ 
the.9_ut_er ..naes of shoul­
ders, Whether in excavation or embalilanent:'•"-•"·-'i· · .  ".::7 
- In:addition, re�a�ve �mpaction of_not Jess than 95 percent shall � 
. obtamed for a uurumum depth of 2.5-.feet below -fidshed grade for the 
width of the traveled way and auxiliary Janes plus.3 fee.t on each side 
thereof, whether in excavation or ln. im:lbanlanelit.- · " . .  ::� \ · · 
· •· Relative compaction cif Jiofle5s ·lhiril 95 percent Shall be obtained for 
embankment tinder .bridge 'arid retaining waUJootings without pile foun­
dations withiri the liniiu established by iricliried plane$· sl�ing 1.5:1 out B?d ;dt>�. fro�)�!:S.�IJ:€!J�J,.������.���ei:g.,_�e footing. 
· ,-:;19-5.114 ·.Relati_ye ;COm
.
npaction -�Percent) ;...:.llelative.--co_ mpaction ol 
, not less than 90.petc_ent ,shall be'ObtiainecUn all rnateriaHn em6anlcment, 
'except .as specified ,herein:;to;be-.95 s-een�i� tc�l£.:::  ',;.,� 
, .. - .-. . . .  · 
_ _ - .:-- :·-<-·'"; "-.:.:�-·- · t- . ,�_.-., � -;�:�7-...�:-• -i� -_.i..-;f.i �.J:''.:-.:'\ · .;,.�';, · ' : - . '.;'�.05 . Tou,nilation J>.;.paration.- ation ot:tliedounilation to � c;!ei��'fuafeiial''�'be-·;'t-::. - ' ·DS;bili · . �  aleCO'diiietiif':'Htlie Contrac­�
-
'i'- '!leclS."ro"i'"''' '48��-� ·-�aee_ "·· ·t'·�ina
.
··r�liiil·'"t · facilitate 
'<iO_'iri:e. 'ctio_'�·�1i£¥}y�Lieem_."_lh�tilG' ., -� mcf'Wlierl"Drd;ed by the ·�e.er;·'"-Li' �;;bf;;T;.;;.,:l;.J teiQ«<'th<> exca�iit""'�iitenahh811 be cotJio 
' acted "to�-tll'erd�ffi,�ti?'aiid•aeiti:& ·or'co�aciioii (,idered hy tile 
�n
d
��eerSe
c
, arid such ordered �ork,w,nJ_ � paid -�r--� extra work as pro-
'VJ = in lion 4-1.030. · · · · · . . .  · · · 
, ''. 19-S.O!i _ Pa��'1t.7:Pa�enq'!r eartl:!WorK compaction � be consid· ered_ as mcluded m The vanous contract ttems of work reqwnng compa.c­
tion of earthwork 'arid 'no �parate pa)'Dienf� be'.made therefor. If� 
Contractor eleets lo-ei:caV,ate and replace baSement material to facililallf 
compacti()n, full ciliriperuation for suCh work will.be considered as includ­
ed in the contraet items of work requiring the compaction of earthwork . .. . ' . . ' - · · .  . . 
( lt-18 )  
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will be made therefor. If such basement material 
or wed in other plarmed or authorized work, 
with planned excavated material or imported borrow, 
!;1e made for the quantity of replacement material wed at 
for · the type of excavation 'involved or imported 
c:ase . • :m· �y be. .. . . . . . . . . 
: 1\1-6 . EMlANKMENT CONSnUCTION .&·:�·· - - · · ·.-. ,, . . . . . . :4:.:.� . , � .  
Placing.-Embankment construction �hall consist of construct· 
tli!ldlway embankments, including the preparation of the areas upon 
� ·to be.placed; the construction·of temporary surchBrge above � grading plane; the construction of dikes within or 
of :way; the placing and compa� of approved material 
l'road•vav where unsuitable material hils been remov.ed; and �;�� � :���� ���e!�t ma���' �.���,�;its and 
:Ei to Sections 19:5, "Compaction,'� and 19-2.05, 
brc>ke'n COnCrete, or �ther �Jid mate� which are Jarg�r· than 
greatest dinlension, shall not be placed in embankment areas 
are to be placed or driven. • • · 
. . is to be mad_e and compactea on hillsides or. wnere to be compa,ted against existing embankments or 
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2.16.01 
The filial rross load in'tons ahatJ be rqulif to 48 tlmea tlie 
maximum design load. in tons per square foot, for Group . 
loading. at the location to br te&ll'd. 
Incremental loads, including the weight of the device, ahall 
be approximately as follows: 
Initial incren\ental loa•l = 15% or final lfrOIIII IOid 
Sl"(.·ond increm�ntal load = 20'� of final ll'ross load 
Third incremental load = :iu'l. or final ll'rO�S load 
Fourth incremental load = :i5% of final lfrOSs load 
The Contractor shall provide a rod or pipe extending from 
the top of the base to a height of two (21 feet above the top of 
the load for the purpose of observing settlements. He shall 
construct a temporary, rigid platform if necessary on which a 
man can stand with a surveyor's level and read the elevation of 
the rod describrd above. 
Test loadings may be performed at more than one ( 1 )  loca. 
tion but need not be made simultaneously. Only one (1)  load­
ing device will be required. After the first test has been com­
pleted, the load shall be removed; and if other auch testa are 
required by the Engineer, the device may br taken to the other 
locations and the foregoing procedure repeated. 
2. 15.04-Method or Measurement: Each aoil loading test 
will be measured for payment as a unit. A unit will consist of 
one complete aoil loading test and shall consist of furnishing, 
loading, unloading and removing the device and necessary ac­
cessories at each required location. 
2.15.05-Basi• or Payment: This work will br paid for at 
the contract unit price each for "Soil Loading Test," which 
· price shall include all materials, equipment, tool& and labor 
incidental thereto. 
The load device and acceasories aha II remain the property of 
the Contractor and shall be removed by him from the project 
aile upon completion of soil loading testa shown on the plans or 
ordered by the Engineer. 
Pay Item 
Soil Loading Teat 
SECTION 2.16 
Pay Unit 
EA. 
PERVIOUS STRll''TURE BACKFILL 
2.16.01-Deacription: Pervious atructure backfill shall 
include the furnishinll'. placing, and compaction of pervious 
material adjacent to structures. 
108 
2.16.03 
2.16.02-Materials: J'ervious structure backfill shall con­
form to the rtoquirl'mcnts of A rticle M.O'.o!.05. 
2.16.03-ConKtruction Methocb: Pervious structurl' back­
fill shall be 11laced acljarPnt to abutml.'nts, retaining walls, box 
cuh·Pr!Ji. and elsewherl' as called for. It shall be placed above a 
plane extending on a 2 to I slope from the upper edge of the 
footing to the top of the emhankml'nt, or a.; shown on the plans. 
Where the face of undisturbed mat11rial is above or beneath this 
slope plane, the amount of pervious structure backfill shall be 
dl'creasro or increa,;ed accordingly, if ordered by the Engineer. 
In filling behind abutml'n!Ji, retaining walls, box cuh·erts, or 
other strurture,;. thl' fill .shall be built up in horizontal layers so 
that at all tim� the fill is placed against undisturbed material, 
or against compactt'll l'mbankment having a length in a direc­
tion at right angle,; to the abutment wall or culvert not less than 
twicE' the height or the �tructurp against which the fill is placed. 
The slope of the E'mbankm,•nt on which the pervious structure 
backfill is to be plact'll shall be plowed deeply or cut into steps 
bl'forP and during the placing of pervious structure backfill SO 
both types of mat,•rinl will be thoroughly bonded and 
compacted. 
Each layer of pervious structurp backfill shall be spread to a 
thickness not PXCl'Niing 6 inches in depth after compaction and 
shall be thoroughly compactPd as dirpcted by the Engineer by 
thP usp of flOwer rollers or other motorized vehicular equipment. 
by tamping with mPchanical rammPrs or vibrators, or by pneu­
matic tampers. Any equipment not principally manufactured 
for compaction purposes and equipment which is not in  pr·oper 
working order in all rE"spects shall not be used within the area 
described above. 
Speeial attention shall be given to compaction in places close to 
walls where motorized \'ehicular E'QUipment cannot reach. 
Within 3 feet of the back f11ce of::walls and within a greater 
d ista nee at angle points of wal ls, elich layer of pervious structure 
backfill shall be t'ompacted by mechanical rammers, vibrators, 
or pneumatic tampers. . 
The dry dtnsity of each layer of pervious structure backfill, 
after compaction shall not be less than 100 percent of the dry 
density for that material when tested in accordance with 
AASHTO T180, Method D.except that the mold used in the test 
shall be 6.1 1  inches high. In this test, material rttained on the % 
inch aieve shall be replaced with material retained on the 
number 4 sieve, as noted as an option in the specifications for this 
test. 
Earh layer of the pervious structure backfill should be 
109 
2.18.05 
sprayed with just enough water to obtain optimum moisture 
content for propt>r compaction. 
Where weep hoi<?� are installed. bagged stone shall be plaeed 
around the inlet end of each weep hule, to prevent movement of 
the pervious material into the \\'eep hole. 
2.16.0-1-1\!ethod or Measurement: Payment l ines for per­
vious structu re backfill shall coincide with the limits of the· 
compacted pervious Mructure backfill as actually placed and 
ordered by the Engineer. 
2.16.05-Basis or Payment: Pervious structure backfill 
will be paid for at the contract unit price per cubic yard for 
MPervious Structure Backfill," complete i n  place. 
Pay Item 
Pervious Structure Backfill 
Pay Unit . 
c.y. 
SECTION 2.18 
SEDIMENTATION CONTROL BALES 
2.18.01-Dcscription: This work shall consist of furnish· 
ing, placing, maintaining and removal of hay bales for sedimen· 
tation control as shown on the plans or as directed by the 
Engineer. 
2.18.02-Materials: Bales shall be made of hay with forty 
pounds minimum weight and one hundred and twenty pounds 
maximum weight Wood stakes shall be a minimum of I inch by 
I inch nominal size by a minimum of 3 feet long. 
2.18.03-Construction: Bales shall be placed as shown on 
the plans or as directed by the Engint>er. They shall bf' held in 
place by two woodt>n stakes in each bale. Bales shall be main­
tained or replaced until they are no longer necessary for the 
purpose intended or are ordered removed by the Engineer. 
2.1 8.04 -1\f ethod or 1\f ellii�rement: This work will be mea­
aured for payment by the actual number of l inear feet of"Sedi· 
mentation Control Bales" installed and accepted. Measurement 
shall be made along the centerline of the bales. Replacement 
bales shall not be measured for payment. . 
2.1 8.05-Basis of Payment: Payment for this work will be 
made at the contract unit price per l inear foot lor "Sedimenta· 
lion Control Bales" complete i n  place, which price ahall include 
all materials, equipment, tools and labor incidental to the place­
ment.. maintenance, replacement.. removal and disposal of the 
bales and surplus material. 
1 10 
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SECTION M.02 
· GRAVEL FILL 
SUBBASE 
GRAVEL BASE AND SURFACES 
- . STONE BASE 
PERVIOUS STRUCTURE BACKFILL 
FREE-DRAINING MATERIAL 
CALCIUM CHLORIDE STABILIZED BASE 
CRUSHER·RUN STONE 
M.02.0J-Gravel Fill: For thla purpoee, the material · 
ahall c:on&iat of broken or c:ruahed atone, crave! or a miature 
thereof. 
1 .  Broken or c:ruahed atone aha II c:onaist of tound, touch, 
durable atone of auch size that will meet the requirementa of 
Grading "A" indicated in Article M .02.06. It aha II meet the 
requirementl of aoundneu and lou on abruion indicated in 
Article M .02.02·2(a) and (b). 
2. Bank or c:ruahed rravel ahall c:onsiat of tound, touch, 
durable particles of crushed or unerushed crave!, free from 
toft, thin, elongated or laminated pieces and veaetable or 
other deleterious aubatances. It ahall meet Gradinc "A" and 
the requirementa for plasticity and toft particles indicated in 
Article M.02.06. 
M.02.02-Subbaae: Materials for this work ahall conform 
to the followin& requirementa: 
1. Bank or c:ruahed rravel ahall c:onaist of tound, touch. 
durable particles or c:ruahed or uncruahed crave!, free from 
aoft, thin, elongated or laminated pieces and vecetable or 
other deleterious aubatances. Jt ahall be hard and durable 
enough to reaiat weathering, traffic abrasion and cruahinc. lt 
ahall meet Gradinc "8" and the requirementa for plasticity 
and toft particles indicated in Article M.02.06. 
2. Cruaher-Run Stone ahall c:onaiat of tound, touch, dura· 
bit broken atone. It ahall be free from aoft, diaintecrated 
pieces, mud, dirt or other injurioua material. 
(a} Loss on Abrasion: The crusher-run atone ahall ahow a loss 
on abrasion ol not more than fill,)' percent uainr AASHTO 
Method T-96. 
(b) Grading: The c:rusher·run atone shall mpet Gradinr •B" 
and the requirements for plastieil,)' indicated in Article 14.02.06. 
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M.0%.03-Gravel Base, Rolled Bank Gravel Surface aDd 
Trame Bound Gravel Surl'ace: The materiala for t.hia work 
ahall conaiat of aound, tough, durable particlea ot bank or 
crushed ifavel mind with approved binding material and 
ahall be free from t.hin or elongated piecea, lumpe o( day, aoil, 
loam or vegetable matter. Binder may be added and incor­
porated by approved methoda u apecified elaewhere. It ahall 
meet Grading "A" ncept that the t.op coul'lf of t.he rolled 
bank Jravel aurface shall conform t.o Grading "C". It ahall alao 
meet the requirementa for plasticity and aon particlea which, 
with Jr&ding, are indicated in Article M.02.06. 
M.02.04-Gravel Sbouldera: Gravel ahall meet Grading 
,.A" ezcept that the upper three inchea ahall conform t.o Grad­
. ing "C." It ahall also meet the requirementa for plaaticity and 
10ft particlea which, with Jradinl. are ifldicated in Article 
M.02.06. 
M.0%.05-Pervloua Structure Backfill: Pervioua atruc· 
ture backfill shall consist of broken or c:ruahed atone, bank or 
crushed gravel, or mixture• thereof. 
· 
Material& for thia work ahall conform to the following 
requirement&: 
1. Broken or cru&hed atone ahall conaiat of aound, tough, 
durable atone of auch aize that will meet the requirementa for 
Grading "8" indicated in Article M.02.07. It ahall meet t.he 
requirement& of aoundness and lOIS on abraaion indicated in 
Article M .02.02·2(a) and (b). 
2. Bank or cruahed 1ravel ahall conaiat of aound, tou1h, 
durable particles of crushed or uncruahed Jravel free from aoft, 
thin, elongated or laminated piecea and vegetable or other 
deleterious aubstanc:es. It ahall meet Grading .. B" and t.he 
requirement& for plasticity and aoft particlea indicated in Ar· 
ticle M.02.06. 
M.02.06-Gradation, Plasticity and Resiatance t.o Abra· 
. aion Requirement&: 
!-Gradation: · 
Square Mesh Sievea 
Pass 5" 
Pass 3�" 
Pass 1�" 
Pau %" 
A 
Gradin1 
8 c 
Percent pusin1 by wei1ht 
100 
100 90·100 
65-95 
. 
65-95 100 45-80 
Contiaued 
M.02.07 
Square Mesh Sieves 
Pass �H 
Pass 1110 
Pass 1140 
Pass 11100 
Pass 11200 
A c 
Percent passinr by weirht 
25-60 25-60 25-60 
1 5-45 15-45 15-C5 
5-25 5-25 5-25 
0-10 0-10 0-10 
0-5 O.fi 0-5 
The grading percenagn specified In the above table 1hall 
apply to the material after it has been delivered to the construe· 
tion site as well as when tested at the pit or other aource of 
supply. 
· 
When the fraction of the dry sample passing the No. 100 me1h 
sieve is greater than eight percent by weight, the sample will be 
washed as indicated. The amount obtained from washinr shall 
be added to that obtained by dry aievinr. and the total amount 
passing nch aieve shall meet the above rradation. 
!-Plasticity: 
(a) When the fraction of the dry sample passinr the No. 100 
mesh sieve Is four percent or leu by weirht. no plastic limit teat 
will be made. 
(b) When the fraction of the dry sample passinr the No. 100 
mesh aieve is greater than four percent and not rreater than 
eirht percent by weight, that fraction ahall not have sufficient 
plasticity to permit the performinr or the plastic limit teat uainr 
AASHTO Method 1'90. .. 
(e) When the fraction of the dry sample passinr the No. 100 
mesh aieve is rreater than eight percent by weight, the Ample 
will be washed; and the additional material pasainr the No. 100 
me1h sieve shall be determined by ASSHTO Method T·146, 
except that the No. I DO mesh aievewill be substituted for the No. 
40 mesh aieve where the latter is specified in AASHTO Method 
T-146. The combined m1terials that passed the No. 100 me1b 
1ieve shall not have sufficient plasticity to permit the perfol"'l· · 
lnr of the plastic limit test uainr AASHTO Method 1'90 . . .. 
a-Test for Resistance to Abrasion. , Gravel materialuhall 
· 1how a lou on abrasion of not more than fifty percent uainr 
AASHTO Method 1'96. . . M.0%.07-Free-Dralnlnr Material•: 'Free-dra•ninr ma- · 
terial shall consist of aand, era vel, rock fra£111enta, quarry nm . 
atone, broken atone or mixtures thereof. Thil material, or the· 
materi1l from any one aource or a mixture, 1hall not have more · 
than 70 percent, by weight, pasaing the No . .CO mesh aieve and 
not more than 10 percent, by weight, pauinr the No. 200 m•h 
aieve. · · ._ . 
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Continue Roadway Pavement Crass Slope To Curb Line 
Endofr • •  v4 End ol -apet z-,. :urb Line 
� r I ! J � I 7' Square off this Cor!* aa"-nfor Shoulder g ; 'f 1777//1 , r:r�/  skews oreater than 2o• 
0 
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11: 
Shout� T ZH j!! Wti 
• •  
- FLARED WWGS­(8 SHORT U-WINGS I 
y 
-U-WINGS-
i 
,_ . ..  4z 
. ... Shoulder7 . Roadway r=Shaulder • •  j j ==or Appr7 a�ab 
l l 
SECTION " z - z •  
DESIGN INFORMATION : 
Filler Far ; : ' _ 
oulder-{---, ac lah .lp. Jt. � ·· · Sh � - ' S 
... . "�'.,. -· ; I = 
....... , """'":1� 
SEC T I O N  • y  _ y • l 
Awaach Slabs -G-al 
App-ooch Slobs,1511 lhif:k,in -at. shall-imately span tho pervious structure back fin 
assumod tobeplocedana t!fz: .I slope from top of foolinQ to bottom of subbase in earth fill 
or cut situations. (For rock cut and other special situations, this span of pervious structure 
llockfillshallbodetermined by the Designer ). 
Approocto Slabs-Roadway 
Tho ends of adjacenlroodwoy opprooch •lobs shall be" squared off" across succe55ive lanes, 
ooos lobe radial or normal to lloe roadwoy. ln the case of U·wings, lloe "  squared off " end of 
adjacent roadway opprooch slobs shall extend to or beyond the end of lloe U·wing whose station 
is ftKthest removed from the obutment. Theminim.Jm length of these 15" approach slobs 
shall be opproximotely40"and floe mo•imum length shall be approximately 7o: 
When skftWS are such that excessive rttGdwoy approach slob lengths will occtW, transverse 
contraction joints shall be provided .In which case�' d' thick approach slobs shall be used 
beyond the 15" thick slobs for "squaring off " and /or carrying the approach slobs lo the end 
of U-winQ. The minimum lenqthof these I rJ' approach slobs shall be opproJCimotely 1 5 '  
and the maximum leng1h shall be approximately 5 o' .  
Approach Stab5-Shoulder 
Shoulder approach stabs. are required in areas ad)acetlt to U- wings escept where lloe 
length ofwingisless lloon that required to give a 1!5'minimumlenqthaf appraachslab. 
Shoulder approach slabs shall be terminated at wing endS. Where the le1191h of I !5" thick 
approach slobs is excenive ,IO" Ihick approach slabs shall be used in conjunction with 
11oe IS" thick slobs applyind lloe criteria for roadwoy approach slabs C)iven above. 
See PLATE: 4·2.3 for section •c-c• 
· 
See PLATE: 4 ·2.2 for section • A-A� •e-e•: and Typical Lan;itudinaheclion. 
*For detoils. see • Rood Standards� 
1J * See Roadway Plans for bituminous shoulder cross slope transition. 
See PLATE : 4 -2.2 - 1  for section "0-D"', "E-E", ond ".F-F". 
See Approch Slab Note fi For O..toils see PLATE S :  L 4 · 2 · 3 ,  4·2.4, 4·2·5 !!/ 4 - � 4 - 1 / 2' •d r:E 4 · 2 . 2 · 1  (approx.J{;'N 1.25' 2"_Ct>vo. !tvo l . . ,.,... 7'J?7 �""' � 7'777 '7777" nemJ \ 
� \+ �==, 
• 
. I \ ·  
f-.. 
J,.i ':...�, I 
t I :r " 
. . 
" B at 6" 
) I 
r-�� .5' I Normal to 
/ bock wall 
"'5atl2" 
• B ot 6" 
For ·f..-ther details , see PLATE 4·2. 2 - I 
. 
f 
TYPICAL L ONGITUDINAL S ECTION 
(d)Topof opprooeh slob to eonform 
slob. .5 01 1 2 '  
' 
j lj 
Ctyp.) 
Relief Joint 
Item) 
-
D. .. .... 
2" -• 
/ to cross ·slopes 0< bonks of bridge 
I 
/ _j �� V .  • / .1() "' 
2 ' - 0 .. d) At acute corners eliminate 
. .  
splice ond vary this length· up 
to l 2 '-to omit short bara in the 
adjacent slab . 
S E C TI O N  ., A-A " 
(d I Top of approach slab to confO<m to Q: .. 
I 
cross -sl:es or banks of
. ,
bridge slob. .... 
• B ot 6" Top .I  
�1,1 I . • . . \. ; ;., • • "' "l r;., II! 
• s ol i  
. J. Bottomj J I 2 ' - o" �5ol l2" \ 
Top S Bottom 
S E CTION " B -B" 
PLAN NOTES: 
For dlloils of Load trans lor unit, see • Rood Standards. • 
DESIGN INFORMATION: 
Reinforcing steel to be included in the roadway item for • Deformed Steel Bars. • 
Concrete to be included in !he roadway item for " Class 'A' Concrete." 
. .Joint filler to be included in the bridge item for "I Thickness) Preformed Eapansion Joint Filler for Bridges." 
Joint eeol to be included in the bridge items for Class ' F '  and Cion 'A'  Concrete. 
(d) Denotes design information 
B R I DGE APPROACH SLAB DETAILS 
CONN. DE PARTMENT' 
OF TRANSPORTATION 
! R E V I S E D: 2 - 66 ,  1 1·66, 12-69, 4 -70, 1-74 . 6  ·75, 7 -80 P L ATE ' 4 - 2 . 2  
L 2 ' -o" -' I S p l o c e  
,_,. 
. � 
SECT ION 
811 Cone Overlo¥·----
---, 
Set Approach Slab �ole / 
7777" T77 � 77777r 
...,..,. .,..,... 7"7"rr 
0-D 
�, . ' 1  
Added 1 2 - 6 9  
1 � 
c: Load Transfer Un1l 
( Roadway Item) 
1 . 25' Approach slab ta.B33'A;>proach slab 
.833 ' Approach slab to 
833 'Approach slab 
1.25' Approach slob 
833' Approach slob 
NOT E S :  
S E C TION E - E  1 .Joinl Seal ( Roadway Item) 
/ 811 . Cone Overlo)' 
'TT -),. 77'""""7""7"" 
Pressure Rehef Jo•nt 
( Roadway Item) 
S E C TION F - F  
Far NOTES and delails nol snown, see PL.ATE 4 - 2 .1 a PL.ATE 4 - 2 . 2 . 
Concrete pavement 
( Roadway Item) 
For concrete brid9e& with tMumino�.�s concrete �toys . opprooch slobs shall alae hove bituminous overJoys 
ond will  be indicated on the pions : 
Approach Sla"b Noie : " B•tum•nous Concrete "on" Bitummo�s Material for Tack Coot " ( Rdwy . hems ) 
BRIDGE APPROAC H  SLAB JOINT S E C T I O N S  
R E V I S E D :  4 - 7 0 , 1 - 74 , 6·75,7 ·80 
CON N. DE P A RT M E NT 
OF TRA N S PORTATION 
PL ATE . 4 - 2  2 - 1  
For reinforcement S de tai ls  
P L A T E : 4 - 1 . 4  
For detail  see P L A T E S :  
4 - 4 . 4  e nd 4 - 4 . 5 
·• 
l " x i " J oint Seoi ( T  e A ) see 
N ote B PLAT£ : 4 - 2 . 3  
For a p proach s l o b  details 
s e e  P L AT E : 4 - 2 . 2 
Construction J o i n t  f 
W I T H O U T  O V E R L AY 
For detai l  see PLAT E S :  / 4 - 4 . 4  a n d  4 - 4 . 5  
S e e  S L A B  N O T E  
II A II p L A T E: 4 - I .  I 
S e e Ap p r o o c  h S l o b 
' 
Const ruction Joint * 
• • 
0 . 5 '  
•.· 
P L A T EA - 2 .2- 1  
1 "  P r e f o r m e d  
E x p .  Jt . F i l l e r  
I .  5 '  m 1 n .  A b u t me n t  b a c k w a l l  
n o r m a l  s e c t 1 o n  
PLAN NOTE :  
W I T H  O V E R L AY 
* B a c k wa l l  a b o v e  c o n st r u c ti o n  j o i n t  s h a l l  be p l a c e d  a f ter  t he s l a b  h a s  b e e n  poure 
DE S I G N  I N F O R M A T IO N : E nd d iaphragms to be p l a c e d  on ske w .  
N O R M A L  S E CTION AT E N D  OF SLAB 
( P R E S TR E S SED CON C RE T E  B E A M S ) (  WITH A P PROA C H  S L A B ) 
CON N .  DEPARTM E N T  
O F  TRANSPORTATION 
Added I - 74 
S e e  Deta i l  PLAT E : 4- 4 .4 S e e  Approach S lob Note , 
P L A T E :4 - 2 . 2 - I 
Iota s :  
• • 
S PA N S - N OT E X C E E D I N G  1 3 5  F E E T  
* Re inforcing similar to P LATE 4 - 3 . 1  
See SLAB NOTE "A'; (d ) Type of expansion joint  to be 
PLAT E : 4 - I . I  des igned and detai led . 
S P A N S  
' 
• • • 
E X C E E D I N G  1 3 5  F E E T 
·or Notes ond Details , see PL AT E: 4 - 2 .4 
·or Header Detai ls  and Notes See PLAT E : 4 - 4 .2 
( d )  Denotes design i nformation 
N O R M A L  S E C TI O N S  AT E X PA N SION E N D S  
STE E L  ST R I N G E R S  ( WITH O V ER L A Y ) 
tEV I S E D :  6 - 7 7, 7 - 80 
C O N N . DEPART MENT 
OF T R ANS PORTATION 
P L A T E : 4 - 2 . 4 - 1  
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Btlore pouring thf GpprDOell lbb, t:wOIIIde o two- foot 
dup bose ol gronular lfltlteriol ODmPfJCifld to '"'"'' ��:hlst "A" 
compcrt:Fion requ"'"""''· 
lOY all ospha/1 ptJ¥1.,.,.1 hfot-e COffJfrudMg 1111 
approach t/GIJ. f•r.nd the P<'"''"'"' '"''' to low fur bfJOncf 
the po"'t r:tl obul,.,.l .,;,, ,,.. slob. Mote cr .. vticat klw cut on 
1111 PQIII,.,.I to sill'•• os o form for "" � CJf the opproocll 
rfob . 
It',..,. brldp o6vt�nt1 crre Uewed, lllfl rloi'J end 
odjoinmg the pct!lllmfnl rlla/1 bfl rM'Pnd•cultl' tolhfl Cflllllrlimt 
ot the rotldwoy. 
PIGCI /Oitgtludino/ r�intorc•ment ,orolf� lu tllfl t:IJI'IIfltltne 
Qf the roodWGy; piOr:fl the trons�rse r�nfOf'Cfltn.m 
PI'Hndielllor to tilt centflrlirn! oft"- roadway, regordleu of 
suw or the brldQt oburmenrs. 
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END BENTS AND APPROACH SLABS 
I NTRODUCT I ON :  
The end ben t , a s  I ts name suggests , i s  located a t  the end of a b r i dge 
s t ructure where the t rans i t ion I s  made from the norma l l y deep founded 
b r i dge s t ructure to a su rface so i l  founded pavemen t v i a  t he approach s l ab. 
The t yp i ca l  end bent to be d i scus sed , unl ess otherwi se noted , i s  con s t ructed 
of re i n forced concrete w i t h  a b reast wa l l  and w i ngwa l l s  to conta i n  a so i l  
backf i l l  and a p i l e  supported cap. 
SCOPE : 
Th i s  a rt i c l e i s  a g u i de to some of the ana lys i s  c r i te r i a  and des i gn 
con s i dera t i ons g i ven to end bents and approach s l ab s .  I t  i s  i n t ended a s  
a general po l i cy sta tement and a suppl emen t to the AASHTO Spec i f i ca t i on s .  
COMMENTARY: 
Nega t i ve s k i n  f r i c t ion i s  an important factor to be eva l uated o r  
avo i ded when the end bent i s  con s t ructed on a compacted f i l l  w i th I ts 
p i l i n g  d r i ven through the f i l l .  The nega t i ve ski n f r i c t i on i s  caused 
by the conso l i da t i on of the f i l l  and i n s l tu soi l s .  
The approach s l ab s e rves a s  a t ran s i t i on apron from the so i l  supported 
s l ab and the p i l e supported s t ruc ture. I t  I s  i ntended to smooth l y  b r i dge 
m i nor d i fferent i a l  sett l ements between the roadway s l ab and the b r i dge s t ruc­
ture. When l a rge d i fferen t i a l  sett l ements (one ( I )  foot) between the roadway 
s l a b  and the b r i dge s t ructure a re expected,, l on g ,  f l ex i b l e ,  p i l e  supported 
approach s l abs a re cons i dered. Two (2) advan tages a re rea l i zed w i t h  t h i s  
sol ut i on :  a smooth t ran s i t ion i s  ma i n ta i ned for i mproved r i d i n g  character­
i s t i c s  for l a rge expected set t l emen t s ' and the l ength of conven t i onal b r i dge 
s t ructure may be reduced by replacement wi t h  the l ess expens i ve approach 
s I a b.  
ANALVS I S :  
1 .  The short approach s l ab t hat  i s  founded d i rect l y  on �he pav ing base 
I s  des i gned as a one-way s l ab wi th  i t s  ma i n  re inforcement pa ra l l e l  to 
t ra ff i c .  The so i l  i s  as sumed to be set t l ed away from the s l ab out from 
the breast wa l l  support to a po i n t  such that the effec t i ve des i gn span i s  
one-ha I f  .the s lab 1 ength. 
2. The l ong p i l e  s upported approach s l ab i s  des i gned to t ran s i t i on d i f-
feren t i a l  set t l emen ts of approx i mately  one ( 1 )  foot between the sha l l ow 
foundat i on roadway pavemen t and the deep founda t i on b r i dge s t ructure a t  
the end ben t .  The tota l l ength of the approach s l ab va r ies from f i fty (50) 
to one hundred f i fty ( 1 50) feet depend ing  on the amount of expected sett l e-
men t .  The assumed permanent def l ec t i on due to set t l ement i s  assumed to be 
e i ther a reverse parabola  or a s i ng l e  parabo la  as  shown. P i l i ng  a re usua l l y  
des i gned to carry the ful l l i ve l oad and dead l oad nea r the end bent and a re 
shortened progress i ve l y  towa rds the roadway pavement end of the approach s l ab .  
Th i s  ·conf i gura t i on .i s i ntended t o  cause a progress i ve t ran s i t ion f rom the 
expected deep founda t i on behav ior to the sha l l ow  founda t i on behav ior.  The 
s l ab i s  a l so des i gned to ca rry the. add i t ional  moment caused by the assumed 
parabo l i c  deforma t i on .  
Slope= O � :---
---...... · -_---Hslope· O  
End Bent --t-------!L::.:I.!:2c.:·'-- --:I-----!:L�/2�----J..-" egin Roadway Location_. L Pa�ing Slab 
CONDITION I OF DESIGN DEFLECTION FOR 
LONG PILE SUPPORTED APPROACH SLABS 
L• Length of Approach Slab �· E xpected Settlement 
Slope= 0-=::., 
End Bent 
Location 
,.,.--1----------=L�---------V Begin Roadway 
Povin11 Slob 
CONDITION · 2 OF DESIGN DEFLECTION FOR 
LON G  PILE SUPPORTED APPROACH SLABS 
3.  W i ngwa l l s ,  b rea s t  wa l l s  and the bent a s  a un i t  sha l l  b e  desi gned to 
res i s t  act i ve earth pressure under the g roup loads to be con s i dered. 
4. The reac t i on of the approach s l ab to the s he l f of the end . bent i s  
based on the same assumpt i on as i n  I tems I and 2 .  
DES I GN DETA I LS :  
I .  W i ngwa l l s  w i t h the stabi l i z i ng p i l es a re requ i red for a l l end bents 
on f i l l s w i th the except i on of s l ab span b r i d ges and concrete g i rder span 
w i th Type I I  g i rde rs . 
2. Doub l e- row ,  bat tered p i l es a re requi red on a l l end bents except those 
for s l ab s pans. P i l e  batter sha l l be 1 - 1 /2 on 1 2 .  
3 .  On doub l e - row p i l e  end bent caps , a one ( 1 )  foot t h i ck baf f l e  sha l l 
extend two (2) feet be l ow  the cap between rows of p i l i ng to prevent the 
movement of the so i l  con f i ned by the ben t .  
4. End bents a t  s t ream c ross i ngs subject to poten t i a l  bank eros ion , a re 
to be des i gned as i n ter i o r  bents assumed to carry a con t i nu i ng span of the 
same type and l ength. 
S. On skewed o r  no rma l end ben t s , the end of the approach s l ab I s  to be 
squared off at both r i g i d  and f l ex i b l e  pavemen t s .  
6 .  The most common method to negate poten t i a l  nega t i ve s k i n  f r i c t i on on 
end bent p i l i ng penetra t i ng an approach f i l l  I s  to jet th rough the f i l l .  
Anot her accepta b l e  method I s  to bore ho l es through the f i l l  prior to d r i v i n g  
and backf i l l  the ho l e  w i t h  sand after the p i l es a re dri ven .  Treatment of 
nega t i ve s k i n  f r i c t ion shou l d  be l i m i ted to f i l l s  over ten {10)  feet h i g h. 
7.  P i l ed approach s l abs a re con t i nuous s l abs supported by rows of t i mber 
p i l es on ten ( 1 0) foot centers and t ransverse to the roadway, The d i s tance 
between the . p i l es usua l l y va r i.es be tween seven (7) and ten ( 1 0) feet. The 
t i mber p i l i ng s ha l l be va r i ed I n  l ength from row- to- row by a constant amoun t .  
P i l ing s ha l l penetrate the foot i ng to res i s t  the tens i on req u i red to ho l d  the 
s l ab I n  i t s deformed confi gurat ion after set t l ement has occurred. P i l ed ap­
p roach s l abs a re des i gned as one-way s l abs spann ing be tween t ransverse g rade 
beams at the p i l e rows , or as two-way s l abs w i t h  sma l l  foot i ngs (two (2) foot 
d i ameter) at each p i l e loca t i on .  
8 .  End bent caps s ha l l have a m i n i mum depth of 2 ' ·3". 
9 .  A s  a genera l ru l e ,  header banks w i  I I  con s i s t of 2 :  I s l opes I n  cut on 
ex i s t i ng estab l i shed sec t i on s  and 3 : 1 s l opes I n  f i l l  on new sec t i ons . A 
three (3) foot berm measured from cen te r l i n e · bent w i l l  be used for b r idges 
I n  a l l cases when no abutmen t wing wa l l s  a re u t l l  i zed I n  the end ben t .  
_.,. 
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MAINE 
DES I GN OF CONCRETE ABUTME NTS , �II NGWALLS , 1\ND RETittiNI NG WA.LLS 
Th e  i nformat ion i n  thi s  chapter i s  for the purpose o f  prov i d i ng 
answers to commonly asked ques t i ons about d e s i gn pol i cy concerning 
concrete abutmen t s ,  wi ngwa l l s  and reta i n i ng wa l l s .  Th i s  i s  not a 
text book o r  a spec i f i ca t ion, but i s  only a s upplement to the 1\AS�ITO 
Spec i f i c a t i on s ,  ava i labl e  l i t erat ure , and the De s i gner ' s  experience 
and j udgment . Op i n i ons on a l l  of the subjects have been gathered 
from F:ng i neer s in the Depa rtment , from b r i dg e  contractors i n  the 
- AGC , and from the Br i dge F:ng i neer of the Federal Hi gh�ay Ad m i n i s ­
t ra t i o n .  The i n forma t i on presented i s  the d e s i g n  po l i cy o f  the 
Bri dge De s i gn Sect ion and i s  the cons i dered op i n i on of the Bri dge 
De s i gn F.ng i neer . 
Suppor t i ng d a t a ,  expl anatory i n forma t i on and reasons for the 
concl u s i ons a r e  not i nc lud e d ,  howeve r ,  super v i s or s  i n  the Bri dge 
De s i g n  Se c t i on a re k nowledgeab l e  on thP. s ub j ects and .are ava i l al>le 
to expl a i n  background i n format ion . 
A .  Foot i ng cover i s  d e f i ned a s  the m i n i mum d i s tance f rom the 
ground s u rface to the bottom of footing . 
1 .  For s tructures not e x:.>osed to water current s , m i n i mum 
foot i ng cover sha l l  be as fol l ow s :  
Spread foot i ngs - 6 '  - sou th o f  a l i ne through Ca r rabas­
s e t t  Va l l e y ,  Gu i l ford and Medway 
S pread foot i ng s  - 7 '  - north o f  a l i ne through Ca rrabaa­
s e t t  Va l l ey, Gu i l ford and Medway 
S pr e a d  foo t i ngs - on ledge - no m i n i mu m  
P i l e  foot i ngs - 5 • - south of a l i ne through Car raba s-
s e t t  Va l l ey, Gu i l ford and Uedway 
P i l e  foot i ngs - .6 ' .•o- nor th o f  a l i ne through Car raba s-
s e t t  Va ll ey ,  Gu i l ford and '1edway 
2 .  For s t ructures where foo t i ng i s  under wa t e r ,  but not 
n ecessar i ly under wa ter d ur i ng the cold month:, of the 
yea r , u s e  the cri t e r i a  i n  1 ,  except the des ign sha l l  be 
a dequate to w i ths tand scour e f fects . 
3 .  For s tructures where foot i ng i s  a l ways under wat e r ,  mi n­
i mum foo t i ng cover sha l l  be 4 '  and a l s o ,  the des i gn 
sha l l  be adequa te to wi ths tand scour e f fects . Foot i ngs 
on l edge have no m i n i mum foot i ng cover . 
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SEC TION 
APPROACH SLAB .M4 1 "-l � 
SUPPIDIENTAL SPECIP'I CATIOO 
SECTION � BXCAVATION AND M KMENT 
l'uoru.ary .u:s , J.'f75 
Supersedes 
.July 20, 1972 
(Preparation of Foundation and Construction of Embankments 
in the Abutment and Pi.er Areas) 
PREPARATION <F I"'UNn\TION 
Prior to placing the embankment, the foundation areas under the Abutments and 
Piers as indi cated on the plane shall be prepared by removing the top soil and sod 
and all exi sting unsuitable material including surface boul ders larger than twelve 
(12) inches. The entire area from which the top soil has been removed shall be rolled 
until the underlying soil is thoroughly compacted. The soil to a depth or eight 
inches shall be compacted to 95 percent or the maximum density in accordance with the 
first paragraph or sub-section 203.12. 
Payment for compacting the soils in the Abutment and Pier areas , after the 
top soil has been removed will not be made directly but will be included in the unit 
prices or the contract i tems . · 
MATERIALS 
Granular Borrow placed below the elevation or the bottom or the abutments and piers 
shall conrona to the · gradation for Aggregate Subbase Course - · Gravel, Subsection 
703.06{ b ) .  
. 
CONSTRUCTION <F EMBANKM!mT 
Placing and compacting or Granular Borrow at abutments and piers, from foundation 
area up to the elevation or the bottom or the concrete shall be as follows& 
The material shall be placed in uniform layers not exceeding eight (8) 
inches in thickness , loose measure. Each layer shall be compacted by 
means or suitable compaction equipment to a minimum dey density or 98 
per cent of the maxilllliD density. . .:: 
The maximum density shall be determined in accordance with the first 
paragraph or sub-section 203.12. 
When the moisture content of the layer is within the limits as determined 
by the Engineer for proper compaction, the entire surface shall be rolled 
until the specified density has been obtained. No successive layers shall 
be placed until the layer under construction has been brought to the 
required density and has been approved by the Engineer. 
The l!hgineer will make known to the Contractor, upon request, both the 
maximum density and the optimum water content for the various materials 
to be used in the embankment construction. It shall be the responsibility 
of the Contractor to notify the Engineer not less than 48 hours in advance 
as to which material he proposes to use. 
The remainder of the embankment shall be compacted as indicated on the 
plans or as stated in the specifications . 
All des 1 or l 
B .  Adequ a t e  drai nage of f i l l  beh i nd s t ructure s i s  of ')rea� 
importance and sha l l  be provided for as follows : 
1 .  Where pos s i b l e ,  French nra i ns sha l l  be used at the back 
face of wal l s  w i th 4 "  d i a me t er r'l r a i n  p i pes through the 
wal ls . 
2 .  tla l l s  i n  f i l l  sha l l ,  i n  gene ra l ,  be back f i l led w i th 
gravel or gran ular mat e r i a l  for a hor i zontal d i s tance 
o f  a t  l ea s t  10 ' from the back of the wal l .  
3 .  Und erdra i n s  or other means may be used where necessary 
t o  pr ovide adequa te dra i nage . 
4 .  Tota l drai nage des i gn sha l l  be s t udi ed . 
water should not dr a i n  i n to the under s i de 
tect ion . 
c .  Des ign Se c t i on 
For exampl e ,  
o f  s lope pro-
1 .  In genera l .  the De s i gn Sec t i on sha l l  be at the h i ghest 
th i rd poi n t  of the wa l l ,  that i s ,  the trans verse cros s 
s e c t ion o f  the w a l l  w i th the larger o f  the two he i gh t s  
a t  hori zonta l th i rd po i n t s .  I n  the c a s e  o f  a long wa l l  
w i th a v a r i able height , the wal l  should b e  d i v i ded i n t o  
more than one d es i gn length . 
D .  Wa l l  Di me ns i on s  
1 .  Br i dge s e a t s  sha l l  have a m i n i mum of 1 ' -0 "  between the 
cen t er l i ne of bea r i ngs and the face of breastwa l l  for 
l e ng ths of supe r s t r ucture u p  to 100 ' . For length s  of 
supers tructure excee d i ng 100 ' ,  u s e  1 ' - 3 "  m i n i mu m .  The 
masonry plate o f  the bea r i ng s  sha l l  be no closer t o  the 
face of brea s twal l than 3 " . Ma jor s tructures sha l l  have 
w i de r  bri dge s ea t s  than i nd i ca t ed above . 
2 .  B r i dge seats sha l l  have a m i n i mum o f  1 ' -3" between the 
c e n t er l i ne of bea r i ng s  and the face of backwa l l .  The 
masonry plate of the bea r i ngs sha l l  clear the face o f  
back wall by a t  l e a s t  2 " .  
3 .  Br i dge seat s whi ch are J?rotected from roadway d r a i nage 
by sealed b r i dg e  j o i n t s  s ha l l  be level and s tepped to 
mat ch bea r i ng e l eva t i on s ,  except where acce s s  to the 
space between end d i aphr agms and backwa l l s  i s  a problem, 
then the concrete pede s t a l  t ype b r i dge seat may be u s ed . 
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a large diameter disk, a motor grader, or other equip­
ment meeting the approval of the Engineer. 
After the subgrade material has been thoroughly 
mixed to the satisfaction of the Engineer, It shall be 
compacted to nat less than 9 5 percent of Maximum Unit 
Weight. 
2.08.10 Earth fxcavation.-AII excavated materials, 
except as provided for under Salvaging Materials, 
2.08.03-c, shall become the property of the Contractor. 
Unless otherwise shown on the plans, or In the pro­
posal, the subgrade shall be compacted to nut leu than 
95 percent of the Maximum Unit Weight to a depth of 
at least 9 inches. If, in the opinion af the Engineer, the 
subgrade cannot be compacted to 95 percent of Max­
imum Unit Weight, the Engineer may authorize use of 
other methods to attain compaction. Where natural soil 
meets subbase requirements, as determined by the Engi. 
neer, it shall be left in place and shall be compacted to 
not less than 95 percent of Maximum Unit Weight ta a 
minimum depth of 1 2  inches. 
The roadbed and ditches shall be maintained In such 
condition that the work will be well drained at all times. 
If it is necessary, In the prosecution of the work, to In· 
terrupt existing surface drainage, sewers or underdrain· 
age, temporary drainage facilities shall be provided until 
the permanent drainage work is completed. 
The grading shall be 10 conducted as to avoid ,.. 
moving or loosening any material outside of the re­
quired slopes, and any such material which may be 
removed or loosened shall-be replaced and thoroughly 
compacted to the required :cross section. 
Any surplus or waste material resulting from ditch 
construction shall be spread in a uniform Ioyer In auch 
a manner as not to obstruct drainage. All roots, atumps 
and other objectionable materials in the slopes and bot­
tom of the ditch shall be removed and the hales back­
filled with suitable material, or they shall be cut to 
conform to the cross section shown on the plans. All 
ditches constructed on the project shall be maintained and 
kept reasonably free from debris until final acceptance. 
2.08.1 1 Roadway Embankment: 
a. Stepping Steep Side Slopes.-Where embankments 
are to be constructed on existing side slopes steeper than 
I vertical to 6 horizontal, steps with a horizontal dimen-
-1 00-
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,.;on of not leu than 3 feet 1hall be formed In the alope 
before any of the embankment i1 placed. 
b. lorrow.-Borrow shall eon1ist of approved mc.,erial 
... urod from loeation• outside the roadway. The Con­
troetor shall perform all work and provide all material• 
and equipment neceuary to excavate, transport, and 
ploee the borrow material in aeeordanee with the require· 
monts as 1peeified under Natural Material Saurce1, 
1.06.03. 
c. Winter Grading.-AII ice and snow ahall be ,._ 
moved from the 1urface of the ground before the em­
bankment 11 placed thereon. 
Original ground containing more than 0.3 foot of frost 
within limit• of 1 on 1 slopes spreading outward from 
the fini1hed shoulders •hall be removed. 
No fro1en material will be allowed in the embank· 
ment area being constructed. Any frozen material on a 
partially completed fill shall be removed before placing 
any more fill on the embankment. This fro .. n material 
shall be stockpiled outside of the grading limits until 
thawed. The embankment outside the 1 on 1 alapes 
may be completed by the 12-inch Layer Method using 
the thawed material resulting from the •tackpiled frozen 
lumps. No frozen lumps shall be depo1ited In ony 
portion of the embankment. Embankments may be built 
by the "romp" method during freezing weather. 
d. Placing ond Compaeting Embankment.-After the 
ground area affected has been prepared a1 apeeifiod 
under Preparing Roodway Foundation, 2.08.03, embank­
ments shall be constructed with sound earth or a mixture 
of sound earth and stones, broken rock, concrete or 
masonry except as provided for in the disposal of peat 
excavation material or topsoil and as restricted for the 
tap 3 feet of the 1ubgrade. Sound earth sha ll be any 
natural or ather approved material which can be com· 
pacted to the required density, contains no organic 
material, and sha II have a Maximum Unit Weight of at 
least 95 pounds per cubic foot. The materials ahall be 
deposited and compacted by the Controlled Density 
Method unless 1ome other method is 1peeified or author­
Ized. Other methods which may be specified or author­
Ized are the 1 2·inch Ioyer method, roek embankment 
method, methods for treatment of peat morshea, or hy­
draulic consolidation method. 
The Contraetor she�ll not construct embankments by 
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methods which create an unstable olope condition by 
reason of placing Impervious material on the outside of 
embankments blocking the internal granular drainage 
or placing a combination of pervious and impervious 
material In the embankment creating potential seepage 
pocket•. The Contractor may be required to revise his 
embankment construction methods, construct intermittent 
bleeders, place a granular blanket, Install bank drains 
or use other approved methods to avoid or correct such 
conditions when so directed by the Engineer. 
Subject to the above restrictions, the Contractor may 
place topsoil In embankment• outside a I on 1 slope 
from the earth grade shoulder point where the finished 
slope will be 1 on 4 or flatter. The topsoil shall be com· 
pacted according to the Twelve-Inch Layer Method. 
Stoneo and boulders occurring within conotruction 
limits and broken rock from rock cuto that are not 
required far the con•truction of cobble gutter, riprap, or 
like otructures, may be placed In embankment&. The 
atones, broken rock and boulders shall be placed In 
layers, and all voids ohall be completely filled with 
sound earth, thoroughly compacted, but no layer of such 
material shall be placed within 1 2  inches of the surface 
of the oubgrade between the outside edges of the 
shoulders. 
Where filling In layers of the specified thickness Ia 
not feasible, as In the case of filling In water or con· 
structing on poorly drained soil, the embankment may 
be constructed In one layer of Granular Material Class 
Ill to the minimum elevation at which the equipment can 
be operated as determined by the Engineer. The fill 
material placed in this manner shall be thoroughly 
compacted. Above this elevation, the embankment can· 
slruction shall be In accordance with the Controlled 
Density Method. 
Portions of the embankment adjacent. to any structure 
shall be backfilled and compacted as specified under 
Excavation and Backfill for Structures, 2.09.06, 2.09.07, 
and 2.09.08, and in accordance with Structure Embank· 
ment, 2.08. 1 3. All other embankment construction shall 
be as follows: 
J ,  Controlled Density Method.-The material shall be 
depaoited and spread in layers not more than 9 
inches In depth, loose meooure, and extending to 
the full width of the filled area, except that gran· 
ular material may be spread and campacted in 
-102-
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layers not more than 15  inches i n  thickness if the 
specified density is obtained. 
The material shall have a moisture content of 
not greater then 3 percent above optimum, as  
determined by the Engineer, at the time af com· 
paction, except that the moisture content of the 
top 3 feet of embankment shall nat exceed optimum 
by more than 2 percent. If the material contains 
an excess of moisture, It shall be dried to the 
required moisture content before being compacted. 
Each layer af material sha!l be compacted to not 
less than 95 percent of the Maximum Unit Weight. 
Rutting or distortion caused by the Contractor's 
aperalion shall be carrected by the Contractor at 
his expense before any succeeding layers are 
placed. 
In the event that the specified percentage of 
maximum unit weight and the specified moisture 
cantent have been attained but the campacted 
material is not sufficiently stable to provide proper 
support for the subbase, the Engineer may direct 
that the material be dried by aeration and recom· 
pacted. The aeration shall be accomplished by 
disking or manipulation by other approved means. 
2. Twelve-Inch layer Method.-The material shCI!t De 
deposited and spread in layers not more than 1 2  
inches in depth, loose measure, parallel to the 
finished grade, and extending to the full width of 
the embankment. The material shall be deposited 
by operating the conveying equipment over the 
layer being placed, insofar as feasible. Each 
layer shall be compacted to not leu than 95 per­
cent of the Maximum Unit Weight as determined 
at the existing moistu're content. The maximum 
unit weight will be determined as specified under 
Maximum Unit Weight, 1 .0 1 .02, except that the 
method shall be modified to comply with the exist­
Ing moisture content of the material at the time of 
placing. 
3. Rock Embankment.-Rock embankment shall be 
constructed of shattered rock obtained by blasting 
or ripping in rock cuts. Shattered rock shall not 
exceed a maximum size of 1h cubic yard and shall 
be deposited on the fill and pushed over the end 
of the fill by means of bulldozers or other equip· 
ment. The rock embankment shall be placed in 
-1 03-
2.08.1 1  
layers which ahall not exceed 3 feet in thickness. 
Depositing the shallered rock directly over the end 
of the fill from the hauling equipment will not be 
permitted. The aurface of the rock embankment 
ahall be so choked with small rock fragments and 
rock fines that there will be no infi/trgtion of the 
earth embC>nkment placed an the surface of the 
rock embC>nkment. Where insufficient rock fines are 
avaiiC>ble to properly choke the surface of the rock 
embankment, sand or fine grovel and sand shall 
be used. 
This methocl shall not be used in fills less than 4 
feet in depth and in no case shall the rock embank· 
men! be p/gced within 2 feet of the earth grade. 
Where structures are located under rock embank· 
ment they shall be covered with not Jess than 2 
feet of Granular Material Class Ill before the rock 
embankment is placed over the structures. 
2.08.12 Placing Top 3 Feet of Embankment.-Frost 
heave textured materials ahall not be placed in the 
top 3 feet of embankment below aubgrade. Frost 
heave textured material is defined as material contain� 
lng more than 50 percent ailt with a plasticity index less 
than 1 0. Silt ia defined as material having a particle 
size of 0.074 to 0.005 mm. Within the top 3 feet, the 
embankment shall be constructed to a stable non-rutting 
condition by using a uniformly textured material. A 
minimum 50-foot longitudinal transition shall be used 
between two different uniformly textured materials. 
2.08.13 Structure Embon.kment: 
a. Compaction of Original Ground.-ln fill areas 
on which a structure Is to be built, the topsail shall be 
removed from the area within limits af I on 1 sl·�pes 
spreading outward In all directions from the bottom of 
structure footings as specified under Removing and 
Salvaging Topsoil, 2.08.03-b. Aft..- removal of the tap· 
sail the area ahall be compacted to not less than 90 
percent of the Maximum Unit Weight, to a depth af 9 
Inches. · If, In the opinion af the Engineer, the aubgrade 
cannot be compacted to 95 percent af Maximum Unit 
Weight, the Engineer may authorize use of other methods 
to alta in compaction. 
lo. Placing Structure Embankment.-Structure embank· 
men! shall be constructed of Granular Material Class Ill 
within the limits as shown on the plans. 
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2.01.14 
Structure embankments, constructed under atructural 
footings that are to be supported by piling, shall be 
deposited and compacted by the Controlled Denoity 
Met hoE, 2.08,1 l=d·l· Structure embankmento, conotructed 
ulicut� • ., IJCIUr ��oo�a n.nomn;s for w�i£h..eJ I.i.n,A • .i• not •nerifieR. 
shall be deposited and compacteQ w7 tne '-Onrrouea 
Denoity Method except that the compaction required will 
be,l®.Pe��N Qf.Jbe.!JdgxiDwn\-U.llit �ei�ht. 
-�tructure embanKments anall be ploceg and compacted 
to the limits shown on the plano prior to coating over­
lying footings. Structure embankmenll shall be pro­
tected from freezin; until overlying footings are cost. 
c. Winter Grading for Structure Embankment.-AII Ice 
and snow shall be removed from the surface of the 
ground before the embankment is placed thereon. 
Before placing on embankment to oupport a atruc­
ture, all ground containing froot within limill of 1 on 1 
olopeo spreading outward in all direction• from the bot· 
tom of otructure footings, ohall be removed. 
Thio frozen material shall be stockpiled outoide of the 
grading limits until thawed. Embankment construction 
during winter weather ohall conform to the requiremenll 
opacified under Roadway Embankment, 2.08. 1 1  ... 
2.01.14 Test Rolling.-When called for on the plano or 
authorized by the Engineer, the compaction of the sub· 
grade in embankments and cut oectiono ohall be teoted 
by the use of a tractor·drawn pneumatic-tired test 
roller. 
The test roller ohall consiot of 4 pneumatic-tired wheelo 
mounted on a rigid oteel frame. The wheels sholl be 
evenly opaced in one line across the width of the roller 
and ohall be a rranged in ouch a manner that all wheel• 
will carry approximately equal loads when operated over 
an uneven surface. The maximum spacing between ad­
jacent wheels oholl not exceed the tire width. 
The equipment oholl have a oultable body for bollast 
loading with such capacity that the grou load may be 
varied from 25 to 40 tans. 
Ballast to obtain the weight required by the Engineer 
shall consist of ingots, concrete blocks, aand bags, or 
other approved material, with a uniform, known unit 
weight, 10 that the total weight of the ballast used con 
be readily determined at all times. There ohall be a suf­
ficient amount of ballast available to load the equipment 
to a maximum gross weight of 40 tons. 
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pavement, the top consolidated rock layer for the full width between road­
bed slopes shall be finished to the same limits IS shown on the plans for 
undergrading in rock cuts. Jf rigid pavement is to be constructed without an 
aggregate base, the material requirements of Sec 203.2.5. 2  shall govern for 
the construction of the area between the bottom of thP pavement and the 
top of the top consolidated rock layer. Any embankment necessary outside 
the limits of the pavement shall be constructed of suitable earth or IS other­
wise specified in the contract. 
(b) If the specified or proposed surfacing consists of a treated or untreated earth 
surfaee, or any aggregate type surface, the top 6 inches of finished roadbed 
embankment shall be constructed of suitable earth. If subgrade scarifying is 
then considered necessary. the engineer will so order and payment will be 
made under the item of Subgrade Scarifying. 
203.3 Compaction of Embankment and Treatment of Cut Areas with Moisture 
and Density Control. AASHTO T 99, Method C, replacing any material retained on a 
3/4-inch sieve, as provided therein, or MHTD Test Method T40 will be used as the 
Standard Compaction Test for determining the moisture density relations of soils. The 
optimum moisture as determined by the Standard Compaction Test may be used as a 
guide in detennining the proper moisture content at which each soil type should be 
compacted. Water shall be added or removed as necessary to penni! obtaining the 
required density and moisture control. The field density of the embankment after 
compaction will be determined in accordance with AASHTO T 1 9 1  or T 205, using the 
total material or T 238, Method B Direct Transmission, for wet density. The volume of 
the test hole may be reduce� as necessary to accommodate available testing equipment. 
If nuclear density methods are used, moisture content will be determined in accordance 
with AASHTO T 239, except that a moisture correction factor will be determined for 
each soil in accordance with MHTD Test Method T35. The calculated density obtained 
in a field density test will be compared with the maximum density IS established by the 
Standard Compaction Test to determine the percent compaction attained. 
203.3.1 If payment of compaction is specified as a pay item of the contract, 
compaction to at least 90 percent of maximum density, as detennined by the Standard 
Compaction :rest, will be required in the foUowing areas: 
(a) AD roadway embankments except as otherwise provided in the following 
sections: Sec 203.2.15, 203.2. 1 6, 203.2. 1 7. 2, 203.3.3, 203.3.4, 203.3.5, and 
203.3. 7. 
(b) All backfliled undergraded cuts, except as modified by Sec 203.3.3. 
(c) Certain portions of the roadbed in cuts specified.in Sec 203.3.8, except as 
modified in Sec 203.3.3. 
· 
203.3.2 The moisture content of the soli at the time of compaction shall be as 
herein specified. 
203.3.2.1 When necessary to eliminate rubbery condition of the embankment, it 
may be required that some soils have a moisture content below the optimum during 
compacting work� except that Class A material having liquid limits of 40 or more where 
placed in embankments within S feet of the top of the finished subgrade or where 
encountered in areas of cut compaction, shall be compacted at not Jess than optimum 
moisture content. The liquid limit detennination will be as set forth in AASHTO T 89. 
Some Class A materials including heavy clays and materials commonly known IS shales 
65 
ond rueclays will noquire breaking down so that the moistuno can be Wliformly distrib­
uted. 
203.3.2.2 Loessial soils shall have moisture controlled so as not to exceed 
optimum plus 3 percentage points when placed in eml:nnkments less than 30 feet high. 
Such soils when placed in embankments 30 feet high or more shall have moisture 
controlled so as not to exceed optimum moisture. If wet foundation conditions conp 
tribute to the embankment moisture while compacting, the engineer may waive this 
specified moisture content for a height not to exceed 3 feet above the embankment 
foundation. ln the event of conflict of provisions of this section with provisions in Sec 
203.3.2. 1, Sec 203.3.2.1 shall govern. 
203.3. 3 If a flexible type surface is proposed, at least 95 percent of maximum 
density will he required for the upper 1 8  inches of the earth subgrade extending the full 
width between roadbed slopes. 
203.3.4 Roadway embankment within I 00 feet of each end of a structuno on 
which the top slab or deck is to be used as the riding surface, and the spill fill under 
such a structure, shall be compacted to not less than 95 percent of maximum density. 
203.3.5 Density noquirements will not apply to portions of eml:nnkments con­
structed of material so rocky that they cannot be satisfactorily tested in accordance 
with AASHTO T 1 9 1  or T 205. Material of a gradation having more than approxi­
mately 20 percent notained on a 3/4-inch sieve will generally be considered too rocky 
for satisfactory density testing. In lieu thereof, compactive effort on rock and rocky 
material shall consist of making four complete coverages of each layer with a tamping­
type roller or two complete coverages of each layer with a vibratory roller. The 
tamping-type roller shall have tampers or feet protruding not less than 6 inches from 
the surface of the drum and have a minimum load on each tamper of 250 pounds per 
square inch of tamping area. The vibratory roller shall have a manufacturer's rating of 
16 to 20 tons compacting power. During compaction, each layer shall have the 
moisture content controlled such that, in the judgment of the engineer, any silt and 
clay fraction is in a plastic state. Simple diagnostic tests to establish such a plastic state 
include ability to indent with thumb or heel or to roll a short thread of !Dil between 
the hands. Material which crumbles under pressure will be considered too dry. 
203.3.6 Each layer shall be wetted or dried, as necessary, and shall be com­
pacted to the required density. Regardless of the type of equipment used, the roadway 
shall be compacted uniformly and the surface kept reasonably smooth at all times. If 
large pieces of heavy clay are encountered, the material shall be broken down by 
suitable manipulation to permit satisfactory embankment construction. If shale is 
encountered, it shall be broken down as much as is practicable and compacted at or 
above optimum moisture. 
203.3.7 Compaction to at least 95 pe rcent of maximum density will be required 
for that portion of any eml:nnkment below an elevation 50 feet below the top of the 
fmished subgrade. If, because of embankment foundation conditions, the 95 percent of 
maximum density cannot be obtained after reasonable com)llctive effort has been 
expended, the engineer may waive the 95 percent requirement for a height not to 
exceed 3 feet above the eml:nnkment foundation. 
203.3.8 Compacting in Cut. Cut compaction shall be performed in all Class A 
material areas, after rem ova! of the roadway excavation material to the required sec· 
lion. A surface parallel to the pavement slope, 12 inches below the bottom of the 
pavement or lowest base course, shall be temporarily exposed for the full width 
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AND EMBANKMENT Art 1 1.04 
to the staking out and cross sectioning of the site. All borrow areas shall be 
finished and left in such shape as to permit accurate measurements after 
excavating has been completed. The finished borrow areas shall meet the 
requirements of Article 06.02(E). 
1 1 .04 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS (EMBANKMENT). 
(AI General. Stumps, trees, logs, rubbish, vegetation, or other 
unsuitable materials shall not be placed in embankments. Sod mixed with 
surface soil and soil containing large amounts of humus or other organic 
materials shall be spread over the embankment slopes or incorporated 
into the embankments outside of the shoulder lines. Pockets of rock or 
muck will not be permitted. Frozen material shall never be placed in 
embankments. 
Compaction of embankments, including backfilling and preparation of 
embankment foundation areas, shall meet the requirements of Article 
1 1.05, unless otherwise specified. 
(B) Embankment at Srrucrureo. Rocks, broken concrete, or other 
soild materials shall not be placed in embankment areas where piling is to 
'le placed or driven. 
If embankment can be deposited on one side only of abutmentS, wing 
walls, piers, or culvert headwalls, care shall be taken that the area 
immediately adjacent to the structure is not compacted to the extent that 
it will cause overturning of or excessive pressure against the structure. 
F�l adjacent to end bents of bridges may be completed up to the 
bottoms of backwalls before the superstructure is in place. Fill shall not be 
placed against backwalls or abutments before the superstructure is in 
place. The height of fill against backwalls and abutments shall be kept 
approximately equal at both ends of structures. 
Embankment and backfill shall be placed in layers of 8 inches or less 
loose thickne'IS and compacted adjacent to structures, around columns 
and similar structural supports, and on both sides of concrete walls, box 
type structures, and similar structures. Backfill material placed within the 
excavation limits shall be compacted. Backfill material placed above the 
excavation limits or ground line shall extend at least 10 feet from the 
structure or structural support and shall be compacted. Structures or 
structural members that have moved or become distorted as a result of 
'!lacing embankment shall be adjusted, repaired, and restored by the 
.ontractor at no cost to the Department 
Embankment at structures and at those areas inaccessible to rollers 
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Art. 11.04 EXCAVATION 
st.all be comp�cted by mechanical tampers or other means until the 
density conforms to that specified under Article 11 .05, provided, how.­
ever, that lor embankment other than at structures, the compaction 
requirAd shall not exceed that of the adjacent embankmen� compacted ir. 
accordance with these specifications. 
The ground upon which the backfill is placed shall be compacted to a 
depth of at least 8 inches by rolling or mechanical tamping to a density of 
at least 90 percent of maximum density as determined by MT-210. 
(C) Preparation of Embankment Foundations. When embank· 
ment is to be placed and compacted on hillsides or when new embank· 
ment ts to be constructed against existing embankments, or when 
embankment is buill one-hall width at a lime, the slopes that are 6:1 or 
steeper when measured at right angles to the roadway shall be continu­
ously benched in not less than 8-inch rises over those areas where it is 
requir�d as the work is brought up in layers. Benching shall be of 
sufficient width to permit operations of placing and compacting 
equipment · 
Eat� bench shall be cut as close to the one below as the ground slope 
will permit. Acceptable material cut out of benches shall be incorporated 
into the new embankment. The contractor will not be paid lor excavatior 
less than one hall the width of standard equipment. Payment will be mad. 
for excavation greater .tnan one hall the width of standard equipment 
Where embankment is to be placed and compacted and end dumping 
is permitted, the slopes of the original ground or embankment shall be 
deeply plowed or cut into before starting end dumpine. • 
Where ernb�nkment of less than 4 1eet below subprade is to be made, 
all sod and vegetable matter shall be removed from the surface upon 
which the embankment is to be placed and the cleared surface shall be 
completely broken up by plowing, scarifying, or stepping tc a minimum 
depth of 8 inches. The area shall then be recompacted until a 1elative 
compaction of 90 percent of maximum density, as determined by MT-210 
is reached in these 8 inches. Sufficient water shall be added during 
compaction to obtain optimum moisture content plus or minus two 
percentage points. 
Whenever the surface of a proposed cut or the site of an embankment is 
frozen or is covered with snow or ice sulficientto impair the stability of the 
work. the frozen earth material and snow and ice must be removed and 
deposited beyond the slope stakes at no cost to the Department. Work of 
this nature shall be completed at least 300 feel in edvance of II 
excavation and placing of the embankment material. Frozen excavation or 
that lying under a blanket of snow of such extent as to preclude its 
-I to-
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AU. MA.fERIAl SHAlL 1£ LAYER PLACED AND COMPACTED IN ACCOfiD4HCE WITH MTICLE 11.04(81 Ot" THE STAHDARO SPECS. 
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as recommended in the AASHO "Standard Specifi. 
cations for llighway Bridges." 
2.2 Steel Sheet Piling shall conform to AASHO 
M 202 (ASTM A 828 ) .  The use of foreign ateel 
will be permitted only after approval by the En­
gineer upon suitable certification from a recog. 
nized domeatic laboratory. Used steel sheet pilintr 
in good condition will be acceptable. 
Coaatructicm Requirement& 
3. 1  T"maber Sheet Pilinl'• 
8.1.1 The piles shall be of the thickness speci­
fied or directed and shall be provided with tongue 
and groove of ample proportions, either cut from 
the solid material or made by building up the piles 
with planks securely fastened together. The piles 
shall be drift sharpened at their lower edges ao aa 
to wedge the adjacent piles tightly together. 
3.1.2 The tops of the piles shall be cut off to a 
straight line at the elevation indicated and shall be 
braced with waling strips, properly lapped and 
jointed at all splices and corners. The wales shall 
preferably be in one length between corners and 
shall be bolted near the tops of the piles unless 
otherwise permitted. Wales shall not be spliced 
except when permitted. 
3.2 Steel Sheet Piling. 
3.2.1 The sections when assembled in place 
shall be practically watertight at the joints. 
3.2.2 The tops of the piles shall be cut off to a 
straight line at the elevation Indicated. 
Method of Meaourement 
4.1 Timber sheet piling will be measured by the 
· thousand feet board measure (MBM) computed to 
the nearest 0.01 of an MBM, based on nominal 
widths and thicknesses. Necessaa·y and accepted 
wales will be measured as timber sheet piling, 
except that no allowance will be made for splices. 
188 
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U Steel sheet piling will be measured by the 
pound. 
.3 Cut-offs of timber sheet piling will be meas­
.red by the thousand feet board meaaure (MBM) ,  
and cut-offs o f  steel sheet piling will b e  measured 
by the pound. No allowance will be made for tim­
ber sheet pile cut-offs leas than 8 feet in length or 
for steel sheet pile cut-olfa leas than 1 foot. The 
cut-off shall be the difference between the length 
of pile called for and the length actually driven 
below the cut-off elevation. 
Buia of PaJIDIIIt 
6.1 The accepted quantity of piling will be paid 
for at the contract unit price per MBif for timber 
piling and per pound for steel piling, all complete 
in place. 
5.2 Cut-offs will be paid for at the actual coat per 
IIBM for timber sheet piling and at the actual cost 
per pound for steel sheet piling. 
Pay items and units : 
506.1 Timber Sheet Piling 
506.11 Timber Sheet Piling, Treated 
606.2 Steel Sheet Piling 
MBM 
MBM 
Pound 
SECTION 508 -STRUCTURAL FlU. 
D-=ftptioa 
1.1 This work shall consist of the formation of 
embankments which are intended to support 
structures. 
Material• 
2.1 Structural Fill shall consist of crushed gravel 
unless &ravel (bank-run) or other material is 
189 
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specified or permitted on the plans. When not 
otherwise limited, the word gravel as used below 
will refer to both gravel (bank-run) and crushed 
gravel. 
2.1.1 Cruahed Gravel for Structural Fill. 
2.1.1.1 Required Gradin•l 
Sieve Size 
8" 
2" 
1" 
No. 4 
No. 200 (Hued on the fradion 
puoinl( the No. 4) 
Pereentap 
by Wei�:ht Puainr 
100 
95 - 100 
65 - 85 
21 - 62 
0 - 12 
2. 1.1.2 At least 60 per cent by weight of the 
materials retained on the l-inch sieve. shall have a 
fractured face. 
2.1.2 Gravel (Bank-Run) for Structural Fill 
shall be graded as follows : Twenty-five to 70 per 
cent shall pass a No. 4 sieve. Not more than 15 
per cent of the portion which passes to No. 4 sieve 
shall pass a No. 200 sieve. No stone shall be in· 
eluded which cannot be incorporated in a 6-inch 
course. 
2.1 .3. Weicht. Gravel shall weigh not less than 
125 pounds per cubic foot when compacted to its 
Maximum Dr;• Density as determined by AASHO 
T 99, Method C. 
2.1.4 Wear. 1'he pe1· cent of wear of gravel 
shall not exceed 50 unless otherwise specified. 
Conatruction Requirement. 
3.1 The area upon '· 1ch the fill is to be COII­
slructed, regnrd les.• of the height of the proposed 
fill,  shall be stripped of all loam, refuse, roots, 
stumps, boulders, and the like and shall be back· 
filled with the same ty)>e of material as that found 
1!10 
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at the site. All excavation shown on the plana or 
ordered shall be completed before constructing the 
fill. When fills are to be made on hiilsides or when 
fill is built one-half width at a time, the slopes of 
the original hillside or new 1111 shall be cut into 
1r terraced as the work is brought up in layen. 
3.1.1 Before the first layer of structural fill is 
placed, the entire work area of the original ground 
shall be compacted with approved compacting 
equipment. 
3.2 Structural fill to be placed adjacent to new 
embankment material shall be placed concurrently 
with the embankment material to obtain lateral 
support. 
3.3 The fill shall be placed in horizontal layers 
not exceeding 8" loose measurement and shall be 
compacted to a relative density not leas than 98 
per cent of the Maximum Dry Density. If necea­
sary, water shall be added to aasist in compaction. 
3.4 When gravel is specified, density determina­
tions shall be made in one of the following 
manners : 
3.4. 1  To determine the In-Place Wet Density, a 
hole having a volume of not leas than 0.10 cubic 
foot shall be dug iu the area to be tested. The 
material removed shall be weighed immediately 
and placed in an air-tight container for future de­
termination of moisture content. The volume oc­
cupied by the sample prior to removal shall be 
determined by AASHO T 191. The In-Place Wet 
Density in pounds per cubic foot equals the weight 
of soil removed divided by the volume of the hole 
in cubic feet. Additional material taken from the 
immediate vicinity of the hole shall be brought to 
approximately the optimum moisture content and 
� compacted in a standard 4-inch mold having a 
capacity of 1/30 cubic foot. The material shall be 
compacted in 3 equal layers by 35 blows on each 
layer from a 6-pound hammer dropping 12 inches. 
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The weight of the material contained in the mold 
multiplied by 30 gives the Maximum Wet Density. 
3.4.2 The per cent compaction � found by di­
viding the In-Place Wet Density by the Maximum 
Wet Density. Generally, the per cent compaction 
on a wet baaia is acceptable for free draining 
gravel. However, in case of dispute, the per cent 
compaction on a dry basis shall be calculated. 
Corrections for dilferent stone contents shall be 
made by Department laboratory methods. 
3.4.3. Aa an alternative to the above, the rela­
tive density may be determined by the use of nu- · 
clear density equipment. At the beginning of the 
compaction operation, the Maximum Wet Density 
shall be determined by compacting a control sec­
tion or layer at a suitable moisture content until no 
further increase in density is obtained on the nu­
clear gage. The remainder of the course shall be 
compacted to a density not less than 98 per cent 
of the teat density. 
3.6 Each layer of fill material shall be compacted 
.with power rollers, power tampers or vibratory 
compactors until the required density ia obtained. 
Each layer shall be spread to a uniform thickneHS 
and compacted to the required density prior to 
placing the next layer. The surface of the fill shall 
be kept approximately level at all times and the 
portion of the fill to be occupied by the structure 
shall be maintained at the proper density by moist­
ening and tamping if necessary, until the concrete 
or structure is in place. 
3.6 The Contractor shall notify the Engineer of 
the anticipated date of completion of the structural 
fill at least 3 working days prior to completion of 
the fill. Upon completion, the Contractor shall 
not proceed with any further operations on the fill 
until the Engineer has taken all proof borings he 
desires. When approval has been given, the Con· 
tractor shall backfill any drilled holes with satu­
rated sand or other approved material. 
192 
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Method of Meaauremeal 
4.1 Structural fill will be measured by the cubic 
yard as determined from the ground elevation im­
mediately before the placement of any fill and the 
neat linea for the compacted material aa shown on 
the plans. 
Baaia of Payment 
6.1 The accepted quantity of structural fill will be 
paid for at the contract price per cubic yard com­
plete in place. 
6.2 Excavation in preparation for this item will be 
paid for under Item 604 unleaa otherwise indicated 
on the plans. Any excavation for terracing and any 
backfilling af proof boring holes will not be meas­
ured but will be incidental to the work. 
6.3 No overhaul will be paid for. 
Pay item and unit : 
6U8 Structural Fill Cubic Yard 
SECTION 510- BEARING PILES 
Deacriptioa 
1.1 This work shall consist of furnishing the ma­
terial, furnishing the equipment for driving, and 
driving all types of bearing piles to the required 
penetration, and when required, test loading, 
splicing, and cutting, aa shown on the plans or 
ordered. 
Material a 
2.1 Timber Pilea shall conform to ASTM D 26, 
· Claas B, clean-peeled, and shall be preservative­
treated. 
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NORTH C A R OLINA 
R.cllon 1174 
M72-4 COMPENSATifiN. 
All wurk roVt!ft.'ll hy thi!l M!Ction will he paid for at thr oontract 
lump 11um pricf' for "Railroad Advancl" Warnin� anti Crnll1tin� SiKns 
at Station .'" Surh t•rir.r and 1'-"l)'mt•nl •·ill '"' full t"fiRIJH'JIM;l­
t ion for nll t�mrk nn·t•rt"tl h)· I hi!l Mt't'liun at t•m·h instilllnliun, int'luding 
hnl nul limih>tl tu rurniMhinK ull r•n!ds, MiJ!n Jtan••ls, and olht•r 
nmlt•ri;I)M; ami cort"C'tint! th•• MiJ!n!l. 
l'aymenl will 1M" mwlr umlt•r: 
Railroad Advance WarninK and �sinJl Sil(mc at 
Station . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l.uml' Sum 
Sfo;CTJON H74 
BRIDGE APPROACH SLABS 
874-1 DESCRIPTION. 
ThP •·nrk oovt'rl"d hy lhiR Ml'f'linn ntn!4isiM nf lht• t·onMtrurlinn uf 
noinfnrt't'fl rnnrrt•b• slnlm 11t hritla.,'l" RJat•ruac•ht•M, alunl( with non­
rl'inforCf.'fl concrete approarh drain&Jlf' �lah!l, Krah'!l and framt"!f., and 
suhwurr�e drainage ayslt•mR, all in ammlanre with Lht.>Se SIJE"l'ifica­
tionR and the details shown on the plans. 
1174·2 MATERIALS. 
All matrrials shall mft"t tfw ""tuin�m••nlll of IJivision 9 shown 
lM•Iow: 
Portland nomrnt ronc.Tt"t.t' . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  s.-rtiun 000 
rurinl( ··�rnbl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ser.tinn !'26 
Juinl fillt.•r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Artirlf'!rlM-1 
Juint Mt.>alrr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Artif'l•· !rlM-2 
RPinfnn·inJ!' 11tr.•l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Srl'tion 970 
NuiMirain fint" aKJ(regate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Article 944-1 
StorK". Nu. 7KM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  &-ction !tO!; 
AIIJII"OIIOt• l .... rou...,. • . • . • . .  Artid .. 9111-l. 9111-2. 9111-�. and 9111-4 
8trurtural tltftl • • . . . . • • • . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Srrtion 972 
(�thy Iron ra.,.tlm�s • • . • . . • . . • . • • . . • . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  Article 974-fi 
1174•ft CONIITitlJCTION M•:THOUM. 
A Rllln• dr-lh wnoloilnllor I •uhlr root nr No. 7HM •ton .. rontainrd 
lti ll lttll'bUI' t .. htle! hnl.t "haiJ JK• fllftrl'fl ld t•nrh tti(w drain hK·Uh'll in the 
42ti 
Section R74 
MCf hent cap or abutment and shall he securely tied. Suhclrain fine 
aureKale shall be placed in conjunction with the stone drain as 
.tflown on the plans. 
The subdrain fine RJQUe�te shall he placed and compacted in ac­
oordance with Article 410-10. 
The subgrade shall be ronstructPd in atton1ance with Section 500. 
The aKJ(reR:ale base course shall be constructed in acton.lanre with 
Section 52fJ. 
The provilllions of �lion 420 shall be applicable to all concreteo eX� 
�pt as otherwise provided hPI'f'in. Class AA concrete shall lMo U!t('d for 
all reinforced concrete. Class A concrete shall � uMI.I fur all non­
rt'inforred concrete. 
The reinforced concref.to bridKe approach slabs shall tw scrt"eded, 
finished. and cured in acconlance with thosP requirements of Section 
420 which are applicable to bridf(e floors. 
The approach drainage !llah !!ihall bP li[iven a lill'hl broom finish with 
the brush mark!\ ,,arallel to the IZUtteor line, or any othrr finilllh arr('p­
tahle to th._. Engin('(>r. The finishp(l surfaet" of the appnttu·h draimlKt' 
Blah shall not vary from a slraiKhl line br more than ''• inch wh('n 
checked longitudinally with a 10 foot �traiKhtt'dli(eo. Thl' apr•roach 
drain� slab shall ht- cut'f'd in accordance with those requirl'ments of 
Section 4ro which RrP applicable tO bridge noors. 
1174-4 COMPENSATION. 
All work covered by this M't'tion will tw paid for at the ronlract 
lump sum pri('e for .. litid� Approach Slabs, Sta. --- ". Such 
price and paymeont will be full compensation for all work CO\'t!'rf'd by 
this �lion at each bridR:t" in�tallation. includinli!' but not limited to 
furnishinR and placin�t !tuhsurface drainatre materials; ronstructinl! 
the sulJKrade; furnishing and placinK the aiQUf'lt'&le hue course� fur� 
ni�hinR" and rlacinli!' roncretP, rt>inforcin�t: �tetOI, joint filler and !'e&IPr. 
KrateR and frameo!ll, and any other materials; and finishing and ruring 
the concrete. 
Paymf'nt will be made under: 
Brill�e Approach Slabs, Sta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lump Sum 
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CHAP�R 1 3  
MIS CBLLA."JEOUS ITEMS 
1 3-1  BRIDGE APPROACH SLABS 
1 3-1 -1 GE:-!ERAL 
DESIGN MANUAL 
(a)  Approach slabs are now a part of the str•1cture plan s .  
They are to b e  used when the design year ADT is 800 or greater. 
Approach slabs consist of  the ful l  width approach slab and when 
required an approach drainage slab . These items should be 
carefully coordinated with Roadway Design, 
(b)  Four standard drawings are available and should be used in 
plan development . They are : 
( 1 )  Standard No. BAS 1 •Bridge Approach S lab For Rigid 
Pavement• .  
( 2 )  Standard No. BAS2 - • Bridge Approach S lab For Flexib,le Pavement• . 
( 3 )  Standard No. BAS 3 - •Approach Drainage Slab Details • .  
( 4 )  Standard No . BAS4 •Grates and Frames For Approach 
Drainage S lab• .  
(c)  In genera l ,  Standard No . BAS 1 or BAS2 is used each time 
full width approach slabs are called for. 
t'ihen type of pavement is not known at the time of structure 
contract letting, Standard No. BAS 1 should be used. 
Standard No. BAS 3 and BAS4 should be included in the plans 
following the approach slab sheet where special drainage is 
recruired at one or more corners of a bridae . 
(d ) Approach slabs are paid for on a lttmo sum basis . 
1 3-1 -2 FULL lflDTH APPROACH SLABS 
(a) Approach siahs are . to �e full width from gutter line to 
gutter l ine.  End of approach slab shal l be parallel to fill  face 
of end bent , with constant length as specified below. 
( 1 )  For structures with 600 thru 1 2 00 skew, use 1 0- foot 
length o f  approach slab measured along with centerline 
of bridge . 
( 2 )  For structures with skew other 
paragraph ( 1 )  above , use 1 5-foot 
slab measured along the centerline 
than speci fied in 
length of approach 
of  bridge . 
( 3 )  For special situations , e . q . , ve ry  deep superstructures 
etc . , consideration shall be given to increased length 
of approach s lab. 
(b) Approach s labs should be detailed separately for dual 
bridges. 
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C h a p t e r  1 3 - l - l  P a g e  2 2 9  
l b )  F o u r  s t an d a r d  d ra w i n g s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e a n d  s h o u l d b e  u s e d  i n  
p l a n d e v e l o p me n t . T h e y  a r e : 
I l l  S t a n d a r d  N o . B A S l  - " B r i d g e  A p p r o a c h  S l a b  F � r  
R i g i d  P a v eme n t '' . 
1 2 1  S t a n d a r d N o . BAS 2 - '' B r i d g e A p p ro a c h  S l a b  f o r  
F l e x i b l e  P a ve me n t '' . 
1 3 )  S t a n d a r d  N o . B A S J - " A p p r o a c h  J r a i n a ge S l a b  
D e t a i l s '' .  
1 4 )  S t a n d a r d  N o . B A S 4  - " G r a t e s a n d  F r a m e s  f o r  
A p p r o a c h  D r a i n a g e  S l a b " . 
( c )  I n  g e n e r a l ,  S t a n d a rd N o . S A S l  o r  B A S 2  i s  u s e d e a c h  t i me 
f u l l  w i d t h  a p p r o a c h  s l a b s  a r e  c a l l e d  f o r . 
W h e n  t y p e  o f  p a ve m e n t  i s  n o t  k n own a t  t h e  t i m e o f  s t ru c t u r e  
c o n t r a c t l e t t i n g , S t a n d a r d  N o . B A S l  s h o u l d b e  u s e d . 
S t an d a r d  N o . B A S 3  a n d  B A S 4  s h o u l d  b e  i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e p l a n s  
f o l l o w i n g t h e  a p p r o a c h  s l a b  s h e e t  w h e r e  s p e c i a l  d r a i n ag e  i s  
r e q u i r e d  a t  o n e  o r  m o r e  c o r n e r s o f  a b r i d g e . 
( d ) A p p r o a c h  s l a b s  a r e  p a i d  f o r  o n  a L u m p  S u m  b a s i s . 
C h a p t e r  1 3 - l - 2  P a ge 2 2 9  
( a )  A p p r o a c h  s l a b s  a r e  t o  b e  f u l l  w i d t h  f r o m  g u t t e r  l i n e  t o  
g u t t e r  l i n e . E n d  o f  a p p r o a c h  s l a b  s h a l l  b e  p a r a l l e l  t o  
f i l l f a c e  o f  e n d  b e n t ,  w i t h  c o n s t a n t  l e n g t h  a s  s p e c i f i e d  
b e l o w . 
I l l  F o r  s t r u c t u r e s  w i t h  6 0 °  t h r u  1 2 0° s k e w ,  u s e  1 0 '  
l e n g t h  o f  a p p r o a c h  s l a b  m e a s u r e d  a l o n g  t h e  c e n t e r ­
l i n e  o f  b r i d g e . 
1 2 )  F o r  s t r u c t u r e s  w i t h  s k ew o t h e r  t h a n  s p e c i f i e d  i n  
p a r a gr a p h  I l l  a b o v e , u s e  1 5 ' l e n g t h  o f  a o p r o a c h  
s l a b  me a s u r e d  a l o n g  t h e  c e n t e r l i n e  o f  b r i d g e . 
( 3 )  F o r  s p e c i a l  s i t u a t i o n s  e . g .  v e r y  d e e p  s u p e r ­
s t r u c t u r e s  e t c . ,  c o n s i d e r a t i on s h a l l  b e  g i v e n  
t o  i n c r e a s e d  l e n g t h  o f  a p p r o a c h  s l a b . 
! e )  R e i n fo r c e m e n t  - U s e  U 6  b a r s  a t  6 "  m a x i m u m  c e n t e r s  f o r  l o n g ­
i t u d i n a l  r e i n f o r c e me n t . U s e  H 4  b a r s  a t  1 8 "  m a x i mum c e n t e r s  
f o r  t r a n s v e r s e  r e i n fo r c e men t .  T r a n s v e r s e  r e i n f o r c e m e n t 
s h a l l  b e  p l a c e d  p a r a l l e l  t o  f i l l f a c e  o f  e n d  b e n t  w i t h  s p a c i n g  
o f  1 8 "  m e a s u r e d  a l o n g  t h e c e n t e r l i n e  o f  b r i d g e a s  s h o w n  i n  
f i g u r e  1 3 - J . B a r s  s h a l l  h a v e  2 "  c l e a r a n c e  i n  t o p  a n d  b o t t o m  
o f  s l a b . 
STRUCTURE DES I GN DES I GN  MANUAL 
( c )  On dual lane h ighways where a wide bri dge i s  used rather 
than separate bridge s ,  four approach s labs will be required using 
the full width approach s lab concept . On the median sine , extend 
the approach s lab to the edge o f  the approach paved shoulder but 
not less than s i x  feet from the median edge o f  pavement. 
( d )  Cla ss AA concrete will be used in the approach s l ab .  It 
wi l l  be necessary to compute th i s  quantity and show the quantity 
in the Approach S lab B i l l  of Materi a l .  
( e )  Rein forcement - Use t 6  bars at 6-inch maximum centers for 
longitudin al rein forcement. Use i 4  bars at 1 8-inch max imum 
centers for transverse reinforcement . Transv�rse r�in forcement 
sha l l  bA placed para llel to fi l l  face o f  end bent with spacing of 
1 8  inche s measured along the cent erline of bridge a s  shown in 
fi gure 1 3-3 . Bars shall have 2 - inch clearance in top and bottom 
o f  s l ab .  
( f )  Show horizontal curve offsets for l e ft and right edqe o f  
approach slabs o n  a horizontal curve . 
(g)  Con struction elevations Construct ion elevations 
approach slabs are to be computed as desc ribed in Chapter 
9 ( c )  • 
1 3- 1 -3 ��P ROACH DRAINAGE SLABS 
for 
7- 2-
( a )  I t  l. S  neces sary to coordinate the locat ion o f  the Sl?ecial 
drainage with Roadway Design. It is the respon s ibil ity · o f  the 
Hydrograph ic Unit to determine where this special drain age i s  
required . 
( b )  Roadway Des ign wi l l  determine the type grate to be used at 
each br idge location . The grate which will not be used should be 
crossed out on the standard. 
( c )  The location o f  the centerline of the grates and drop 
in let will be shown in the p l an o f  the approach s l ab where 
spec ial drainage is requi red . The criteria for e s tab l i shing this 
location will be the larger of the fol lowin g :  
( 1 )  Three feet from the end of the curved end block to the 
centerline o f  the grates and �roo inlet . 
( 2 )  Four feet from the end o f  a swent back wing to the 
centerline o f  the grates and drop inlet . 
( 3 )  Eight feet (norma l )  from the f i l l  face o f  the end bent 
to the intersection o f  the centerline of the grates and 
drop inlet with the edge of the approach s l ab ,  
I t  i s  suggested that the dimension locating the 
center line of grate and drop inlet be ro��ded to a 
three-inch increment where shown on the plan s .  
( 4 )  End o f  approach s lab , 
DAT E : REVI SED 8 - 3- 8 1  2 3 1)  
STRUCTURE DESIGN DI::S I GN HANUAL 
drainag e .  See Figure 8-2 in this ma nual for the pipe drain 
de ta i l s .  
For .hr l.dges wi thout approach s lab s ,  i n  addition to the 
spec i f ica � Lons , provide continuous layer o f  1 ' - 6 "  thick s uh drain 
f ine aggregate behind the f i l l  face of end hen t .  
' '  
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STRUCTURE DESIGN 
(d)  Class A concrete wil l  be used in the approach drainag� 
slab details .  It wil l  be necessary to compute this quantity ann 
show the quantity in the Approach S lab Bill of Material . 
(e) The approach drainage slab details wil l  not apply where 
standard curb and gutter ties into the ends of  the bridge . 
Approach slabs wil l  be handled in the usual manner where standard 
curb and gutter approaches are used . 
· 
( f )  Details are provi�ed on the Curved End Block Standard 
(Standard No. GRA1 ) to handle the curb transition for approach 
drainage slab curb or standard curb and gutter approaches . 
(g)  In those cases where the roadway contract will  be let 
earlier than the bridge , Structure Design Unit shoul� furnish to 
Roadway Unit a sepia of the plan view of the approach slab 
showing the location of the drop inlet . See Figure 1 3-3  for 
example. 
1 3-1 -11 DRAINS 
(a)  Three inch diameter PVC plastic pipe drains should be 
located at 1 0  feet maximum centers in the end bents to facilitate 
drainage . Pipe drains shal l  be extended through end bent caps 
1o�hether or not s lope proctection is used. See Figure 8-2 in this 
manual for the pipe drain details . 
For bridges without approach slab s ,  in a�dition to the 
specificat ions ,  provide continuous layer of  1 ' -6 " thick sub drain 
fine aggregate behind the fill face of end bent • .  
(b)  Use j udgement in placing these drains in the end bent. 
Watch for cone of earth spilling aroun� wing and covering drain. 
Locate if possible in region of  negative moment adj acent to 
piles . 
1 3-2 MEDIAN PIER PR�CTION 
(a)  In median having piers less than 30  ft. from the edge of  
pavement, guardrail shall be placed. Specia l consideration will  
be given when barrier-shape protection is  justified. When 
barrier-shape protection is called for, use Class A concrete 
rein forced similar to the barrier rail used on bridge deck . 
Reinforcing steel and Class A concrete quantities ar� included in 
the bent bill of material . No separate pay item is required. 
(b)  If the pier offset is between 30 ft. an� 110 ft . ,  then an 
earth berm shall be placed. When berms are placed , pier foot ing 
shall be designed accordingly and slope prot�ction placed 
according to the applicable standar� . 
(c ) Piers with an offset over 11 0  ft . require no imnact 
protection. 
DATE : REVISED 8-3- 8 1  2 3 1  
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Stnoctun: OICIYition in rondwoy Cllll, ... embonkiiiCIII lieU 
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_, ...  Ill' • ""'' be - specillcolly .._ - lhc ....... 
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rock to ouch on eatent tllot in tltr fnpnoer's opinion the -· 
.. ...., meosun:ments con be token for llruct- eunotiotl. If 
the ...,._ lhlll foil to ,; .. such Mlice or na1icn\ or !e· iiiDYI IIIJ III IOriol prior ID the tokinf ef meMUn:m<niL the 
Fnrineer lhlll Pftlllme tltot meo;un:ments token ol the time 
he fint - tltr Blltoriol ioo quntion Will pYI tltr true qtllll­
toty of eacnotiotl. Hori-tol poJmenl limits will Ito ..e .. un:d 
........ plumb u- """ 2 fftt outside of tltr _. linn of 111e 
oritinol f-.tiaM oniJ, un .... otherwise "'-" .,. tltr pi-
- ....... tbe Ilia ., the , .... . lo iolaered - ...... 2 .... 
hi lnf din:ctiotl, Ia Which Cl .. , the IICI ef the fDDiillp IIIII 
.. ........ .,.,.... 111c on,; .. , ,., ..... linn. • """"'i•lled ben:· 
--. •ill be - for detmninlnl tM lldditionll •­
·� U<nalion. No ollow•- for rock .,.....,..k will be 
- ... . ... .... ....... lilnits Ill' - lhon ' indta below 
"'�-• ., fDDiinJ, ....... illdicoled ......... - the ,. __ 
"-· when uilderwoter COIICrete lo ljiOCillcd. the lloriztllrtol 
•••- litni" will be lllose specilled for 11tr ..,..,.._ ltodi· 
•oled .., the piORL When -tor conaeto Is nD1 specified, 
""' " _;,..., lhc hori-11 po� linlils will be ••....,... 
.. . ... _ .. ..... ,_ of the ........... 
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WISCONSIN 
1W!I.!L1 
...... ,loft ollll rhr orhor ill ..., ... n,_.., -k rhor rhr disronco br!Wftn 
them equeh 2000 feet 1nd the included qu:1ntitin of CliCIYJtion and 
emblttt.ment bal•wu. All ma1rri1ls within thi� fru haul limit will be 
rlimiuted from further COMideratinn. The di!tl:lnte betwren thf �nter or 
ttrawity or the rem•ininp: ...  �.of e•a•ation Jnd the ctnler of,,. •• ,., or the 
reruininp: embenlmnn. ln.• thr limit of free haul as .� �ribcd, shall 
be the �rhtul dis!Jnce for R01d•ay end Dr1ina� Eua•atinn. 
The q••ntity of CMrhl•l !!.hall be the product or theom-ha•l di•tence. in 
llllioM of 100 feet or in milet. multiftlied by the quantity of «Mthlul 
matftial in nbic y1rds. In �1. when the Ol"efffaul di�tance i5 not more 
than one·hllf mile the qUiftlily of 0\'etft .. f wifl be rMI!i.Urcd 011 I llltion. 
,.. .. .. sis� ..... when the O'lfThaul di!llttee n more thin Ont'·half mile. the 
quantity of owerhlul wilt be me�sured on a yard-mile basis. 
The ert�iMer wiD determine the nccn.•ity for merh1al •'"' •hll be 
arronled umple tiiM to tab the MCeSS�'l' crm.• �tttioM and lftU'I:Utemtnts 
to fttcnnine the "'•me or na�•ation for which ovcr ... ul will be peid. 
m.5.J ......,.. ... llorl. l'rrsplinin1 nd will br .,.., • ..,. by lhr 
linur foot or drill hole. indlldinJ ·�· tee� ion hole�. drillfd alon, the face or 
o<eq��oblo presplil roc' slopes. Thr mn•u,...,.nl will lor motk r ..... rhr lop 
of the drill hole al l he rock sarf<lft to the elnation or the roadway ditch. loa 
pmlelerminrd hrnrh elnolion Of IO lhr bollom or lhr roc' lrdJr Of _, 
•hete ���th rod does 1101 eatend to the roadway ditch or predetermined 
bench elnlition. 11 the case may be. 
.,, - "'  ..,_, 
lt5.6.1 IE•...-, lloodwoy ollll DrolnoJr t: ..... rion, Oft<blird n 
proridcd .oo.e. will be .. id for •• the contract ... it price per eabic yanf ror 
the clast of c•ca•ation m.olwed {Common Eae��ntion. Rod Eaca•ation. 
Stowe Piln and Stone Fcnca. Mauh Eua•ation or Undn!lified 
E•co .. rlootl which price shall lor poymenr in loll for all _, •pecirml 
ltllder Ra.dWiy ,1nd Dnlinap: Eac .. ation and altct for an itcmt�� of wort 
dai1no1rd under rbr ,...,.1 hrodin1 Pori II, Earth Worlt, for which .., 
�rille nil prias ate inclllded in the tontrad. Thecmt or mnon ... wall!. 
f«NndatkJns. etc .• the Sltnfldory dispaul of material reallinJ t�from • 
..... the backfilliftl or basements or opcninJ� restlltinJ from the rcrncM�f or 
.. rh. fCNndltioM. etc .• will be canst rued to be inc:llldcd in the centrad •nil 
price for Eaca .. tioft items. and no c•tn or additional compmsation will be 
rr11dc for IWCh wort. e•cept: that p.ymcnt for farnishin' and placlnJ the 
l'lqlin:d Gnmrlar Badfill wili be maft at the contract unit price for that 
irom. Soch poymenl •holl indllde full c:ompr.,.rion few oil rqui.,.....r. roo!•. 
labor and incidentals necessary to com�Jiete the worl:. The contract anit 
price per cubic yard shall include all haul eacept •� mntintd in Su�ion 
20H. 
mA.2 OtwllnL Plymcnt for twt:rhaal on Roadwa�· and On:in•rc 
l:ac.a•atkJn will be made at 1 anil pricx rer �tatinn-y.rd or rer yard-mile to 
he •�:reed •pon in •ritinl by the contractor and eflliMn btfort the work � 
�larlcd. which price �hall be full cotnl'f:IW!IIion for all labor. cquifWMnl. 
RR 
II!I.U 
ronh ollll l......,roh ......,.ry """ ro rhr oddilioftol hall or ln-'"lion 
iri"'O.n beyond 1� limit of free ha•l as herein defined. 
In no ca!IC: will O.Crha•l be allowed on •Muitabtc Nlcrialt from 
RaedWiy and Drainate F.•caYatKtn di�f'O!'ed or by the centractor beyond 
the rif!ht-cJf-••r limit� as specirted. 
111�.6.� ............. llodl . ........ illint Jlod, _ ..... II -­
aho\'e, will be paid for at the contriCt •nit price prr linear focM. This price 
shall be full com,msation for ell drillin�o chtrlina. stcmmina afld ltlaslinf:; 
ror f•rni�hiftJ all matcriafs. inchtdinl eaplmi.a� and for all 1abnr. 
equipment. roofs and incidentals �ury to complete the ....... 
SEcrtON 206. EXCAVATION FOR 
STRUCfURES 
211.1 O.wrlfelo& E•co .. rioft for SII'IIdo ... skln ..,..... .ron ....... 
tion. of wharncr nature encountered. for calwerts. stnK'tef"81 plate pipe afld 
SII"KKII'II plate pipe arches, brid,es IIIII rt'lliniftl ..... Clcept II Glhcrwitc 
,....;.t.d hrmn. II shall indede oil -....ry cluri"' ond ,,.llllinl within 
the ll'a defined by lines connect ina the e•tremitin or the end ,. .. trwtatc 
•nits rcpnfteu or whether or no1 c•a"'tion is imoft'ed; the rcmcwal of old 
Sllhtnrdure anits within the IPICC otapied by tftc IICW stntct•re� the 
,.,_.lor oil lop. sromrs.l,.bo,ollllorhrr molerioh •"" dlollrKiioM -· 
enary to place the fwndations afld st111et•re in confornrity with. tftc pllm 
end specirtations: the ditf'OSII  or all tMicrial obtaiMd from UCII'IIIIion and 
.... .....,.,, shopi ... slopin�o ... c,fillinf, c:om .. Ciinl •llll deoni .. or .... 
site. 
Tllil irem dors 001 ;.....,.. ••co .. rion for crohorl pipe or pipr ....... 
CoiTmlams sholl camisr orrhr.-lrKiion or on ....... ,, cofl'mlomo 
end cribs or wc:ll-point s)'!tems and their suhlcqltelll rerrto\'al. and all ncccs­
•ry sheetinJ. shorina. bracin1. drainintt end pampinJ to permit the con­
llnldion of the Hb!lti'KI•rc. at.o.c the seal. in the dry. Stram dMniofts 
ond eorlh ditcuholl nor ... •sed in lin or .,.ar...J cofl'mlomsor .. n.poinr 
systems. unless e•prasly permined by the e111inecr in writi"' and mnl 
comrJy wilh lhr "''•i,...,.niS or subomioM 107.18 11111 107.20. 
211.2 CloosllluO... E•co .. rioft for SlrKI..., will br dollir...J few 
IMI.surcment and .-yment as E•taYition for StrKt•m. 8ridJCS; E•a•a­
tion for Structurn, Culwcrts; E•ca"atton for Stractam.. Stntctural PIRie 
Pipe or Pipe Arche!l: or E•cnation for Stnrct•rcs. Retainina Wall�; as the 
case may be. and such clas� shall incledc all material of •hatn'f'r natarc 
encountered. h:c�vation for StrKtarn will not be dauir.m •• Cnmmon 
E•cnation, Rock E•cav:llion or Manh E•tavation nor will il � cla!ltiried 
as dry c�;cavation or wet e•caYalion. 
1116.3 c--lloo MotW.. 
M 
2116.3.1 
116...1.1 ...... t1 Exaqllell. The elcYation or the bt,nom5 of fontin�s. 
11 1hown Oft the plans. shall be considered as arrro•imate only, and ttle 
erttineer may order. in writinr. such chanres in dimensions or devation or 
footintt!i as may be �ury to secure a satisfactory ft1undation. 
ltMt.J.Z CefT�IM alld {"rlh. Cofferdams and cribs for foundation 
construction shall be carrird lo adequate depths and heitthts, be safel�­
de"'ittned 1nd constructed. and be made as waterti1ht as is neceuary for thf 
proper performance of the work. The interior dimensions of cofrerdams and 
cribs shall be such as to &ive sufficient clearance for the construction of 
forms and the inspection of their Cll.terion, and IO J1trmit rumpintt from 
nmps outside the forms. Cofferdams or cribs which are tilted or moved 
laterally durin1 the procn;s of sinkintt shall be ritthlcd. reset or cnlarttcd so 
as to f'I'O'ide the necessary clearance. and this work shall be at the sole 
ell.penseofthe contractor. The contractor shall be responsible ror any claims 
ror dama�:es raultin1 rrom the U5t or I well-point syslem. 
216.J.J ProiHIIo• or c.-rete. Correrdams and cribs shall be 
constructed 10 as to protect rresh concrele a1-ains1 dama,-e from a sudden 
risins or the s.retm •nd to prevenl dama� to the roundation by erosion. 
Wales and CI"OSJ braces shall be Jocatcd so I hal the substructure unil can be 
constructed without construction joints 01her than those shown on the plans. 
If wales or braces mast be len in pf�ce. only pipe. precast concrete. or rolltd 
steel sections will be permilled. Boxins out or timber braces will nol bt 
permined. 
:106.3.4 Dnwloop ........ The c:ontrador shall oubmit drawinRJ 
showin�: his proposed method of cofferdam or crib construction. Such 
dr1winp will be aPfti"U'«< by the enJineer berore construction is slarted. but 
nchapprovalshall not in any way relieve thecontraclor or his responsibility 
to KC"ure a ufe and satisractory cofferdam or crib. 
106.1.! Rftllll"al. Unless Olherwise provided. coiTerdams or cribS. with 
all sheetins and bracins. shall be removed after the completion and curinJ 
or the substructure unit. are beins taken not to disturb or otherwise injurr 
the rinishcd masonry. 
%06.J.6 En• .. rla&. The contractor shall notify the cnsineer sufrlciently 
in advance of I he be�innin1 of c•cavation for structures so that elevations 
and measurements may be taken of the existins sround before it is: disturbed 
and of existins substructure units before they are removed. 
JeU. 7 ...... ntlooo or F-.tlooo r .. Foocloop. Rock or other hard 
f011ndation material shill be freed of all loose material. cleaned and cut loa 
linn surface. either In-cl. stepped or serrated. All seams shall be cleaned out 
and lilled with cement mortar or &rout. 
When maiOftf}' is to rest on an excaVJted surface other than rOck. special 
are shall be taken no1 to disturb the bottom of the excavation, and the final 
remov.l of the foundation material to srade shall not be made until just 
before the masodry is placed. Such surfaces shall be protected from freezinJ 
after e:\avation and prior to placement of concrete ma�ry for I he footinJ.. 
When foundation piles are used, the excavation of each pil shall be 
substantially completed before �,.innins pile-drivin,. operaliMs thertin. 
A.fler pile-driving operations in a given pit arc compltted. all I� and 
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di<plattd material therein •hall be "'"""'"" to tbe ei<Yation or tbe bolt'"" or 
the footin�s. 
When footinp can be placed in dry foundation pils. footin1 forms may 
be omitted, whcn approved by lht tn1-ineer. and the entire Clcavalion filled 
with concrete to the: elevation of I he lop of lite footinJ. No payment will be 
made. however. for concrete placed outside the rootinLt dimensions shown on 
the plans. 
Footinp foanded on ""'"" n>ck sholl be keyod into therotlt whenond 11 
required by the plans. Such byway when required shall conform to plan 
dimensions. All footin(l: exavations in sound rock shall be lilled with 
concrete to the elevation of the top of the rock or the top of the footinB. 
whKhever is lower. No payment. however, will be made for concrete placed 
outside the footins dimensions shown on the plans. 
%06.11 �- Whenever pradic:able. roundation CllCIYations shin 
be unwatered be:rore depositin1 masonry therein. 
Pumpin1 from the interior of foundation enclosures shaft be done in s11Ch 
1 manner as to preclude. insorar as practicable, the removal of foundation 
material or concrete insredients. 
There shall be no pumpins from the interior of 1 roandation encknre 
durin1 1he placin1 of concrete therein nor for I period of It least 2• houn 
thereafter. utdess it be done from 1 suitable s•mp outside the rorms. There 
shall be no pumpins from within any roundation enclosure while cortercte is 
bein1 deposited under Wiler therein. Pumpin(l: to •nwater a sealed 
cofferdam shall not commence: until the seal has set surrtciently to 
withstand the hydrostatic pressure. 
:106.3., --doe c .... . 
216.3.U J1oWaoo ... ......... Wok If the nrface ..... which 
masonry is to be placed is lOft, muddy, or COJered with muck and wiii iiOC 
dry oul and harden when the excavation has been kept unwalered for a 
reasonable len1th of time. the contractor shall rurnish and place the 
Mreinarter described subfoundation course when to ordered by the 
en�:ineer. The subfoundation course shall consist: of Granuln lhtckfill. or 
other materials •JIIli'O'Od by the en1ineer. and oholl he placed directly below 
the elevation or the bonum or the footinp to the depth dniBnated by the 
ensineer. 
:1116.3.,.2 a.-ts. The c:ontnctor •hall place 1 si• lncll sobfaondation 
COline of Oranublr Backfill or other appnwed material directly below the 
elevation of the bottom of the slab between lhe cutorr walls of all cuJverts. 
206.3.,.3 Str��<torol Plote Plpo ••• Plpo Ar< ...  Placement of 
••bfoandation courses. indudins cushion courses.. for structural plate pipe 
and pipe arches shall conform to Subsection 527.4.1. 
2116.3.10 F ..... tlaoo S..L When conditions a"' ._nten:d wllic:h 
render it impractical to unwater the foundation e�:avatHHI before placin1 
masonry therein, the engineer may require the consrruction of a concrele 
foundation seal of such dimensions as deemed necessary. Af1tr the seal has 
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... .... r .......... .......... •hall ...... be on•olmd and .... balonce or 
lbe --'l' ploeed in lbe dry. 
Foondolion Jail not s-n on lh< pions shoJI be ploeed below lbe 
elnation of the bouom of foolin1 sho•n thereon, unlen otherwise: 
IUihoriml. 
c- In r ... ndollon lOllS sholl be ... .... in .........,_ wilh .... 
nq��ircments of S.btec:1ion 502.1.6 . .1, for concrete defiOSiled under water. 
1116.l.ll 1-tllolt. Muonry shall not be rlaeed nor ony form or 
ltn�ctural plate pipe or pipe arch erected in any t:XCIYition until the 
en,ineer Msappnl"'aa the depth thereof' and thecharac:teroflhe foundation 
material. 
Je6.3.11 -Ill. Moreriol osed For ._cknll sholl be or o qualily 
IICCCJMable to the en�ineer and shall bt free from fronn lump!'. wood or 
other eureneous or peri1hable material. Apprmed mau�rial from 
e•a•ation may be •sed for t.cUillina unless Granular Backlill is specirted. 
When Gran•lar 81Ckfill is specified, Rlllterial from t:ICIYation merlin� the 
req��imne.n�s therefor ntl)' be used for bacUillin' in accordance with the 
prol'isions of Subsection 104.8. Stone used in backfillinJ shall be entirely 
cn.aoped by finer m�terial. 
All spaces e•ca•ated 1nd not occapied by the new struc:tare shall be 
t.ckfilted to the elen:tion and !edion eltistin1 prior lo �•c.n·ation. c11.cepl 
that blcUill shall not be placed above the required section for the fini5hed 
work. Backfill shall be s•rftcienl to pnwide allowance for settlement. 
Backfill shall not be placed a,aint any Concrete Masonry rctainin1 
Will or abutment or the rct1inin1 wall type. e11.cepl as f""O"ided in the 
followin1 Plraaraph, or niYert Will: antil the masonry has been in place 14 
days or until tat cylinders show the stren11h or the ma!Oftry to be at least 
3000 ponds per square inch� nor shall Hi1h�Early..Stren11h Concrete in 
RICh units be bid filled before till cllys al"ter the date of pourin1 or until l�t 
cylinden show the stren1th of the masonry to be 11 last 3000 pounds per 
tquare inch. Backfill shall not be placed a1ainst any portion or any 
suiMtnK:ture tutit until the reqa�irtd nrina and protection. surface fintshins., 
dompproolina ond •••• ,.,..,or;., or .... - lo be ,._,... hy backfill h•• 
been completed, prmidcd -...r.thol ln noao,. shall Cone,.,. Ma-ry, 
cocepl •s prmidcd in lh< FollowinJ poroaroph. be •ckr.lled before rhe 
-h ... , orter lhe dote or pourinJ thereoF. - shall Hiah-Early· 
Slt .. Jih C-.ele be ._cknlled beFore the lhird d•y after rh< pourinJ 
thereoF: 
When oo pamltled hy lh<011Jineer, FOOiinp moy be ... trolled to the lop 
.rthe fOOiinp. sill abutments may be backfilled 10 I he berm elnttion and 
retaini"' wads may be bllctrllled uniformly and simultaneou,ly on bolh 
sides tolhe eleYatkm of the front 1roand surface immediately upon remmal 
or the forms. 
Abutments for ri'id frame stntet•m and abutments which are no1 
clesi�:ned as sclf�sw!ltainina shall not be backfilled until concrete in the 
supenuvc:t:ure ha!l been poured and cured. 
Sub!U"Ktare unit!' shall no1 bt backfilled until the area involved !lhall 
haYe been cleared of all falscwork. sheet pilin,., cribbin,.. �horin�. bracin,:. 
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rorms ond ,.bbish, eacepr th•l coFrmlams shall be '-Rnllcd prior 1o 
removal of sheet: in& wnteu otherwi�e permined by the Cft8ineer. 
Backlilliftl shall be so performed as lo preYt:nt wedlina ac:tioll lpiMe 
the structure. Elislinf! slopes shall be stepped. rerneed or otherwise treated 
11 neecssary 10 preYeRt slif'PIBC and wft11in1 of the bKUill. 
Unless o<h<rwhe prmided, backnll •h•ll be ploced in -.lnooos 
horizonlal layen not more than 12 inches thick that are hrmllhl up 
eniformly • •  , far as prtc1ialble. on all sides or each substrwturc anit or 
cuiYert. Each layer shall be adequately comr-cted, before the ne•t layer is 
placed. by means of appro'fCd rollers or portable mechanfcal or pneumatic 
tampen or vibrators. 
If I here is water in an eii.CIYatian. bld:nltina opef'ltiofts tllerein shall be 
!MJI performed that such water will be disrfaced by tM backfill and not 
trapped therein. Water shall not be used 10 e11.pedite SCUiement of bed rill 
eii.CCJ'1 wilh the written aPJ'f'OVII of the CRiirtcer. but t his prmision shall not 
be COMirued to repuire an e�c .. ation to be •nwttertd before placinl 
badlill. When the InC of water is permitted. the entire e11.avation shill be 
kept inundated durin�: the period that backfill is placed, e•cept when jeninl 
is an.,.ro. 
BackOIIinJ ..,...tions sholl be conducted In soch o --• lhon no 
portion of the structarc is damar:ed or derlected out of ali1nment. 
Backrillinl malerial tran,portcd in lrucb or oCher Yehicles 1 .. 11 be 
dumred !10 that the contents of each YChidc Ire 1ndually deposited instead 
or simultaneously dumpina the entire contents 11 one mass. Insofar as 
rractic:ablc. all clams. dippers and similar c::ontainen or badlill lhltl be 
lowered to within fiYe feet of the surface oft he previously deposited bid: fill. 
or of the .... ter surface, before they are d•mped. 
Badfill may be end dumped from the strwct•re or a,_ch 
embankment if the material is spread and placed in the a�escribed 12· 
inch horirontal loyen orter it is end dumrcd. Bodcfdl sltoll not be placed in 
or from narrow ramps or dr�Ycways up to or from the strKture. 
Badfillin1 of struct•r•l plat� pipe and pipe archn shall be 
oa:omplished •s prmidcd in Subsection ,21.4.2. 
lbclfill olonJ the front race or lholmeniJ, ftllloinJ wolls lnd ...... 
walls shall e11.tend 10 within sill. inches or the weep holes, •nlcss otherwise 
tlesiJnaled. 
Wh<a - ...... . ,. tlesi,nated on lbe ploM For eah<m, 1llol"'"'"s 
and retainin1 walls I here shall be placed behind the cuiYefl. abatmcnt or 
retainin�: wall at the letocl or lhe weep holes 1 drpmit or depo!lits or COline 
lfiYel or broken Slone. TJte dimensions of "uch deposits Shill conform to I he 
dimcn1ions indica led on the plans. ... 
20i.J.IJ Dls-1 or Eon,.l .. M1lorlol. EocoYOted moterill  which is 
suitable for use as ripnp may be so placed if such wsc is a�iate. 
E•cnated material which is not uRd as riprap and which is suitable fur 
bad:rillin' may be so utili1cd. Excavated m1tcrial which is not u� for 
riprap or backfillinJ and which is suitable for the con!Uraclion or 
embankments shall be ust'd therefor in accordance with the requirements of 
Roadway and Drainal'lr EII.CJJVation and Embankment!. 
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The Cllllti'Kior shall dispose or all swrplus e•cawatrd material in 
HICOfda��a: with the perlinent requirement or Subseetion 20�J.I I.  
ltt.J.I4 -- ef 0.-'" ... Woi .... IJL Unl .. s athmrile 
pe:rmiued, no cunation shall be made ntsidc of caissons, cribs. 
coll'erdama, or sheel pilin1. and the natural 11ram bed adjacent to the 
llriiCtlre sMH not be disturbed without pe:rmiuion from the enaineet. lr 
any ClCifttion or dredain1 is performed at the site of the structure beJore 
aillonl. cribl. or cofferUms ere ••nk in place, the contrtctor shill, .rter 
the foundation is itt place, biC'tfill all StiCh caantions to the oriainal 
1ro11nd swrfacc or llream bed with materill utitfKiory to the cnaineer. 
Upon completion of work wilhin cofferdams, cribs or shftt pilina. the 
CIOftlradOI' shill MckFill any CICI'fll ed lrel wilhin IICh corfcrdams to the 
stream bed elention, •nless otherwfse pnl\'ided. 
Eac:nated material and debris resultina from the contractor's 
aperations and occurrin1 in stream channels, ditch lines or wa1crways shall 
be remmed to the leftl or the finished stream bed or sround line at "the 
expense of the contractor. 
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zeu.r Exnoo- fw SloalwtL EKantlcon few Strwctures will be 
-s•rcd as 1 Mnit for each spccirac hridp, culwer1, ttructaral plate pipe or 
pipe arch or rc11 inin1 .. 11 desisnated in t ... _:proposal IS a bid item, 
com)'tleled in accordance with the conlract. 
J06.-4.2 C.rf,..-. When the contract does 1101 CXJntain 1 JpeclrJC item 
for cofferdams, then all the work hereinbefore prescribed, required and 
performed for cofferdams or cribs will nol be: tep�ralely nKasured for 
payment, bat will be considered incKiental to the item of Exe�vation for 
Strwctura. 
When the ..... net C<NIIoins the hem fJI CoffenloiiiL nch item wiD be 
matured as a tinale complete unit or work, acceptably performed. 
..., .. .. ..  ,__ 
:116.5.1 E_,_.._ fw Sbatwa. l!s-tlcon few Slrwctura • ..,.....,.. 
a -- ....... will be ,_id for II the «NNInet lomp sum price few 
fucontlcon for Stroctura. Bridpo; l!santion few Strwctora. C.t.erto; 
Excontlcon for Stroctora. Structllfll Pllte Pipe or Pipe Arches; cw 
E..antioll for Strwct•ra. Retainina Walls; u the cue may be. which price 
shaD be full compensation for all clcarina « anbbins; cofferdams. cribs. 
Jheetina. shorina. braciq. pumpin1 and •nwaterina. •nless otherwise 
pt'V\'ided; for remorina and disposina of all excaqtion 1101 included in bid 
items perteinina to the rerno¥al of existina nruct•n:s. includina excavatioft 
for tab. ainlen, projectioM and nbfoundation coarses; for prcp�rina 
fmntdation: for ._ctfillina and eompictina all tpKC excavated and no1 
occa)'lied by the new 11ructure includinl tubfoandation course and Granular 
Bac-kfill when tpecir»ed; and for furnithin1 all material, labor, tools, 
equipment and incidentals �ry to complete the wort.. 
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The ....,tnet lamr oum price for Excontlcon r... Stooctom ohiO opply 
to all siK'h caenation rcrnowd to an elevation between planes lyina ont fOOl 
,..,.. ond below the <levatiooo fll the bolt..., fll the footi"'• or floor fJI 
nlverts or the in¥erl of struetural plate pipe er pipe arches as liven on the 
plans for the specirrc units. 
In the ...,., ,he foot ins is """""" cw ..,  a slope. the lomp •m price for 
E1avation for Struetura shall apply to aii JKh ncavation rancwa1 1o an 
...... ion ...  _ pllnn .... root ...... .... below the plln .....  Icon or the 
bottom of the fOOiin�. for each stepped RCtion, or between planes one fGOI 
• ..... ond below 1nd ponll<l lo the slope eot•blish<d bJ the pl1n elevations 
for the bottom of the rootina. a!l the case may be. 
Any excav1tion ordered by the enaineer to be prrfonned to eSe.ations in 
nccu orone root above or below the cfnation ofthc bottom of' the footiqs 
or floor  invert as indicated on the plaM will be considered and paid for as 
provided in Subsection 109.4, Eatra Work. 
106.5.1 Coif-- Coofml1ms. 11101sa...r 11 -""" IM. will be 
paid for at the contrut l•mp ••m price, which price shall be r.n 
compellSition ror furnishiq all coffml•ms and cribs. inclwdin1 wcll·point 
systems, sh�tin1o shorinJ and bracina: for constrwctin1. mainlainina. 
bactfillinJ and removin1 111eh cofferdams and cribs: for p!lmpina and 
•n•alerinJ, and for furnishin1 all labor, tools, equipment and incidentals 
neccssa,. to complete the work. 
H6.6 c_, ... for r-.- s..L c-r.te .......,. r ... 
rooncbtlcon ... 1. ailed ror on the pl•ns or ordeoed .., the ... ; .....  win be 
measured and paid for IS prowided in Seclion S02. 
SECTION 207. EMBANKMENT 
21'7.1 Delco I ...... n;. item oholl -ill fJI pladoa ia ....  ol:_ 
and in misc:ellaneous backfills material obtained from Roadway aM 
DrainaBe Excavation, Borrow E•cawation or Eacautioft for Strwct•ra. all 
in aa:ord1nce with these apecifiealions and in rutonably dule COIIfonnity 
with the lines, 1rades. thicknesses and typic:al croaa aectioftl show• an lhe 
plans or <lllbli5hed b)' the ensineer. 
m.z llfattrioh. llfoterillo for .... ......... .... . - fll a.....-
ftllterialsand shall cont1in no lop. ttumpt. bnnh cw other perishable mate­
rial. Sod and humUJ.bearina soils. in excess olthe qaantity needed for •f.. 
wapd lopsoil requiremenll. and other tOils ftOI nitable for .-.dbed allftoo 
llru<tlcon m•y he piO<ed in theCNbioleedJ<Iflltheem .. nkment. be"'"" lloe 
limits of an •••med one·to-one slope nttndin1 oulwanf from the OMter 
fimib of the finished thoolder line. fraren I•MPI of IOil shall not IJe per· 
mined to be placc:d in embankment• iMide the ai:Joq desiJnated usumed 
slope limits. 
llflleriols to be ;.......,...., ... in the top 12  indleo flleorth ..,._nkments 
shall be free from none, brolen c:oncrt1e or other 11111crials which would 
sittnirtcantly affect scariryinJ, compactinJ and finilhintt the subttrade. 
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12. 6 ABUTMENT DRAINAGE AND BACKFILL 
(1) Abutment Drainage 
Abutment drainage is necessary to prevent hydrostatic pressure 
and frost pressure. Hydrostatic pressure , soil and water 
included, can amount to an equivalent fluid pressure of 8 5  
pounds per cubic foot. Frost action , which can occur in silty 
backfill , may result in extremely high pressures. On high 
abutments these pressures will produce a tremendous force 
which could result in structural damage or abutment movement. 
To prevent these additional pressures on abutments it is 
necessary to drain away whatever water accumulates behind the 
body and wings . This is accomplished by using a pervious granu­
lar fill on the inside face of the abutment. Pipe underdrains 
will be necessary to drain the fill if it rests upon an imper­
vious soil or rock. 
Most of central and northern Wisconsin has a native sandy soil 
which is quite pervious and it is not necessary to call for a 
special granular backfill. Southern and eastern Wisconsin 
have more clay type soils which may be rather impervious . The 
soil borings at the abutment will give some indication of the 
permeability of the underlying soils . 
The following factors are' considered by the designer in deter­
mining if granular backfill and pipe \Ulderdrains should be 
c:al.led for: 
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( l )  
( 2 )  
( 3 )  
Perviousness or drainability of the material at the 
bottom of the footing. 
Type of material available within the right-of-way 
for the construction of the roadway. If pervious 
material is available it will be used for backfilling 
the inside of the abutments. Obtain information 
about available material from the district soils 
section if not known. 
Height of the abutment. Lower sill abutments are 
capable of withstanding hydrostatic pressure on their 
full height. Semi and full retaining abutments 
generally will be overstressed or may slide if sub­
ject to large hydrostatic pressure. 
NutnbOf 
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When it is necessary to drain the backfill material with pipe 
underdrains 1 6 inch corrugated metal pipe is used. Perfora­
ted pipe is used behind the abutment and unperfOrated is used 
outside the abutment to drain the water away. The best eleva­
tion at which to place the pipe underdrains is at the same 
elevation as the bottom of the footing. However, if it is not 
possible to discharge the water to a lower elevation, it must 
be placed higher. In general , less unperforated pipe outside 
the abutment is required when the perforated pipe behind the 
abutment is placed at higher elevations . Some pipe under­
drains have been installed high enough so they can be extended 
directly through the wing walls and discharge water above the 
side slopes . 
Pipe underdrains and weepholes may discharge water during 
freezing temperatures. In urban areas this may create a 
problem due to the accumulation of ice on sidewalks . 
( 2 )  Abutment Backfill 
When the designer feels that a special material is necessary 
to insure adequate abutment drainage1 he specifies "Granular 
Backfill - Grade l" as listed in the standard specifications 
for road and bridge construction. Since Grade l Granular 
Backfill is not always availabl� an alternate is also speci­
fied. The alternate is a material meeting the requirements 
of fine aggregates for concrete masonry. In general , granular 
backfill i s  specified for full and semi retaining abutments ,  
but i s  not. for sill abutments . 
When granular backfill is called for ,  its limits are shown 
on the abutment plans. It is only placed behind the abutment , 
between the wings. The limits are as shown on the following 
sketch . 
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Upper Limit of 
Structural Excavation 
Lateral Limit of 
Structural Excavation 
Pipe Underdrain ( Location may vary ) 
Bottom of Footing 
Granular Backfill Between Inside Faces of Wings 
12. 7  SELECTION OF STMIDARD ABUTMENT TYPES 
From past experience and investigations the following types· of 
abutments are generally most suitable and economical for the 
given conditions. Although piles are shown for each abutment 
type , spread footings may be utilized. The following chart i s  
a guide only and need not be rigidly followed. 
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212. 1 1  BACKFilL All material used for backfill shall 
be of a quality acceptable to the Engineer and shall be 
free from large or frozen lumps, wood, or other extraneous 
material. 
All SJ)a1:es excavated and not occupied by abutments, 
piers, or other permanent work shall be backfilled up to 
the �urface of the surrounding ground, unless designated 
otherwise on the plans. All backfill shall be compacted 
to the density of the adjacent material. Backfill placed 
below water level will not require compaction. The top 
surface shall be neatly graded to blend with the adjacent 
area. 
The fill behind abutments, wingwalls, retaining walls, 
and similar structures shall be deposited in horizontal 
layers of approximately eight inches· (205 mm) in thick­
ness and compacted to the density required for the adja­
cent materiel. The backfill in front of such units shall be 
placed first to prevent the possibility·' of forward move­
ment. Special precautions shall be taken to prevent any 
wedging action against the concrete and the slope bound­
Ing the excavation for such structures shall be stepped or 
roughened to prevent wedge action. JeHing of the fill 
behind abutments, wlngwalls, and retaining walls will 
not be permiHed. 
Fill placed around piers shell be deposited on both sides to approximately the same elevation at the same time. ' 
Adequate provision shall be made for the thorough 
drainage of all backfilling above the existing water table. 
Unless otherwise provided, backfill that would cause 
unequal stresses in abutments or wingwalls shall not be 
• placed until the concrete has been In place 1 4  days or 
until lest cylinders Indicate the compressive strength to 
':-e at least equal to 80 percent of the ultimate design 
.-t .otpr,essive sl'• �th for the class of concrete used. 
212.12 l'i:t.,;·. :•US BACKFilL MATERIAL Placing of 
. •t• Pervious Backfill Material shall be in accordance with 
1 s bseclion 2 1 2. 1 1  of the Specifications. Pervious Back· 
fill Material at any one location shall be of approximately 
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212.15 
the same grading and, at locations where the material 
would otherwise be exposed to erosion, shall be covered 
with at least a one-foot (0.3 m) layer of job excavated J 
material approved by the Engineer. The pervious back­
fill material shall meet the requirements of Subsection 
703. 19. 
212.13 EMBANKMENT. When the contrect for any 
structure requires the placement of embankments, they 
shall be comtructed in accordance with the specifications 
governing this class of construction. 
212.14 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT. The quantity to 
be paid for under this item will be the number of cubic 
yards, measured in Its original position of the material 
acceptably excavated. 
The total yardage, unless otherwise noted on the plans 
or staked, shall be the calculated volume included within 
vertical planes located 1 8  inches (460 mm) outside of the J 
footings and parallel thereto and included between the 
bottom of the fooling and the existing ground line. 
Existing ground line will be the natural ground line, road­
way excavation line, or roadway embankment line in 
place at the time excavation is made. 
The measurement shall not include any additional 
yardage required as a result of slips, slides, cave-ins, sill· 
ing, or fillings. 
Measurement for pervious backfill material will be 
the number of cubic yards based on the actual dimen­
sions used, not to exceed the plan dimensions. 
Clearing and grubbing, unless paid for under some 
other item, furnishing all necessary equipment, and the 
construction of all cribs, cofferdams, and the subsequent 
removal of cofl.!rdems and cribs, dewatering, and other 
miscellaneous work required for the excavation will not 
be measured for determination of a pay quantity but will 
be considered subsidiary to other items of the work. 
212.15 BASIS OF PAYMENT. The accepted quantities 
of structure excavation will be paid for at the contract unil 
price per cubic yard. The unit price per cubic yard In­
cludes the placing and compacting of all backfill, forma-
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703. 1 8  
Index Is non-plastic the liquid limit shall not be 
more than 30. The material placed In the stockpile 
shall meet the following gradation requirements 
for the maximum size specified: 
..... . ..... ... ....... --.... W"IIU-JM .. %,. ., .5 ...... , ••• '%" (19.0 mm) 100 
1'.'' (12.5 mm) 95-1 00  1 00  %" (9.5 mm) - 95-100 No. 4 (4.75 mm) 45-65 50-70 No. 8 (2.36 mm) 37-57 33-63 No. 200 (0.075 mm) 3-12 3-12 
(b) Type B aggregate shall consist of clean, hard, dura­
ble parlicles of crusher-run gravel or stone free from 
soft , thin, elongated, or laminated pieces or organic 
material. Material shall ... be· obtained from desig­
nated portions of the pit. · n.e plasticity index shall 
not be greater than six. The material placed In the 
llockpile shall meet the following gradation re­
quirements for the maximum size specified: Not 
less than 95 percent of the material shall pass a 
sieve of the maximum size designated on the 
plans; not more than 75 percent of the material 
shall pass e No. 4 (4. 75 mm) sieve; end not more 
than 1 5  percent of the materiel shall pass a No. 
200 (0.075 mm) sieve. 
(c) Type C aggregate shall consist of crusher-run scoria. 
Not less than 95 percent of the material placed 
In the stockpile shall pass a one-half Inch (1 2.5 mm) 
sieve. 
(d) Type D aggregate shall consist of clean, hard, duro. 
ble porlicles of screened sand free from soft, thin, 
elongated or laminated pieces, or organic material. 
The plasticity Index shall not be greater than six. 
The material placed In the stockpile shall meet the 
following gradation requirements: 
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703.20 . 
s; • .,. Det&tu"- Pete811f• .. ....  .._ 
W" (1 2.5 mm) 100 
'K" (9.5 mm) 95-100 
No. 4 (4.75 mm) 85-100 
No. 200 (0.075 mm) 3-12 
703.19 PERVIOUS BACKFill MAT!II AL Pervious 
Backfill Material shall consist of gravel, crushed gravel, 
crushed rock, natural sands, manufactured sands, or com­
binalions thereof. Pervious Backfill Material shall meet 
the following gradalion requirements: 
..... "" ...... .. ....... 
2" (50 mm) 100 
No. 4 (4.75 mm) 0-50 
No. 40 (0.425 mm) 0-30 
No. 100 (0. 150 mm) 0-10 
No. 200 (0.075 mm) 0-4 
In addition, the fradlon passing the No. 40 (0.425 mml 
sieve shall have a liquid limit not greater than 30 and 
shall be non-plaslic. 
703.20 AGGRfGA T1 FOR RIPitAP. Aggregate for rip­
rep shall be hard, durable, crushed, quarried, or natural 
stone, or broken concrete having en apparent specific 
gravity of not less than 2.4. The absorption shall not ex­
ceed four per cent, unless otherwise approved by the 
Engineer. The stone shall be free of weak laminations 
and cleavages, ond shall be of e quality thai will not dis­
Integrate on exposure to water or weathering. The aggre­
gate for the various types of rlprap shall meet the fol­
lowing additional requirements: 
(a) Class 1 rlprep stone shell consist of two sizes of 
stone. 
(1) Primary stone shall be not less than three Inches 
(75 mm) thick ond shall weigh not less than 
50 pounds (23 kg). AI Ieos! 60 percent of the 
stone shall weigh more than 80 pounds (36 kg). 
(2) Choked stone shall be fragments or spoils of 
the proper size to satisfactorily wedge b'.ltween 
the primary stones as placed. 
.: A 'tO -= 
212.11 
212.11 BACKFILL All material used for backfill siMII 
be of a quality ecceptable to the Engineer and shall be 
free from large or frozen lumps, wood, or other extraneous 
material. 
All ·� excavated and not occupied by abutments, 
plert, or other permanent work shall be backfilled up to 
the kurface of the surrounding ground, unless designated 
otherwise on the plans. All backfill shall be compacted 
to the density of the adjacent material. Backfill placed 
below water level will not require compaction. The lop 
surface thall be neatly graded to blend with the adjacent 
aree. 
The fill behind abutments, wingwalls, retaining walls, 
and similar structures shall be deposited In horizontal 
layers of approximately eight Inches (205 mm) in thick­
ness and compacted to the density required for the adja­
cent material. The backfill In front of such units shall be 
placed first to prevent the possibility of forward move­
ment. Special precautions shall be taken to prevent any 
wedging action against the concrete and the slope bound· 
lng the excavation for such structures thall be stepped or 
roughened to prevent wedge adion. Jetting of the fill 
behind abutments, wlngwalls, end retaining wells will 
not be permiHed. 
' 
Fill pieced around piers thell be deposited on both 
tides to approximately the tame elevation at the tame 
time. ' 
Adequate provision thall be made for the thorough 
drainage of all backfilling above the existing water table. 
Unless otherwise provided, backfill that would cause 
unequal stresses in abutments or wingwalls shall not be 
' placed until the concrete has been In place 1 4  days or 
until test cylinders Indicate the compressive strength to 
':-e at least equal to 80 percent of the ultimate design -t . ••pressive sl'• ;Jih for the class of concrete used. . I 
212.12 Pi:,.,;· . .:OUS BACKFill MATERIAL. Placing of 
. the Pervious Backfill Material shall be In accordance with 
I s�bsection 2 1 2.1 1 of the Specifications. Pervious Back· 
fill Material at any one location shall be of approximately 
_ ,.., _  
212.15 
the Hme grading end, at locetr- where the materlll 
would otherwise be exposed to erosion, shell be covered 
with at least a one-foot (0.3 m) layer of job excavated J 
materiel approved by the Engineer. The pervious beck· 
fill material shell meet the requirements of Subsection 
703.19. 
212.13 EMBANKMENT. When the contract for any 
structure requires the placement of embankments, they 
shall be constructed in accordance with the specifications 
governing this class of construction. 
212.14 METHOD OP MEASUREMENT. The quantity to 
be paid for under this Item will be the number of cubic 
yards, measured In Its original position of the material 
acceptably excavelad. 
The total yardage, unless otherwise noted on the plans 
or staked, shall be the calculated volume included within 
vertical planes located 1 8  inches (460 mm) outside of the I 
footings and parallel thereto and Included between the 
bollom of the footing and the existing ground line. 
Existing ground line will be the natural ground line, road­
way excavation line, or roadway embankment line In 
place at the time excavation is made. 
The measurement shall not Include any additional 
yardage required 11 a result of tlipa, slides, c.-Ins, silt­
ing, or fillings. 
Measurement for pervious backfill material will be 
the number of cubic yards based on the actual dimen­
sions used, not to exceed the plan dimensions. 
Clearing and grubbing, unless paid for under 101M 
other item, furnishing all necessary equipment, and the 
construction of all cribs, cofferdams, and the subsequent 
removal of cofl�rdams and cribs. dewatering, and other 
miscellaneous work required for the excavation will not 
be measured for determination of a pay quantity but will 
be considered subsidiary to other items of the work. 
212.15 IIASIS OF PAYMENT. The accepted quantities 
of structure excavation will be paid for at the contract unil 
price per cubic yard. The unit price per cubic yord In­
cludes the placing end compacting of all backfill, forma· 
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703.18 
Index Is non-pintle the liquid limit shall not be 
more than 30. The material placed In the stockpile 
shall meet the following gradation requirements 
for the maximum size specified: 
- ......... .... . 
............ W'I1U_J_ ..... .s _,_ 
! �" (19.0 mm) 100 -
�" (12.5 mm) 95-100 1 00  
%" (9.5 mm) - 95-100 
No. 4 (4.75 mm) 45-65 50-70 
No. 8 (2.36 mm) 37-57 33-63 
No. 200 (0.075 mm) 3-12 3-12 
lbl Type B aggregate shall -.slst of clean, hard, dura­
ble particles of crusher-run gravel or stone free from 
soft , thin, elongated, or laminated pieces or organic 
material. Material shall be· obtained from desig­
nated rorfions of the pit. The plasticity Index shall 
not be greater than six. The material placed In the 
stockpile shall meet the following gradation re­
quirements for the maximum size specified: Not 
less than 95 percent of the material shall pass a 
sieve of the maximum size designated on the 
plans; not more than 75 percent of the material 
shall pass • No. 4 (4. 75 mm) sieve; and not more 
than 1 5  percent of the material shall pass a No. 
200 (0.075 mm) sieve. 
(cJ Type C aggregate shall consist of crusher-run scoria. 
Not less than 95 percent of the material placed 
In the stockpile shell pass a one-half Inch (12.5 mm) 
sieve. 
(d) Type D aggregate shall consist of clean, hard, dura­
ble particles of screened sand free from soft, lhin, 
elongated or laminated pieces, or organic material. 
The plasticity Index shall not be greater than si•. 
The material placed In the stockpile shall meet the 
following gradalion requirements: 
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703.20 . 
Slo .. -... - __ ....... 100 W' (12.5 mm) 
%" (9.5 mm) 95-1 00 
No. 4 (4.75 mm) 85-100 
No. 200 (0.075 mm) 3-12 
703.19 PERVIOUS BACKFill MATnli'L Pervious 
Backfill Material shall consist of gravel, crushed gravel, 
crushed rock, natural sands, manufactured sands, or com­
binations thereof. Pervious Backfill Material shall meet 
the following gradation requirements: 
..... ,.. ..... ' .. ....... 
2" (50 mm) 100 
No. 4 (4.75 mm) 0.50 
No. 40 (0.425 mm) 0.30 
No. 1 00  (0. 150 mm) 0.10 
No. 200 (0.075 mm) 0-4 
In addition, the fraction pnslng the No. 40 (0 ... 25 mm) 
sieve shall have a liquid limit not greater than 30 and 
shall be non-plastic. 
703.20 AGGREOATI FOR RIPRAP. Aggregate for rip­
rap shell be hard, durable, crushed, quarried, or natural 
stone. or broken concrete having an apparent specific 
gravity of not less than 2.4. The absorption shall not ex­
ceed four per cent, unless otherwise approved by the 
Engineer. The stone shall be free of weak laminations 
and cleavages, and shall be of a qualify that will not dis­
Integrate on exposure to water or weathering. The aggre­
gate for the various types of rlprap shall meet lhe fol· 
lowing addilional requirements: 
(a) Class I rlprap stone shall consist of two sizes of 
stone. 
(1) Primary stone shall be not less than three Inches 
(75 mm) thick and shall weigh not less then I 50 pounds (23 kg). AI least 60 percent of the stone shall weigh more than 80 pounds (36 kg). 
(2) Choked stone shall be fragments or spalls of 
the proper size to satisfaclorily wedge ootween 
the primary stones as placed. 
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